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MSU Regents
Will Discuss
Budget Slash

Camp Concludes Season

Bear Creek Fire Out
But Glimmer Remains
By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
-

'

..

By now, the last camp fire has been
put out. But memories of good times
and close companionships can't be extinguished.
Camp Bear Creek, located on Kentucky Lake just outside Fairdealing in
Marshall County,concluded its last of
five camping sessions Friday.
A big camp fire where all campers
gather to enjoy their last night
together ends each session, according
to Gay Kerslager who, along with her
husband Bruce,serves as director for
the 185-acre Girl Scout camp.
Campers are urged to function by
themselves and as groups to improve
various skills so by the week's end,all
the girls have become quite close.
Camp Bear Creek is unique in that it
has utilized a relatively new idea in
specializing as an aquatic camp.
Kerslager said the Kentuckiana
Council, which covers 50 counties in
Kentucky and six in southern Indiana,
owns and operates Camp Bear Creek
and eight other sites although the
others are not specialized:
"This camp is just perfect (for
aquatic activities),"she said."We try
to improve aquatic skills and with the

number of CITs (counselors in training)to campers, we can give lots of individual attention."
The number of campers per session
range from about 40 to 60 with 18 CITs
at the camp.
Several levels of Red Cross swimming classes, sailing and canoeing are
offered,Kerslager said.
The camp also is divided into
"units" of four cabins with about six
girls in each cabin. This way, girls
function separate and together.
Campers are between the ages 10
and 18 and "don't have to be girl
scouts," Kerslager, a girl scout for 13
years,said.
"The camp can be a recruitment
tool for the girl scouts. We have a good
time and try to show what the girl
scouts can offer," the outdoor recreation graduate of Murray State University said.
Programs also are expanding.
Water skiing still is in its "infancy"
but it is becoming one of the campers'
favorite activities, Kerslager said.
The camp borrowed a ski boat but
plaits to buy one for use next summer.
It Wyatt( W__01 eight camas.,fear butterfly sailboats, a surf sailer, a pontoon and a catamaran sailboat.
She added that non-aquatic pro-
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CAST OFF — Canoeing and sailing are just two of the activities at
Camp Bear Creek, an aquatic camp located on Kentucky Lake in Marshall County.

LEARNING TO SKI — A camper gets some valuable sking tips
before another attempt at the water sport.

grams, included hiking, arts and
crafts, overnight camping and rock
climbing,also are gaining interest.
Counselors are selected around
January of each year. Each must
have some skill as a teacher of
aquatic and related programs.
Prior to the two 11-day and three
seven-day sessions, counselors meet
for a one-week orientation period "to
refresh their skills."
In a perfect setting for an aquatic
camp, Kerslager said the camp still
has much "potential."
Recently,she has consulted with an
Ohio firm about constructing more
cabins. Kerslager said the land could
accommodate more than 1,000
campers.
Male campers also may be
somewhere in the future, Kerslager
said.
A typical day begins with an 8 a.m.

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter
A special meeting of the board of
regents has been set for 1 p.m. Friday
to determine where to cut another
8982,500 from Murray State University's 1981-82 budget.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. Tuesday announced 8100.6 million in state spending cuts. Of that amount, $18.4
million is slated to be slashed from
Kentucky's public universities. MurIlly State's budget will have to absorb
about five percent of the total cut to
higher education.
The school's previous $34.5 million
budget for fiscal year 1981-82 was approved June 12 by the board. That
budget had already endured separate
cuts of $1.8 million and $700,000.
President Constantine Curris said
Wednesday he and university officials
_ will try_todayin_come up with "some
kind of blueprint" so the board can
decide where the money clothe cut.
The agenda for the meeting has not
been finalized, and it is not known
whether any matters other than the
budget will bediscussed.Board chairman Ron Christopher, Murray, was

A $20,000 payment to the Murray
law firm of Hurt, Haverstock and
Jones for legal work in connection
with charges filed against Murray
State University president Dr. Constantine Curris is again being processed in Frankfort.
Kentucky Finance Secretary
George Atkins said this week he has
authorized the payment because of an
opinion rendered by Attorney General
Steve Beshear. Atkins had earlier
refused to okay the payment because
he questioned its legality.
MSU attorney James Overby was
authorized by the regents in February
to employ additional assistance in investigating the charges pending
against Curtis. The law firm assisted
Overby from Feb.27 until March 28 in
preparing the charges and acted as
the board's legal counsel in litigation
filed against the regents by Curris.
Curris had refused to sign paperwork requesting the payment to the
law firm because they were employed
during the time the board prohibited
him from carrying out the duties of
the presidency pending a hearing on
the charges.

Reagan Hails Historic Tax Cut

Fatter Paychecks
Seen By October 1
WASHINGTON (AP) — Most
Americans will notice a small increase in their paychecks aft& Oct. 1
as a result of President Reagan's taxcut bill. But the biggest share of the
Individual tax reductions will be phased in gradually and will be-W effective by 1984.
A typical four-member family with
$20,000 income would take home an
extra $2 a week or so in the last 13
weeks of 1981. That would be followed
by larger deductions in withholding
next July 1 and a final cut on July 1,
1983.
Although the president's program is
referred to as a 25-percent rate cut, in
reality it would total an average of
about 23 percent when fully effective
on Jan. 1, 1984. Actual tax reductions
would range from 20.9 percent, for
somebody making more than $200,000
a year, to 27.1 percent for an individual with income between $5,000
and $10,000.
Here are some examples of the tax
4•

,

savings a family with two earners,
two pre-school children and $30,000 in
income might expectfrom the legislation.
Such a family now pays $3,917 a
year in federal inrnntartaxes, imaming it has average deductions, which
are 23 percent of income, or $6,900.
The reduced tax rates and provisions
In the hill to cut the "marriage penal-

ty" Weald drop the family's tax
burden by $1,079 in 1984. Smaller
reductions would result in 1982 and
1983.
Assuming one spouse in the family
earns $10,000 and the other $20,000,the
family could avoid taxation on an extra $500 in 1982 and on $1,000 in 1983
and later years. The deduction is for 5
perce,nt of the earnings of the lowerpaid spouse next year and for 10 percent in subsequent years.
The marriage penalty in current
law, which requires 17 million working couples to pay more taxes than if
they were single, costs this couple
$185. The new legislation would
reverse that and actually give the couple an $84 "marriage bonus."
Assuming the family has a small
savings account, it would lose one
benefit that is in current law. The law
allows a couple to avoid taxes on up to
$400 a year in interest. That would be
repealed at the end of 1981.
Beginning in 1984, the couple could
avoid taxes on 15 percent of the first
$3,000 interest earned each year from
any kind of investment. First,
however, interest paid for any kind of
non-business loan except a home mortgage would have to be subracted.
If the family earned $500 interest tn
a year and paid $200 for interest on a
car loan, it could deduct from taxable
income 15 percent of the remaining
$300 - or$45.

perhaps as early as this weekend.
Rep. Barber Conable of New York,
senior tax-writer in the House,said he
expects the final bill to go to Reagan
for his signature sometime next week.
Sending a bill to conference is usually a mere formality, but Senate
Republican Leader Howard Baker
implied today that may not be the
case with this tax legislation.
"We'll just have to wait and see,"
he told reporters when asked if the bill
would go to conference today.
He and Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La.,
senior Democrat on the Finance Committee, agreed that the measure
should be sent to conference immediately. But there were indications
some senators might want to try to
avoid a conference with the House by
substituting some House provisions
for those in the Senate bill.
The major obstacle looming for the
conference is $47 billion worth of

special tax breaks for the oil industry
over the next 10 years. That was the
biggest deal Reagan made to convince Democrats to bolt their leaders.
Reagan's bill would reduce total
business and personal taxes more
than $753 billion over the next five
years — the largest tax cut in
American history.
It features a permanent 25 percent
cut in tax rates over three years, with
rich and poor alike getting the same
percentage reduction.

eliftlielookoviosirotwo-
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The claim for payment had been rejected by the state Department of
Finance because the attorneys, the
department claimed, had not been
hired through a legal personal service
cotract.
In Beshear's opinion, the fee is
legitimate because the board of
regents is authorized to make decisions regarding employment by the
university.
Ed Ross, director of the Department of Finance's division of accounts
in Frankfort, told a reporter for the
Paducah Sun that the request form filed by Gordon listed the law firm as
part-time employees of the university. Gordon, who could not be reached
today,told the reporter he filed the request at the direction of board chairman Ron Christopher.

Action, Save Business

Reagan, who had spent much of the
last few days personally persuading
House members to accept his plan,
was jubilant.
"We have made a new beginning,"
he told reporters. "We're back on the
right road and we're making progress. And if we keep working
together, we can reach that new era of
prosperity we all want."

canoeing, sailing, and archery from
trained specialists and student in- .?
terns. One group of campers participated in an overnight canoe trip.
A "Haunted Forest" was held one
night. LBL staff members placed
muppet-like figures in the trees along
a trail to scare the camirersis they
hiked. "They really loved it," Kevin
Reneau, Camp Courage director,
said. Campers also received instructional courses in how to lead a
more normal life in spite of the
disease they have.
Both Hall and Reneau said they
were very impressed with the
facilities and staff at Brandon Spring.
"We hope to be coming back every
•
year," Hall said.
The camp was sponsored by the
Peieskino,Chapter of the National
neelephilia Foundation, which invited both the Kentucidana and
Calibaeland (Tennessee)Chapters to
join them in their annual camp.

Helpful neighbors and quick action by the Murray Fire Department
were credited with preventing a major fire at Hickory Hut Bar-B-Que
late Wednesday afternoon.
The fire department was called when a grease fire in the bar-b-que pit
got out ofcontrol and spread up intothe ceiling.
Doe CherrY, owner of the Chestnut Street business, said assistance
from the employees of Mr. Gattra — his next-door competitor — and
fast response of kWD crews enabled damage from the fire to be kept to
a minimum.
Cherry said that only moments after the fire broke out, Mr. Gattra
employees"accarerdly dropped everything and rushed over to hely us
remove itemsfrom the building." He said the three fire trucks arrived
otithestene "almost immediately," and had the lime extinguished in
about 10 minutes.
"rm glad there are people like that in Calloway County," Cherry
said.
An MTh spokesman ***Abe firemen got the call at about64 p.m.
and left Hickory Hat atahOOS p.m. He said there was some water
damage and added thatia
hurt.
The business Will be cloeed luta hiceidaY for refoiyt.t
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The most recent vouchers for the
payment have been handled by Dr.
Marshall Gordon, vice president for
administrative affairs at MSU, who
was directed by the board to handle
the administrative affairs of the
university during the time Curris was
relieved of his duties.

Good Nei bors, Quick

Hemophiliacs Get Chance
For Normal Lives At Camp
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Camp
Courage, the summer camp for
hemophiliacs, was held recently at
Brandon Spring Group Camp in
TVA's Land Between The Lakes
(LBL).
A total of 45 campers from the
Memphis, Cumberland, and Kentuckiana Chapters of the National
Hemophilia Foundation participated.
"Hopefully, we're giving these boys
a chance to live a more normal life
than they would otherwise have,"
Cynthia Hall,executive director of the
Kentuckiana Chapter, said. "The
camp is also the first opportunity
many of them have had to be away
from home.
"The camp gives the boys a chance
to develop a can-do attitude..rather
t4enacan't-do one," Hall said. •
While pt LBL, the campers participated in sports activities, an arts
and crafts workshop, and nature programs. They learned the basics of

out of town this morning and could not
be reached for comment.
About two-thirds of the present
budget is devoted to personnel, but
Curris said his main priority is to
"honor contracts that have been
issued." He said if the state and the
university had previously known
about the cuts, there might not have
been any salary increases.
---As to where the money will come
from, Curris said it is "quite obvious
we might have to use some of the
reserve dollars." He said that for this
year the "stop-gap, one-shot" money
from the general fund can be expended to meet this year's needs.
However, the cut is recurring, which
means general fund money used each
year to counter cuts would be expended in a few years.
Curris said "higher education was
_treated relatively fairly andsre have
no complaints on how the cuts were
made. The governor has a responsibility to keep the state operating in
the black."
But the cuts can no longer be conSee Regents
Page 16,Column 1

Payment To Law Firm
Reportedly In Process

breakfast. Two or three hours on
aquatic instruction follow, and then
lunch. A rest period follows and then
water, water, water, a free period of
water activities. After arts and crafts
or a hike is dinner. Unit activities,like
swimming or pontooning,follow.
Cost is $65 for the one-week session.
The 11-day session is $110, Kerslager
said.
For the Girl Scout campers,
"scoutership" scholarships are offered and cookies can be sold with the
"cookie dough" going toward the
camp's fee,Kerslager said.
The camp does accept donations.
Contributions can be sent to the Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council, 730 W.
Main St., Suite 150, Louisville, Ky.,
40202, or to the Bear Creek Service
Center, Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council, 540 N. 32nd St., Paducah, Ky.,
42101.

•

WASHINGTON (AP).— A historic cutting
victories. Forty-eight
three-year tax cut hailed by President Democrats defected to the president
Reagan as the path to prosperity now and only one Republican strayed the
carries the resounding endorsement other way.
of Congress, putting the nation on the
Only a formal vote today by the
verge of the most sweeping economic Republican-run Senate, which enpolicy change in half a century.
dorsed a similar bill 89-11 earlier
Reagan whipped the Democrats in Wednesday, was necessary to send
their own House on Wednesday, winn- the bill to a Senate-House conference
ing on a 238-195 vote that was even committee to work out the relatively
wider than Reagan's earlier budget- few differences in the two versions —

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
CITY

mostly sunny
Mostly sunny and pleasant today. Highs in the low 80s. Clear
and cool tonight. Lows in the mid
60s. Partly sunny and slightly
warmer Friday. Highs around 85
degrees.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Safurday through Monday:
Warm and humid with a chance
of thundershowers. Lows mostly
In the 70s, highs in the upper 80s
to low 90s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
358.06
Kentucky Lake
358.06
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Mattox-Norsworthy Vows ms-ge-4s-

Mrs. Garland Is Honored
At Bridal Luncheon Held
At The Kenlake Hotel

PA1

Community Events Listed

Mr and Mrs. Frank Mattox of Murray Route 5 anSaturday, Aug. 1
Saturday, Aug. 1
Thursday,July 30
nounce the engagement and
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Jack
S.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Memorial
Baptist
Church
approaching marriage of
Puppeteers will present a Gardner will be honored on Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. in
ther daughter, Barbara
program at 8:30 p.m. at their 50th wedding anniver- the west end of the Livestock
honoree
The
Kenlake Hotel was the
was Elaine, to James Marshall
Hillman Ferry, Land sary with a reception at the and Exposition Center.
scene of a bridal luncheon presented with an electric Norsworthy, son of the Rev.
University Branch of the
Between
the Lakes.
honoring Mrs. Ronald N. skillet by the hostesses.
and Mrs. Jerry Norsworthy
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Bank of Murray from 4 to 7
----Guests included Mrs. Ran- and the late Barbara J.
Garland, the former Lori
Free and Accepted Masons
requests
family
p.m.
The
Clayborne Jones Sunday
Brandon, on Thursday, July dall H. Brandon, Mrs. Joe Norsworthy.
will have a potluck supper at
School Class of First Baptist that guests not bring gifts.
23.
Dick, Mrs. Thomas Lovett,
The bride-elect, a 1961
6:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Church will have a social at
For the special event the Mrs. Bill Fandrich, Mrs. graduate of Calloway County
"Anything Goes" will be Work in the Master Mason's
6:30 p.m. at the Fellowship
honoree was accompanied Chuck Shuffett, Mrs. Max High School, is now
presented by the Community degree will be at the meeting
Hall of the church.
by her mother, Mrs. E. Underwood, Mrs. Jimmy employed with Wal-Mart of
7:30 p.m.
Theatre
at 8 p.m. at the Old at
Howard Brandon, and her Sullivan, Mrs. Pete Hulse, 0array. Miss Mattox is the
-Thursday,July 30
Freight Depot at Murraymother-in-law, Mrs. John Miss Amy Lovett, Mrs. Tom- granddaughter of Mrs. Ethel
Family night featuring an
"Anything
Goes"
Park.
County
Calloway
will be
Eurie Garland. They were my Carroll, Mrs. Don Mc- Matto:of Indianapolis,Ind.
ice cream supper and music
presented by the Community
each presented a daisy cor- Cord, Mrs. Larry I3enton,
The groom-elect attended
by the Country Beat will be
Theatre
at
8
p.m. at the old
Square and round dancing
sage.
and Mrs. Hugo Wilson.
Calloway County High
at 8 p.m. at the Hazel Comfreight
depot
in
at
p.m.
7:30
the
at
held
Murraywill
be
The hostesses for the occaSchool and is now employed
munity Center. This is sponCalloway County Park.
the Woodmen of the World
sion were Mrs. Robert 0.
with Goodyear of Murray.
sored by the Hazel Lions
hall.
SUPPORT SYSTEM
Miller, Mrs. Vernon Cohoon,
Mr. Norsworthy is the
Club.
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. John Q. Quertermous,
Friday,July 31
Mrs. James M. Lassiter, (AP)- Chairs for the 2,500 Jesse McKinney and of Mr.
Second night of "Anything
NAACP will have a softCouples Bridge will be
Mrs. W. L. Polly, and Mrs. guests at the wedding of and
Goes" will be presented by ball game and hayride at the played at 7:30 p.m. at the
Mrs.
Reldon
Prince Charles and Lady Norsworthy, all of
James Lassiter.
the Community Theatre at 8 farm home of Mr. and Mrs. Oaks Country Club with
Murray.
Beveled edge place cards Diana Spencer at St. Paul's Great grandparents are Mr.
p.m. at the old freight depot L. P. Miller at Almo. The Fred and Mayrelle Clark,
marked the places. An ar- Cathedral in London were and Mrs. Lynn Ferguson of
In the Murray-Calloway public is invited.
759-1115, as hosts.
rangement of garden flowers designed and manufactured New Concord and Mrs. Ed
County Park.
decorated the luncheon by Americans.
Norsworthy of Murray.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
They were designed by
table. A fruit salad course
The wedding will be solemwill
be open from 10 a.m.to 2
David
with sherbet was served.
Rowland of New York nized on Saturday, Aug. 22,
p.m. for activities by the
and manufactured by GF at 7:30 p.m. at the Blood
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Business Equipment of River Baptist Church with
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Youngstown.
the Rev. Jerry Norsworthy,
Douglas at 12 noon.
A purchase order for 3,000 father of the groom-elect,
are
invited
to
follow
attend the wedat the church
ofchairs was signed by Prince ficiating. A reception will
All friends and relatives ding and the reception.
Cledree's Bash
Club Membership Social
Philip, according to the com- •
al 0 ma...
1•••
osze•Mil
WNW V.
and
Twilight
are
Golf
pany. But the chairs might
se.41 sale ••••
Illamonacv
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at the
mlial(OM
be considered an exercise in
ELL MURRAY
t
Murray Country Club.
international cooperation.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
I STRIPES
They
75
3-1
are
795
Mon.
made
-Sat.
9-6
of
Fri.
9-8
English
in.ease
.
mi c=
oak from Sherwood Forest.
Events in Land Between
Cent•1:1, C" • 753 33'4
Their frames come from
Flood, Baby Girl (San- Murray, Tracy K. Prescott, the Lakes will include The 11--Adults 129
Forest City, N.C., and they
Rt.3 Box 47, Murray.
dra),
The Catch
1300 Poplar St., Murray, Owl and the field at 1 and 3'
Nursery 9
7:06.9:15
were assembled in DenThorn, Baby Boy (Diana), Mrs. Isel H. Wilson, 512 p.m. at Center Station and!
07-25-81
Of The Week Is
2
Derek
mark.
Rt. 1 Box 17, Hazel.
Whitnell St., Murray, Paul Solar Energy: A Time Line
Newborn Admissions
Pond
Golden
at
p.m.
at
7
W.Sturm,503 Meadow Lane,
Friday Night
Dismissals
Murray, Harlon Nanney, Visitors Center.
Mrs. Morine Grooms, 1114 Fern.
At
Terrace Lodge MurPoplar St., Murray, Mrs.- ray, John
Grogan, Rt. 3,
Dakota Feed & Grain
Mothers Morning Out will--I-Arurfd:Treas and Baby Girl, Murray, Ira
D. Shultz, 520 S.
be
at 9 a.m. at the First,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Jeanette 7th St., Mayfield.
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
4Christian Church.
L. Smith and Baby Boy,
In The Area
GrOgans Tr. Ct., Murray,
Award
Ceremony for the
ililmasIwo dm
Mrs. Dara Limn Watson and 7-27-81
Mimes ailiewisra
Gulf Red Snapper I
Summer Reading Contest
Newborn Admissions
Baby Girl, 2100 Pepper Ln.
King Crab
MA PRI$014•ORO
will
be
held
Lit
3
p.m.
$6.95
Gregmore,
at
the
Baby
Girl
PERI
Rt.5,Benton,
$8.95
Of Mt
Breaded Oysters
Mrs. Mitzi L Clark, Rt. 4, (Stephanie), 410 S. 10th, Calloway Public Library.
LOST ARK
Strips
Clam
Benton, Teresa
L. Murray.
$4.75
$4.50
Williams, Baby Girl
Lawrence, Rt. 1 Murray,
Dutch auction by the
Scallops $6.25
Flounder $6.15.
Larry 0. Barber, Rt. 1 (Pamela), Rt. 1 Bx. 417, Spr- Greater Paducah Chapter of
ingville,
Tenn.
Sedalia, Michael S. Johnson,
Without Partners
7:15 9:25
Hargrove, Baby Girl and Parents
1106 Fairlane Dr. Murray,
Start With Our
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at
STARTS TOMORROW
Mrs. Rickey K. Johnson, baby Boy (Linda), Rt. 1, the home of Jackie Burgess,
Oyster
Peel'n Eat
itj&17
1621 West Olive St. Murray, Almo.
203 Skylark Drive, Mayfield.
bragio diside
Bar
Shrimp
McClure,
Baby
Girl
(BarLouis A. Schoettlin, ftt. 4
For information call 1-247bara),
'
/
1
2
Doz.
Rt.
1,
$1.50
Farmington.
1,4
Lb. $2.75
Cadiz.
6599 or 1-247-8346.
Bakers Dozen $3.00
Lb. $4.95
Mrs. Louis Arne Keller,
Dismissals
P.O. Box 208.-. Murray.
1 Lb.$9.25
Mrs. Karen Marie Keeling
James A. Baker, Rt. 2
Urn Times. II 6
and Baby Boy,Rt.7,Benton,
Whigo, Mrs. Freda E. Sim- Mrs.
In China's restaurants,
Doris S. Shultz and
7:00, 9:00
mons, 106 College Ct. MurBaby Boy, Rt. 1, Mayfield, "bird's nest soup" is actualWhat Mary
Friday
ray, Mrs. Norma S. ChadLeigh Alison Powers, 1706 ly prepared from the nests of
wick, Rt. 1 Dexter, Will E.
Nights
Murray,Mayfield,Kimberly small swifts. Special nest
Dunnaway, Rt. 3 Murray,
A. Borders, Rt. 6, Murray, collectors risk their lives to
S p.m.-10 p.m.
Jessica B. Boggess, 1638 John
E. Cathey, Rt. 2, Mur- climb the steep iyalls in
.Olive St. Murray.
ray, Mrs. Enola Mae Long, limestone caves to retrieve
Chestn0 5,• 753 33,4
Russell V. Neese, Rt. 2,
the nests. The nests made
Hardin.
Hazel, Mrs. Olia P. Lassiter,
The molt beauttul =marldour time
Hugh D. Alexander, 903 entirely of the bird's spittle
Rt. 5, Murray, Howard
Late P•ovd Tonite 11 40
n the molt erotic adventuredaltime
Coldwater Rd., Murray, bring the best prices. The
Perkins, No. 68 Riviera Ct.
Chegtnut & 16th
Adult Entertainment
Drew T. Acuff, Rt. 2, Mur- nests are prepared with
Murray, Mrs. Theo K.
1 8 or over only
Murray, Ky.
crab
eggs
chicken,
pigeon
or
ray, Mrs. Karen A. Colson,
Marine, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
759-4455
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Carolyn and are a great delicacy.
Irene F. Little, Rt. 1, Hardin.
E. Green, Rt. 1 Bx. 408, HarOpen 7:45•Start 8:10
din, Mrs. Pamela G.
July 26, 1981
Rodgers, Rt. 4, Bardwell,
CANNON BALL INN(PG)IL
Newborn Admissions
J.111.11 DEIN DANCE KINGS
James Buel Hopkins, Rt. 1,
Adams, Baby Boy (Rober- Dexter.
STARTS TOMORROW
ta), Rt. 4 Box 520A, Murray,
Jonathan D. Kimbro, 811
Little, Baby Girl (Patti), No. Olive, Murray, William E.
7:05,9:15 +2:00 Sat.,Sun
55 Hale Tr. Ct. Murray, Lee, Rt. 1, Dexter, James E.
Speight, baby Girl (Judy), Hurt, 1004 Olive,
NO PASSES
Murray,
Rt. 1 Box 268 Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Maud E. Riley, 817 Sha
Harmon Baby Boy (Melin- Wa Cir., Murray,
Lola A.
da), Rt. 4 Mayfield.
Pace, rt. 4 Bx. 105M, Benton,
Patrick N. Mahan, Rt. 8 Bx.
Dismissals
Diana R. Foster, 407 L.P. 57, Murray.
Mrs. Lula M. Mighaux,
Miller St. Murray, Robert
Rex Mason, Box 64 Dexter, 1102 Mulberry, Murray, Mrs.
Deborah L. Oliver, 1407-A Helen D. Moore, Rt. 1 Bx.
• H.Wwood Dr. Murray, Dusty 234A, Almo, Herbert W. Far• E. Rodgers, Rt. 1 Water ris, 1311 Olive, Murray, Mrs.
•
• Valley, Wells P. Owen, 20 Vera L. Smith, 198 Bates, S.
•
• Gail Dr. Nyack, N.Y., Fulton, Tenn., Obine Wyatt,
James. D. Darden, Rt. 1, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Nellie M.
Nance(Expired), Westview,
•
• Murray.
•
Mrs. Janice J. Kirk, Rt. 4, Murray.

-

1,12

Miss Barbara Elaine Mattox
and James Marshall Norsworthy

Price Sale

Now In Progress

Step cladder

Patients Listed At Hospital

RICHARD-HARRIS •N
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iiiCO2117
arromm ma RA MB -0.0:a PariaMb*is

One Group Wedding Gowns
One Grou I Formals

•
•
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•

•

•

RED DOTS
GREEN DOTS

•
•
•
•
•

$150°
...510"1
Only

BLUE DOTS

11111,11

•
•

i NSW 11/11111 The
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$500:
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On rho Square:
Murray
•

hack

•
•

Thru
Sat.
Aug. 1st

Lost seen in the Elm Grove area May
29th. if you have any information
about or have seen these two children
please call leanpa Rogers-at 4365856,

One
Week
Only

No
Alterations

121 Bypass
f

Murray
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HEALTH

Anniversary Event Planned-=--- THE ACES®IR

A G. CORN, W.

Acne not limited to teens

Mr. and Mrs. W 0.
Vaughn will be honored with
a reception in celebration of
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, Aug. 9,
explains, you should avoid
the Holiday Inn, Highway
at
oily or greasy preparations milk a day. When I was
for your face as these all younger I was fussy about 641 South, Murray. Hosted
everything. Now my only by their children and grandmake matters worse.
Vitamin A acid (not vita- problem is milk. I hate it! children, the event will be
min A pills) is a good peeling My mother makes fresh held from 2 to 4 p.m.
agent for the skin (tretinoin, yogurt every day. Would it
All friends and relatives
Retin-A). I prefer the gel be OK if I had four cups of
invited to attend.
are
yogurt
every
day instead of
product as opposed to the
The couple was married
cream to avoid oily prob- milk? She says I need the
lems. It is a prescription calcium for growth. Is it too Aug. 12, 1931, at Paris, Tenn.
item that your family doctor late for me to benefit from it Mrs. Vaughn is the daughter
can provide. However, you and have a healthy life?
of the late Edward and Dora
should know that peeilin
DEAR READER - No, it Hutson. Mr. Vaughn is the
agents and antibiotics
is seldom too late to get son of the late Thomas and
in acne treatment increase some
from Alice Vaughn.
your sensitivity to the sun. improved benefits
health habits. Yes,
Their four children are
You can use a liquid sun you can use
screen containing PABA in substitute the yogurt as a Dalton Vaughn of Benton,
for milk. The
the mornings to help you. important point
is to get Thomas Vaughn of Buckley,
Don't use a cream if you enough good
quality
protein Ill., res. Sammy (Dora)
have acne problems.
and enough calcium in your Pittman of New Concord,
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am diet. The calcium supports and Mrs. Bobby (Donna)
a 12-year-old girl and I read your bone growth and at Holmes of Hazel.
a letter to you about how your age you are probably
Seven grandchildren are
much milk you need. My still growing. You will get
Michael,
Tim, Melissa, and
mother always says the about the same amount of
same thing you said, that calcium from your yogurt as Michelle Vaughn, Charles
you need three glasses of you would from milk.
and Jeff Holmes, and Jason
Pittman.

"Everything comes if a
man will only wait
Tancred

Vulnerable
North-South
Dealer East The bidding

DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
East
South
West
North
31 years old and have been
2410'
3/1
,
Pass
4,
Pass
Pass
Pass
having more trouble with
•weak
two bid
blemishes the last couple of
West must learn to wait if
Opening lead Spade queen
years than when I was a
he wants to beat today's
teen-ager. A dermatologist I
challenging game. Taking a
The early bird usually
consulted for a year gave
trick as soon as it's offered gets the worm,
sure •
me pills and some cream for
misses the mark. By looking trump tricks are but
certainly.
my face. After I went off the
ahead, West can convert one worth more than
worms.
pills it .started all over
early winner into two late
again. I can't afford to keep
ones.
;a.
Bid with Cora
seeing a specialist and I
East overtakes West's
don't want to be on pills all
lead of the spade queen and South holds 7-30-B
the time.
follows with two more
I break out with big red
spade honors. Declarer ruffs
•10 7 3
bumps on both sides of my
•A5
with
his
nine
and
West
must
face and I also have a lot of
•K 108
decide
whether
to
overruff
blackheads. I wash my face
•A J 1097
or
wait.
twice a day and wash my
If he overruffs impulsiveNorth South
hair every other day. Is it
24
ly with the jack, he throws 1.
possible to have dry and oily
2 NT
away
both
game
and
rubber.
skin at the same time? My
Declarer will win the next
forehead and just below my
lead in his hand and then ANSWER: Three no trump
eyes is real flaky.
finesse his trump queen No reason to favor play at a
DEAR READER - You
through West's remaining sun over what should be an
don't have to be a teen-ager
K-8. The finesse wins for excellent game
to have acne; that is just
--declarer and West is left Send
when it usually begins. I do
bridge questions to The Aces
with only his early trump P0 Box
think that anyone who has
12363 Dallas. Texas 75225,
trick.
with self addressed stamped envelope persistent acne problems
West can beat the game for reply
should see a doctor. In
by simply refusing to oversevere cases, treatment can
.0.
ii0W0.00.0.00
•
••••••••
"
0rws0
"
•
ruff. When declarer ruffs
prevent scarring and permaCANDY POWER
with the nine, West should
nent blemishes.
WACO,
Texas. (AP) discard instead of overruffThere are three main
Munching isn't the only, walk::
ing
(this
holds
true
whether
aspects of treatment -declarer ruffs with the nine, to convert candy bars into $
drying up oily skin, promotFraaces Drake
10 or queen. If declarer energy.
ing peeling to open pores to
_
ruffs low. West can safely
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 31, 1981
A solar-powered still, '•
promote drainage and use of
•
overruff
with
his
eight).
antibiotics to prevent bacteWhat kind of day will tomor- VIRGO
designed by Dr. Merle Alexi,A,
After West's discard on
rial action that leads to the row be? To find out what the I Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
ander
of Baylor University"
the
third spade, decrarer
red inflamed pustules.
sure to keep pending
stars say read the forecast _
turns candy by-productsancrl,:1
cannot
play
the
trumps
for
You can't wash away given for your birth Sign.
financial moves confidential.
Lynne Loberger, 16-yearattended" special sessions less than two losers. West scraps supplied by the locar-'
blackheads. They are below ARIES
If ou let the cat out of the bag, old daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
luncheons to explore covers any trump declarer M&M-Mars, plant intoilt
and
the surface of the skin and
you may have to come up with Gordon Loberger of
1703
ways to increase member- plays to force dummy's ace highly flammable ethanol$7.
are not dirt, but oily plugs of (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
alternative
plan.
an
Give-and-take is required in
Parklane Drive, Murray,
sebum formed by your skin
ship and public awareness of and West can then wait with Dr. Alexander markets the::
LIBRA
and a senior at Murray High,
glands. Soaking with warm close relationships. Strive to (Sept. 23to Oct.72) —
Future Homemakers of his trump ten-ace to win ethanol for mixing in gasoholf.;
see
a
loved
one's
point of view
two delayed trump tricks.
was one of 1,200 delegates
water and .- gentle rubbing
impressFriends
will
be
not
America in the individual
and believes it can be aa:.
with a warm-wet wash cloth and be willing to make corn- ed by a wishy-washy point of chosen from more than
7-30-A
•
NORTH
pronuses.
alternativ
e to gasoline.
her
+1073
view. Let the chips fall where 400,000 home economics
.
TAURUS
The Future Homemakers
"There
is an inevitable
give
'ye yen--more details
•
-a-.._apis.autolisly.24-_ t-I€J7—thermayAut-takealiand-B.---students across the
-ot-Ameriea-organies-•Witt—
----aiiiiiunt-of-waste in any-food
-about the management
:zi
decisive.
Though you may have mixattend the national conven+AJ 1097
acne I am sending you The
12,500 F.H.A./H.E.R.O.
manufacturing process," 16.:..`
feelings
ed
about
a
domestic
t
i
on
of
EAST
the Future
Health Letter number 8-2,
chapters (F.H.A. chapters WEST
company spokesman Said.. .
(Oct.
23feelings
toNov.21) nietli
'
r
•AKJ965
your
•Q-4
fluctuate from
Acne Can Be Treated. Oth- matter, a close .tie's deterHomemakers of America,
emphasi
"We're
consume
ze
r
delighted that Dy.
32
•
mination
IP KJ 8
impresses you.
ers who want this issue can
fearfulness to overoptimism July 13-16, in San Francisco,
•9 6 4
homemaking; fi.E.R.O. -•7 5 3 2
Alexander has found a proT
send 75 cents with a long, There's a chance You'll go about a career matter. Inner
Cal.
+83
chapters emphasize home +6542
ductive use for our unstamped, self-addressed along.
determination should see you
Students
SOUTH
from
all
the
GEMINI
.
economics-related- occupaLynne Loberger
marketable candy." A new
envelope for it to me,in care
•8 2
states, plus Puerto Rico and
of .this newspaper, P.O. Box (May 21 toJune 20)
tions) and a national
1,000 gallon-per-day still
18(110976'4
SAGITTAR
IUS
Avoid a tendency to proJapan, traveled as far as for the national F.H.A. membership of 400,000. The
1551, Radio City Station,
•AQJ
begin operating' this sum-::A.It
(Nov.22to Dec.21)
2,000
•K Q
New York, NY 10019. As it crastinate. Once you overmiles to participate in organization was the laun- organization has involved
If
you
mer.
ask
for advice now,
come self-doubt, you'll make
the annual leadership ching of the biggest and over 15/
1
2 million young men
more progress than you had you'll get conflicting opinions.
meeting, with this year's boldest project of Future and women since 1945. KenTake
an
introspecti
ve
look
and
anticipated
.
Dare
try.
to
,
...rthly
heads never
find out where you really theme being, "Youth Homemakers of America's tucky has 264 chapters
CANCER
and
in the sand.
OS
stand.' Energy: Unlimited Poten- 36-year history - a $2 14,114 members and was the
(June
21
to
JuIsi
22)
!shop
Make Your Whole Doggie Family Happy
tial." The objectives of the million fund-raising cam- first chartered state.
ish CAPRICORN
. A penny-wise-pound-foolD_
at
(Dec.22 toJan.19) V
conventio
&moue is 'mei
n
were
to
help
,
' °°w•
paign to build a national
Loberger has been a
No use trying to escape proGive Theo THE STRIP" examine your outlook concerGALLERY
F.H.A. leaders develop their headquarters and leadership member of the Murray
-"
i
t
i
ri
)
':blems. Revise
your
(.••• Not bedside Style)
ning
income,
possession
s
and
for my
perspective on a career mat- leadership skills and to focus training center in Reston, F.H.A. chapter for three
expenditures.
prints
*Nails Trimmed
ter. Be willing to start from their efforts on youth service Va., near the nation's years. As a result of her exLEO
and
square
one,
if
necessary.
projects.
*Shampoo *Ears Cleaned
(July 23taAug.22)
capita/. Students play a ma- periences at the national
framing?
Participants engaged in jor part in raising the money leadership meeting, she inThis is no time to bluff or ex- AQUARIUS
The Vilage
*Flea
Dip
aggerate. Others will surely (Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
four days of activities in- through local, regional,
1N.
tends to work with her
and
By
Others
are
having
Appointm
trouble
ent Only
try to deflate Y°11r ego you
7530077
making up their rninds. In- cluding general sessions, state projects. Kentucky's chapter in money-making
don't
have
the
facts
to
back
up
Murray, Ky.
$10.00 Small Med. Size
stead of offering condemna- field trips, exhibits, cam- share of the cost, $86,000, is projects with proceeds going
figures.
lion, point out the pros and paigning for the 1981-1982 na- based on a goal of $6 per toward the new national
$14.00 Large Dogs
cons of their position.
tional officers, and small member of the state associa- leadership headquarters.
Expires July 31, 1981
PISCES
group workshops which tion. The Murray High
Loberger's F.H.A. ad(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Sue Lovell- Groomer
focused on family relations, chapter has a goal of approx- visors at Murray High have
Guard against over- career
Mon. Sat. 10-6
planning,
stress
and
imately
8300.
been Mrs. Sally Crass and
tiredness or self-indulgence.
753-86)9
coping
with
stress,
comLoberger, Kentucky's na- Mrs. G. T. Lilly, who retired
By pacing yourself, you'll gain
60 1 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
a second wind. Attend to joint munity service, youth tional committee member, from teaching in June.
employment, and leadereconomic concerns.
YOU BORN TODAY are ship. Other seminars exboth artistic and scientific. In plored teen parenting,
order to succeed, it is impor- fitness
and
health,
tant that you like your work.
legislative
procedure
s, and
Without an ideal to motivate
you, you can drift and communications.
One highlight of the week
squander your talents.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Ur. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn

Murray Senior, Lynne Loberger,
no.1,Delegate To Nattonal FHA Meet

lig,

)0"

Sharon's House Of Pets

,I244
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RESTAURANT

Jones & Dalton
Vows Read

"Serving American & Chinese Food Daily
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Breakfast 6-10:30 AM; Lunch 11-2 PM
Dinner 4-10 PM
LUNCH SPECIALS
COMBINATION PLATE

$295

Also Serve Regular Memo

Hwy.641 South, Holiday Inn
Murray, Ky.(502)753-4488
Owner and Chet, Johnny Ho
"We Welcome Take Out Orders"

swan
GIGONTIC
SUMMER

In the presence of friends and relatives, wedding vows
of Miss Deborah Kay Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth L. Jones of Mayfield, and Joe Frank Dalton, Son
of Mr.and Mrs.Frank Dalton of Murray, were solemnized
in a June ceremony at the home of the bride's parents.
Attending the bride as'matron of honor was her sister,
Mrs. Ronnie Wilkerson. Serving as best man was Danny
Carroll of Murray.
A reception was held following the ceremony with'Mrs.
Donald Joe Clapp, Mrs. Tommy Jones and Miss Miry Jo
- -4- --Wilson assisting in serving.
After a wedding trip to New Orleans, La:, and Biloci,
Miss., Mr.and Mrs. Dalton are now residing in Mayfield.

SUMMER CLEARANCE
Dresses &
Sportswear

••••••••,•, •••• ••

•go•••••••••••• ••• -•••

'

ROTH BOY
_MaM Mrs Mark Smith
of Murray Route 3 announce
the birth of a baby boy,
Jeremy • Justin, weighing
nine pounds two ounces,
measuring 211.4 inches, born
on Wednesday, July 22, at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Jeanetta Underhill. The
father is employed by East
Side Motors of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ronnie Smith of Murray Route 8 and Mr. and
Mrs. Randall Underhill of
Murray Route 3.
Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Randolph of Guttwie, Claude
Underhill of Dexter, Mr. and
Mrs. D. L. Smith, Mrs. Mb-.
bie Flood Rowland, and a
step great grandfather, Bill
Rowland,all of Paris,Tenn:
Great great grandmothers
are Mrs. Bessie Wyatt of
Cadiz, and Mrs. Carrie Hudson and Mrs. Mary Smith of
Paris,Term.

•

PRICE

CLEARANCE
All Summer Merchandise Must Go To Make Room For Fall
Sensational Summertime Savings Throughout The Store
DRESSES

looulor 40 00 ro s6 0019"- 39
"-

SWIMSUITS

Regular 18 00 to 52 00

LINGERIE

Rogue', 300 to S5 00

*SHOES

8,
733"-

8
"
- 25"

SPORTSWEAR

Ropier coo t•se oo 2
"
..t 27
"

"
"
1 - 27
,

HANDBAGS

Regular 7.00 to 56.001
"
- 27"

***--4115eeememeolimommor•
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•
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Elkins-Rogers Vows Are Read At Church
Miss Edwina Kay Elkins huge ferns. Family pews
became the bride of Thomas were marked with hurricane
Ira Rogers at 2 p.m. on candelabra tied with white
Saturday, July 4, at the satin bows and entwined
Seventh and Poplar Street with ivy. Lighting the
Church of Christ in Murray. candles were Johnny
Parents of the couple are McNutt and Dave Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Elkins
Miss Kristy Elkins, sister
of 514 Whitnell Avenue, Mur- of the bride, kept the register
ray, and Mrs. Elva Todd of in the foyer at the entrance
Les Todd Road, Murray, and of the church. She wore an
the late Charles Ira Rogers. off-white lace tiered dress
The double ring ceremony accented by a corsage of red
was performed by John carnations. The register
Dale, minister of the church. table was adorned with a red
Wedding songs were tablecloth and a bud vase of
selected from a special acap- red and white carnations,
pella collection of tapes pro- babies breath, and greenery.
vided by Jerry and Karen
Serving as ushers were
Bolls.
Johnny McNutt, Dave Scott,
The wedding party and Mitchell Burkeen. Servassembled before an arch ing as best man was Tony
candelabrum, flanked by Rogers, brother of the
matching
spiral groom, with Kevin Allbritten
candelabrum positioned to and Mike Shoupe as
form a continuous semi- groomsmen.
circle of hurricane candles.
The groom's attendants
Attached to the stands of the were attired in matching forspiral candelabra were mal snow white tuxedoes by
floral arrangements of red After Six, with black vests
and white mums, daisies, aticented by black on white
and babies breath, entwined ruffled shirts. Each wore a
with
greenery
and boutonniere of a single red
streamers of ivy. Directly in carnation.
front of the altar were two
The groom was attired in a

fr

LIBRARY NOTES
hp" *lent Twerp

Ntw books at the Calloway
County Public Library Include the following:
LANDSCAPE DESIGN
THAT SAVES ENERGY, by
Anne S. Moffat. Morrow.
Specific
planting
strategies for the four main
climatic zones of the United
States are recommended by
the authors and their exact
placement for maximum
energy conservation.
THE AMATEUR ARCHAEOLOGIST'S HANDBOOK, by Maurice Robbins.
Harper.
This third edition offers
new data about the early
cultures of America, information about the latest advances in dating finds, and a
new chapter about public archaeology and the role of the
amateur in governmentfunded projects.
SINGLE PARENTING,by
Stephen Atlas. PrenticeHall.
This guide deals with the
concerns and strategies that
have worked for all types of
single parents and includes
lists of community organizations, counseling resources
and other groups and ser-

vices that can be helpful to
single parents and their
families.
THE COMPLETE GUIDE
TO PRIZE CONTESTS,
SWEEPSTAKES, AND
HOW TO WIN THEM, by
Selma
Glass.
Fell
Publishers.
Some of the subjects
covered are: how to win in
statement, jingle, name,
caption and slogan contests:
how to win in recipe and
sweepstake contests; and
how entries are judged.
BARYSHNIKOV, by Gennady Smakov.Farrar.
In Smakov's biography of
Barystinikov, we learn of his
years as Russia's star performer in ballet and of his
defection to the West at the
age of 26 where he became
an unprecedented sensation

in the American dance
world. The text is comp 1 i me nted
by
rare
photographs from his
childhood, as well as those
that reveal his genius as a
performer.
COMSTOCK LODE, by
Louis L'Amour. Bantam.
A novel of the West and its
greatest silver strike, peopled with characters like Van
Trevallion, a loner haunted
by a violent past; and Grita,
a beautiful actress driven by
an tuifulfiiied need.
FOX'S EARTH, by Anne
R. Siddons. Simon &
Schuster.
A story that reads to blend
the haunting power of the
traditional southern novel
with
a
modern,
psychological outlook of terror and love.

NAACP Plans Events
The NAACP will have activities at the farm home of Mr.
and Mrs. L. P. Miler at Almo on Saturday, Aug. 1. A softball game will be held and a hayride will be for the
children.
The public is invited to attend, a spokesman for the
group said.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ira Rogers
..,1•"-•

11,iilor
‘
SOt1,1 11,
•
'81

snow white formal tuxedo
with tails and matching vest,
and a white on white ruffled
shirt. He wore a boutonniere
of a single red carnation accented by tiny stephanotis.

featuring a full length man- with floating fresh fruit
was
tilla. .
served from a crystal punch
The bride carried a very bowl flanked by crystal
appropriately named bridal dishes. The base of the punch
bouquet called "The Ed- bowl was surrounded
by a
wina." The bouquet was circle of intertwi
ned ivy.
composed of red carnations Latge, round butter
mints
The Bride
"2nd Annual Kantuck Lake
The bride ...yen in mar- with stephanotis protruding. and assorted nuts were also
It was surrounded by babies served.
es
es VO C'
riage
her parents, wore
usic"
breath and greenery,all on a
After a short wedding trip
the wedding gown her twin
JULY 31, AUG. 1, & AUG. 2
background of white chantil- the new Mr.
and Mrs. Tom
sisters were married in. It
ly_lace.
Featuring these Bawds:
Rogers are now residing at
was a white,stapeau formal
Miss Laura Watkins serv- Windwoods Apartments
gown with an empire bodice
in
*REWORKS*
ed as maid of honor with Aug usta, Georgia
, where
which was trimmed with
Christine Grogan and Lin Mr. Rogers
*PILGRIM*
is serving in the
French imported Chantilly
Johnson serving as U.S. Army.
lace and Venise trim. The
*PATIOS*
bridesmaids. They were atlong bishop sleeves and full
tired in floor length gowns of
*WES*
A-line skirt were adorned
Rehearsal Dinner
white organza embossed
SCHEDULE .
with the Chantilly lace and
The rehearsal dinner was
with a red floral print, lined
Venise trim also. The floor
July 31st(Friday)--"Patmos-Pilgrim7Witnress"-8:00PM
with red satin. Elbow length held at Joe's Family
length train was graced with
Senfightfew-Paris, Tennessee capelettes of the sheer white Restaurant with, covers beAug. 1st(Seturday)--"Patrnos-Pilgrirn—Witness"-7:00PM
an edging of the Venise trim
organza accented the ing laid for 30 persons. The
Paris Landing State Park
and flowed gracefully as she
dresses.
yiny red carnations bridal couple chose to predescended the aisle escorted
Naafi'PIOVIDO
AUG. lad (SUNDAY}"FIREWORKS"-2:00 PM
with babies breath was worn sent gifts to their attendants
by her father.
.
at
this
9
9
time.
•
Huntingdon Civic Center
in their hair.
She wore a fingertip veil of
They
carried
hand
bousilk illusion edged with
Admission
Venise trim flowing from a quets of red carnations,
Fri. ($2.00) Sat. (Free) Sun.($3.50)
Chantilly lace half crown clustered together to give an'
Sponsored By Son light Contemporary Min istr.es
bandeau accented with effect of one huge red flower,
(901)642-9804
miniature seed pearls with a single long green
stem, all on a background of
white chantilly lace.
The father of the bride was
attired in a black formal tuxedo with black satin lapels
and matching vest, accented
by a black on white ruffled
shirt. He wore a boutonniere
of a single red carnation.
The bride's mother choose
to wear an off-white formal
Glidden BEST Semi- Glidden BEST
length dress with a floral
c7411.ftlfti
,/
Transparent Stain
Solid Oil Stain
design fringed shawl draped
E.
//
1 CZ
about her shoulders. Accenvor
ting the dress was a Royal
Bouquet orchid.
The mother of the groom
wore a yellow organza floor
.Pi191:111
length dress with tiny pinknifed pleats and matching
gallon
gallon
Aalr
l
capelet. She also wore a
i
Jf
Royal Bouquet orchid.
Grandmothers of the
bride, Mrs. Frank Hargis
and Mrs. Audra Elkins were
presented with corsages of
red and white carnations as
Glidden BEST
Glidden BEST Latex
were grandmothers of the
Latex
Stain
Rat House Paint
groom, Mrs. Juanita Rogers
and Mrs. Grace Tucker.
Reception
Following the ceremony,
the bride's parents hosted a
reception in the multipurpose room in the basegallon
11gallon
ment of the church.
Assisting with the
hospitalities were: Mrs.
Tony Rogers,sister-in-law of
the bride; and the bride's
twin sisters, - Mrs; -TerryTurner and Mrs. Rusty
&Adders BEST Latex
Sims. They each wore corGlidden BEST Alkyd
sages of red and white carGloss House Paint
Gloss
House P.ake
nations.
T uFhoR
The reception table was
t
i h ONE caDAT III4S
adorned by a fitted white
linen tablecloth with white
lace trim. The three-tiered
wedding cake was decorated
gallon
in all white. Between the
layers, which were
4CAjsr &in% jinn
separated by pedestals,
were fresh cut red and white
carnations and.ivy. A circle
of ivy surrounded the base of
the cake. Atop the cake was
a statuette composed of two.
doves, holding continuous
bands of gold which were inPEPSI Also PEPS. COLA
Salo Inds Assist 22, 11161
ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS
terlocked. Double gates
Or PEPSICO INC
were standing wide open.
Al regular paned
ms.
awaiting the doves' entt.pis tar oak*
trance.
(ow sass
A bronze 5 -candle
S•.eh St.
7534•39
__ Mvsyez
candelabriga. will red ar.ir
white
carnations, daisies,
Prices good at partacopatong SIM:no Stockades
babies breath and greenery
111111 MI
Corner
of fern and ivy was used as a
centerpiece. Red fruit punch

REVIVAL

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
• Aug. 2-7
- 10 A.M. & 7:30 P.M.
Song Leader
range ist
Bobby Fain
Rev. Dr. T.T. Crabtree
Pastor—First Baptist Church
Springfield, Missouri
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Attending the four dare' ad
mi .
leadership conference of the Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America, July St to 31, at Hardinsburg were Pails Lyons and Mrs.
Lucy Lilly of Murray High Scheel,and
Janey Kelso and Mrs. Bess Redick el
Calloway County High Scbool.
Deaths reported include Peal
Freeman,67.
'The Rev. Roger Joseph, pager, will
speak at the.revival at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church, Aug. 1 toS.
Births reported Includea boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Westerman, Jay 31,
and a giH to Lt. and Mrs. Lloyd
Brown,July 21.
The Murray American Legion
Baseball Team advanced to the final
of the District Tournament last nigld
by defeating Mayfield. 13 to 2. Chortle
Gibbs was the pitcher for Murray.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
"Law Man" starring Burt Lancaster,
Robert Ryan,and Lee J. Cobb.
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O'Conner's Most
Important Precedent
Reserved For Future
By PH YLLLS J. OSBORNE
Sandra O'Connor is set to take her
place in history.
If O'Connor is approved by the
Senate and takes her seat on the
United States Supreme Court, she will
reflect progress in America.
Just a mere 108 years ago the
Supreme Court upheld a ruling that
refused a woman the right to practice
law in Illinois before that state's
supreme court. Soon a woman will
_join the ranks of that Court. In that
1873 opinion the justices said, "That
God designed the sexes to occupy different spheres of action and that it
(belongs) to men to make, apply and
execute the law (is) regarded as an
almost axiomatic truth."
Today women not only freely practice law and but several hold seats on
many of the nation's courts. However,
O'Connor will be the first designated
to serve on the nation's highest bench.
In a country where approximately
52 percent of the population is female,
O'Connor's representation seems a
little long in coming. However, just
because it's overdue it should be no
less applauded.
The 51-year-old Arizona Appeals
Court judge's qualifications seem appropriate for the position. Graduated
tn the top-ten of her Stanford Law
Sehool class,she has proved herself to
be both an efficent judge and
14wmaker. Incidgntally, a Stanford
Law School professor termed her
class of 1952 the "dumbest" in his
career. He is probably eating a few
toirds since tops in that class was
William Rehnquist, who will be one of
CPConnor's colleagues if she is approved by the Senate and takes her
seat on the court.
Soon- after her appointment by
President Reagan, O'Connor was attacked by the moral majority for supposedly having supported proabortion legislation and the Equal
Rights Amendment while she she
served in the Arizona Senate. The
case against O'Connor was decidedly

weak and the controversy soon began
to fade. However,in that light I must
agree with Sen. Barry Goldwater. He
suggested Jerry Falwell deserved a
good kick in the derriere by every
good Christian.
The only apparent drawback to the
candidate is her lack of a long judicial
record. At the time of her appointment, O'Connor had only served 18
months on the appeals court bench. keep having this nightmare where everybody
in Poland is on strike except
What her future beliefs and decisions
Dr. Irvin E. Langer, president of
at
one
facto
ry
where
they'r
e making antitank guns for Solidarity!"
will reflect can only be speculated
Transylvania College, will speak at
upon. President Reagan and White
the commencement exercises on Aug.
House staffers seem to believe O'ConBy M.C. Garrott
4 at Murray State College. Degrees
nor, who has a conservative 4cord
will be granted to 199 persons.
overall, will closely align hereself
Deaths reported include Dennis P.
with their feelings.
Geier,and Joseph R. Morrison,46,the
The best summation of O'Connor's
latter from injuries sustained in a
beliefs came from Yale Professor
traffic accident.
Paul Gewirtz when he was recently
William H. Myers was named as
quoted by Newsweek as saying, "It's
band director of Murray High School
Did Nancy Reagan do right or think that "when
not only that we don't know what her
in Rome do as the There's no need for the wife of our at the meeting of the Murray Board of
views are on some issues. She pro- wrong the other day when she extend- Romans do"
and that this philosophy President — or any of us,for that mat- Education..
bably doesn't know what her views ed her dainty hand instead of bowing should have
applied in the meeting of ter — to bow to anybody. If it had been
Dr. A. D. Butterworth spoke on serare either." Hopefully both O'Connor or curtseying when presented to the two famous
ladies.
me, I would just have shaken hands. vices performed by the public health
and the country will find great benefit Queen Elizabeth of England?
Here are some of their comments.
Mike Ryan says that he would do,and service and what these services conHave you ever heard of such a silly
from her service. If she accomplishes
• • •
so does Pat Watkins. Why, Pat tributed to the general public at the
flap
no more than her appointment, she
being set off over such a trivial
Marilyn Mason Forrest, 402 wouldn't even bow to me, much less Meeting of the Murray Rotary
Qub
has at least opened another once clos- matter? You would think that with all Chestnut: "I think
held at the Murray Woman's QUI
Mrs. Reagan did the Queen of England."
the problems in our country today, as exactly. right. There
ed door for women.
House.
is no reason for
• • •
well as in Great Britain,that the press . us to pay homage
Ideally she lain a position that
to Britain. I agree
Friendship Night was observed by
Joanne Cohoon;-1517 Oxford: "I
champion wanen's as IM011$7_, could come
s_wldliseroei
thing more aunpletely with-Mear-Reagan, and think nnetkirs..Reaganrimai---Temple Hill Chtipti!r No. 511
Order of
further thin anyone else In the coun- significant than that in creating an in- - would do the same
thing,shake hands-.—shown the Queen the courtesy of bow_ the Eastern Star on July 25 at the
try today. I think it would be spec- ternational issue.
with her just as I would do if ing to her. Tile's the custom
in hidge hall, according to Beurdsse
My reaction to it all — for what it is presented to our Presiden
tacular if she likens her:self to former
England, and It wouldn't have taken Wrather, worthy matron, and Hello
t."
justice William 0. Douglas. But that worth — is simply
What difJoni Billington, 2018 Gatesborough anything away from the prestige of Alderdice,Worthy Patron.
may not be realistic, as a colleague ference does it make? Who cares
the United States if she had. She
Mrs- Sam Whitaker and children of
recently pointed out,"I think he was a whether Mrs. Reagan and the Queen Circle: "Well, it's the American
should
have
followed
British
custom
Marlow,
custom
to
Okla., have been the guests
extend the hand in greeting
once-in-a century man." Although shook hands, bowed, curtsied, rubbed
in greeting the Queen just as we would of her mother, Mrs. Marne Ransomeone
,
but,
on
the
other
noses,
O'Connor is considered conservative
hand, Mrs.
kissed powdered cheeks or
expect them to follow ours when they dolph.
and Douglas always professed the linked arms and danced around the Reagan was in a foreign situation and
come
to our country. If it had been •
should
have
known
better. But if she
most liberal attitude, some teapot? Perhaps the latter would have
me, I believe I would have curtsied ,
made news, but a mere handshake! felt in her own mind that she was dosimilarities could show up.
Sixty-five farmers attended the
ing the right thing for her, I think she and bowed when presented to her."
Douglas once said he preferred to Ye gads!
Margaret White, Riviera Trailer Special Problem Erosion Control
was justified in doing what she did.
• • •
"create precedent" rather than find
Court: -Truthfully, him Reagan Demonstration conducted July V on
it. O'Connor has set her own prece- But just to sample the reaction of She was representing the United
should
have shown. the Queen the the farm(If Lmell Palm
.er
_..•
dent by being the first woman to enter the people of Murray to the incident, I States of America,and if that was her
George Weak's,
courtesy
Mr. and Mrs.
of bowing and curtsying but
called some folks at random and ask- decision, that's fine with Joni."
an all male domain.
I'm sure that she felt that as the wife Joe Weeks,Sr., has been notified that
Possibly her most important ed them two questions: 1) Did Mrs.
Donald E. Jones, 1608 Keenland: of the
President of the United States he has successfully Passed the state
precedents will be forthcoming if she Reagan do the right thing in shaking "Mrs. Reagan did exactly right. Our
she shouldn't. It was her decision. In ,b&eThabon•
is allowed to take her seat on the ben- hands with the Queen instead of bow- First Lady should never bow or
the same situation, I am sure I Would
A special feature story on the doll
ing and curtesying, and 2) what would curtsey to anyone when she is
ch.
Browni
City
Thedor
ise,publiah
Hau,
mascotedattotda
y
Murray
hey.
custom,
but
want
you do if you had the opportunity to be representing the people of this coun- in
mig
fohlitowing
not really
y
English
try. But if I had the chance to be
presented to her?
think of it, I don't know that I could • was written by Locbie Faye Hart.
By JOHN CUNNIFF
Most of those I contacted felt the presented to the Queen, I probably
E. W.Roberts was honored at a dincurtsey. I never have."
First Lady was perfectly proper in do- would bow to her as is the custom."
Der on his 74th birttalay on July V at
ing what she did. Some expressed
John Parker, 903 Payne: "I think
Ruth Hughes, 803 Goodman: "Mrs. the family home on the -Hazel
mixed emotions and others seemed to
she did right by shaking hands. Reagan was justified in doing what Highway.
she did. As the First Lady of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Outland of
United States, she's just as important Detroit, Mich:, have been the guests
By
JOE
CRUMP
isIEW YORK (AP) — From
The message is the same, however,
In the world as the Queen of England. of her parents, Mi. and Mrs. Joe
whatever source your economic in that they tell you not to make big
But in the same situation, I probably Miles.
message comes, it bears rather poor spending plans or take big risks or
would be so nervous I would stump
news for the next few months. Some dream big dreams for the rest of the
my toe and fall flat of my face."
bi of discomfort seems assured for year because its going to be a tricky
Mildred Hodge, 1616 Ryan: "I think
nearly everyone, and a recession time.
Mrs. Reagan should have paid the
grows more likely.
Holy cheese, the newest medical
The Federal Reserve has reiterated
Queen the courtesy of at least bowing
if your source is anti- its intention of keeping his foot on the
to her, as is the customary way of discovery is mouse spit!
Senator Bill Bradley (N.J.)"...Only prevent rescission attempts.
adlministration, the grim outlook is monetary brakes. Now, people who
greeting her in England. I would have When an -injiired animal lieks its
"The National Business Council for
served up like a dish of cold greasy try to forecast interest rates have just weeks after congressional passage of
under the circumstances. It's just a wounds, the saliva not only deans and
stew: Inflation could worsen any day about written off any sharp drop the equal rights amendment, ERA was launched by the League in matter of courtesy. There's
no way disinfects the sore but actually helps it
delegates to the League of Women February 1980. The intent of the coun- 'homage
now; interest rates might remain before winter.
'could have entered into it." heal.
high; unemployment is likely to creep
Carmakers already have experienc- Voters (LWV) National Convention cil is to bring together top executives
Buddy Parker, 805 Sharpe: "What Now scientists from Massachusetts
u1:4
ed one of the worst Junes in their en- overwhelmingly approved equal in the business world to establish a do I think of Mrs. Reagan shaking. General Hospital in Boston and the
Should your source be more friendly tire history. They had had big hopes; rights for all, regardless of sex, as strong public image of business sup- hands or curtseying to the
Queen? University of Florida think they have
to the Reagan people, you will hear this was to have been the year they part of the league's national human port for ERA. It presently has 160 Frankly,I don't give a denim
found out why,and the answer may pro- Perhaps
that the economic menu, though un- would give the American public the resources position. At the same con- members. The League of Women from a national pride standpoi
vide a clue for helping human wounds
nt,
she
•
palatable as cod liver oil, is conducive cars it had been demanding. But the vention, delegates voted to support Voters holds a vice-presidency in was right in doing what she did. We heal as well.
the ERA (Equal Rights Amendment) ERAmerica, the coalition of nearly don't lower our
to the building of strong bones for public seems unable to afford them.
flag for anybody, but Rapid healing, at *least in mice, apfuture growth.
Five years ago the family that need- as one of the major ways to take ac- 200 civic, religious, eduaitional, if it is traditional for people to bow pears due to a hormone-like substance
labor, and women's organizations
ed a big sum — perhaps to buy a car — tion in support of this position...
and curtsey when being presented to called "nerve growth factor" present in
"Leagues have raised money, working for ERA ratification_
might have taken a loan on the
the Queen, maybe she should have high concentrations of mouse saliva,
"The League's determination and done that,
homestead. Try getting a second mor- produced and distributed educational
too. I probably would have: the scientists said.
tgage loan today that can be repaid on material, set up candidate forums, its contribution to the final push for On second thought, you look at this
arranged public meetings, lobbied ratification of ERA—both through Its thing with mixed
"easy terms."
emotions. Then you
Ikelesibt Syne. lo
legislato
rs and legislative candidates, grassroots activities and through the ask yourself 'What differen
As the economy slows and as
ce does it
By The Associated Press
government support for job programs secured community leader and National Business Council—are make?"
critical to the success of the effort to
Today is Thursday, July 30, the
•••
shrinks, unemployment seems head- editorial support, and organized State
ed higher. That doesn't mean you can and local coalitions to direct and coor- achieve ratification in the three addiSo, I supplee you could say it all 211th day of 1981. Them
-earn 164 duos
rely on the classic corollary of dinate endorsing organization me----tional States that are needed by June boils down to how you, as an in- left in the year.
tivities.
Today's highlight In history:
smaller rises in consumer prices.
dividual, would interpret the greeting.
"In short,leagues have been involv•
On
July 30, 1619, the first represenNo more than decreased economic
.Do
you
view
it
as
a matter of being
+++
activity means interest rates are cer- ed in every aspect of the campaign to CRUMP'S GRAS
Courteous in accordance with a coun- tative assembly in America convened
tain to fall. For reasons we'll ratify ERA, with the exception of can- ROOTS COMMENT
try's customs or as a matter of payihg at Jamestown, Va.
On this date:
understand only when these days are didate support...
The League of Women Voters ia homage to a queen?
"By March 31, 19780-the national
In. 1718, the founder of Pennhistory; prices and interest may now
—7- I'm sure that neither Rifts. Reagan
nonparti
san
inasmuch as it does not..
league, with the help of State and local
have a mind of their own.
support or oppose political parties or or the Queen can understand all the sylvania, William Penn, died in
campaig
leagues,
ERA
raised
n
had
The people at the Federal Reserve
candidates. It is political however, in fervor their handshake has caused England.
In 1909, the US. government bought
who control monetary policy, and the funds totaling over $1 million, with the the sense that it takes
positions on and care less. But what do you think?
its first airplane — a Wright biplane
people at the White House and in Con- major amount going back to the governmental issues
and works to.
that cost $31,000.
gress who decide on fiscal policy, States in the form of direct grants to support legislative issues
for which it
ratificat
leagues
and
aid
to
ion
State
In 1918, the American poet who
won't come out and say it but their
VII 11.•-•
takes a stand.
ienflitt'
wrote "trees" Sgt. Joyce Khmer —
goals are clear. That is, they are conII "IIIIII/Y/111 // / I
Not all members of the league supr
isCrray Ledger & Times
was killed in action in France during
II 9,I I I )1.16'11%V/if VI.111 /NH,
sciously and willingly flirting with a
port the Equal Rights Amendment.
By Ken *oil
World
War I.
recession.
They
(USPS306-700)
resent having their dues used to
The dispute over the posting of
And in 1053, race riots broke out in
Publisher
They would agree that it would be
Walter L. Apperson financially aid a program they op- copies of the Ten
Commandments in Chicago's
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
Trumbull Part housing
nice to avoid it, but to not have a
Kentucky classrooms may continue,
The Murray hedger & Times is published pose.
WRITE A LETTER
project after a black family moved in• recession or something akin to it is a every afternoon except Sundays,
July 4,
on one level or another,for some time. to
Letters to the editor are welcomed contradiction of the policies they
Christmas Day, New Yeart Day and Thanksgivthe previously all-white commintipur- ing by Murray
While we continue to ponder the pros
Newspapers. Inc., 103 N 4th St.,
and encouraged. All letters must be sue. Recession, or a
ty
serious Murray,Ky. 41071. Second Class Postage Paid at
and cons of printing our ethics on the
signed by the writer and the writer's slowdown,is a natural
Ten years ago: Apollo 15 Astronauts
Murray,Ky. 41171.
consequence of
walls of public buildings, we might
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
address and phone number must be persistent restrictive monetar
David
Scott and Jirnes 11-win landed
y and carriers, n.25 per month, payable an advance.
consider these words from one of,the
included for verification. The phone fiscal policies.
on the moon.
By milli in Calloway County and to Benton, Har- And Jesus
knew Asir &nights. sad Hindu Upanishads:
number will not be published.
Five years ago: It was reported that
For President Reagan, a tighter din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky . and Said
According as a mon acts and
sato them, Beery kagdess dMded
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn. $24 50 per
'Letters should be typewritten and budget is an absolute
at
least 100,000 people had been killed
require
ot/wr
mail
to
year
By
ment
in
destinations. $39.50 per against itself is hreeight to dessiatt
walks in the path of life, so he
, double-spaced whenever possible order to get
es;
in an earthquake in northeastern
government, out of year
becomes
sad
. He that does good
every city or house divided mart
Member ci Associated Press, Kentucky Press
an should be on topics of general 'wasteful, consump
China.•
tive pursuits, and
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Itself shall net staid. —
becomes good; he that does evil
interest.'
Matthew 12:26.
One year ago: Despite internatidnal
return the economy to the more pro- ABOOCUlhOn
becomes evil. By pure actions he
Editors reserve the right to ductive private sector.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
Objections, the Israeli Parliament
becomes pure; by evil actions he
republish local news originated by The Murray
condense or reject any letter and
How often Christians waste their
enacted a law proclaiming Jerusalem
In each instance, the probable net Ledger
& Tinws as well as all other AP news.
becomes evil
'Aliquent writers.
energies squabbling with other
the capital of the Jewish date.
TF:LEPHONE NUMBERS
effect is to reduce economic activity
Address correspondence to: over the short
Business Office
753-1916 Christians over insignificant details el This passage, describing what HinToday's birthdays: Singer Pail
term, regardless of the Classified
Advertaing
753-1916
Editor, The Murray Ledger & more-.lasting
isih when we should be joiolog dus call karma,isn't as specific as the Anka is 40. Singer Linda Ronstadt
benefits that might be Retail (Display I Advertiglg
is
753-1919
Ten Commandments but it too might 36 and sculptor
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Henry Moore is U.
expected to follow over the next few Circulation
753-1916 forces to overcome the atheism and
reading
worth
be
Dept
Sports
the
News
and
at
beginning and
753-1916 secularism found in our world.
Thought for today: The borrower Is
years.
ending of eh schoolday.
a servaat to tha lender — The Bite,
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Babe Ruth All
Stars Get Axe
Iri Tournament
Murray's Senior Babe Hooper was humming,
Ruth All Stars amassed 24 fanning 10 and giving up only
points in three games of the two hits in seven innings. He
district tournament in walked no one.
Owensboro this weekend and Teammate Tony Herndon
they only allowed 22, but backed up Hooper's defense
somehow things didn't work with a homer and David
McMillen ripped loose for a
out for the hometovmers.
Kim Wilson suffered the pair of singles.
loser's fate in the team's District elimination came
first game Saturday when he suddenly for the Murray
was belted for five hits in travellers when the Penfive innings. He recorded on- nyrile All Stars took the
ly one strikeout and walked sweet side of an 11-9 game
four before being replaced Sunday.
by Mark Denham, who pitch- Dave Milton lasted only
413 innings before being
ed the final inning.
Denham led a potent hit- chased from the mound with
ting attack with two strokes, five hits and five walks. He
yet the Murrayans dropped did fan four Pennyrile batthe decision to Hopkinsville, ters before being relieved.
Marty McCuistion tagged
9-6.
The Saturday afternoon three hits and Don Hargrove
contest lifted a few Murray added two more, but a
spirits when Darren Hooper porous Murray defense
hurled them to a 9-1 allowed too many enemy
slaughter of Muhlenberg runs in their final game of
the season.
County.

Strike Talks To
(Yawn)Resume
Again Today
NEW YORK (AP) —
Baseball's negotiators were
scheduled to return to the
bargaining table today after
a seventh-inning stretch of
sorts that consumed most of
the seventh week of the
strike by major league
players.
Marvin Miller, director of
the Major League Players
Association, returned from
Los Angeles Wednesday
night after briefing some 75
players on the status oflthe
negotiations. Ray Grebey
and the owners'Player Relations Committee already
were here where the 26 club
owners also met Wednesday,
first separately, then jointly
for about two hours.

Marathoners Invite
Local Runners To
Fun-Run Tuesday
Got some extra pudge where it used to be slim and
trim? Do you have trouble seeing your feet without sitting down? Are you winded from jogging to the
refrigerator during commercial breaks?
Are you just plain out of shape?
If so,the Murray Marathoners have a solution.
The local club is sponsoring a series of fun runs to
help unite Murray running buffs.
Although the purpose of the events is to introduce
new runners to the local jogging community, the experienced runners are invited as well. Runners of all
shapes, ages and races will be granted an opportunity
to get acquainted, to exchange training techniques,
and to share their enthusiasm.
The first run is scheduled for Tuesday, Aug. 4, to be
followed by a run each of the remaining Tuesdays in
August. Anyone interested should gather at the
Calloway County High School track at 6:30 p.m.
According to run organizers Ron Wuest and Dick
Paterson, these events will be a good opportunity for
people who have been thinking about trying jogging to
take that first step. They are also intended to benefit
the seasoned runner as well.
Each session will include a brief discussion of some
aspect of running. For those so inclined,there will be a
timed event (one mile), as well as other opportunities
for people to run together.
At the Aug. 4 meeting Wuest and Paterson will speak
on "Beating the Heat — Or At Least Finishing A Close
Second."
Wuest is a Murray chiropractor and Paterson, who
now works for Tennessee Valley Authority,is a former
high school track coach.
Sufficient turnoutin August will promptthejrógram
to continue throughout the fall. More information can •
be obtained by calling 753-5206 or 753-5755.

SENIOR All STARS — Representing Murray's Senior Babe Ruth AN Stars this season are (front row from left)
Matic Denham, Mike Toth, Dave Milton, Ron Pace, Vic Marshall, Marty McCuiston, Tim McAlister, Don
Hargrove, (front center) bat boy Greg Milton, (standing from left) coach James Hooper, Stacy Smith, Jerry
Spann, Kim Wilson, Tony Herndon, Darren Hooper, Ed Requarth, coach Tommy Marshall,(not pictured) Craig
Darnell, David McMillen and David Denham.

Kentucky League Baseball

Murray Showdown Set In Mayfield
By JlIt RECTOR
Sports Utter
Lookin'for a good Murray
showdown? You may not
find it within the city limits
but there's a good one brewing in Mayfield.
Two of Murray's three
Kentucky League All Star
tean
collide tonight in
the district tournament in
Mayfield. The battle begins
at 7:30 p.m.
Murray South,a 74 winner
in Wednesday's encounter
with Mayfield (1), rallied
behind tise two-hit pitching of
Scott Adamsfor the victory.
Adams, besides fanning 11
Mayfield batters and pitching the full six innings,
blasted a triple, a double and
got on with an error and
scored two runs.
Mayfield drew first blood
with a solo run in the first
and Murray South tied it up
In the bottom of the first
when Mike Bomarito walked, David Potts doubled and
Erica Musgrow knocked in
Bomarito with a single.
Mayfield bounced back
with three runs in the third
while holding Murray to a
single run when Adams tripled and was driven in on a

Today marks the end of
the walkout's seventh week
"This strike must be settled and we will do our part to
move the negotiations forward,'
'
- ---added Mayor
Maynard Jackson of Atlanta.
— the 49th day — and the
first bargaining session
since the talks collapsed last
Thursday in Washington,
D.C., where they were moved at the request of U.S.
Labor Secretary Raymond
J. Donovan.
While there appeared to be
no reason to expect a settlement in the immediate
future, both sides kept insisting that they wanted to
reach an agreement. The
strike has wiped out approxMeanwhile, the US. Conference of Mayors got into imately 25 per cent of the
the act where the federal season, which has barely two
givernment has thus far more months to run.
struck out. The mayors sent "No votes were taken, but
a telegram to Baseball Com- the overwhelming consensus
was that the clubs want to
missioner Bowie Kuhn urging the parties to settle the bring the strike to a rapid
conclusion and reopen the
strike.
season," said Ed Fitzgerald
Murray's Little League B•'As of July 27, the cities of the Milwaukee Brewers,
have 1st a minimum of $10 chairman of the board of the Team All Stars suffered the
million'in tax revenues," PRC. "We hope to achieve wrong end of a perfect game
said the telegram, which that end through the process and were eliminated 10-0 by
Clarksville Northwest in
was signed by Helen of collective bargaining."
Boosalis, mayor of Lincoln, Asked if he expected a new Wednesday's tournament
Neb., and president of the offer from the owners, Miller collision in Hopkinsville.
"We knew we were
Conference of Mayors. "The replied: "I would certainly
loss to the cities' economies hope so. Otherwise, why shooting in the dark taking
is in the hundreds of would we be meeting our B-Teamers to a tournament like that, but they
millions."
again?"
wanted the experience so we
said, `okay," said Murray
coach Ron Hampton.
Eight of Clarksville's runs
came in the first inning and
the game was called in the
bottom of the fourth inning

Mike Fulton double.
after James Payne retired
Murray went ahead in the the Mayfield batters in
bottom of the fourth on Brett order. Tim Armstrong beat
Christensen's single, and out a hit to the Mayfield
consecutive doubles by shortstop followed by a
Adams, Fulton and Craig Schweattman single to
Bomarito. Three runs gave left field.
Murray South a 5-4 lead.
The runners advanced on a
Two insurance runs wen_ _passed ball and Armstrong
added by Murray in the fifth scored on a fielder's choice.
when Musgrow singled,
Mayfield scored again in
reached second on a fielder's the fourth on three walks and
choice, stole 'third and two base hits„ giving the adscored on a Chris Dill vantage back to the hosts,,sacrifice.
2.
Murray then loaded the
Murray's defense finally
bases when Chris Hays walk- came around and recorded
ed and Christensen and the third out stranding three
Adams reached base on er- Mayfield runners.
rors. Fulton added an RBI
Murray loaded the bases
single to end the game's in the fifth, yet only one runscoring.
ner, Sammons, crossed the
Murray North . also plate. Todd Seargent relievdefeated a Mayfield squad, ed in the top of the sixth and
4-3, to remain undefeated in
the tourney Wednesday
night.
Mayfield tallied one run in
their half of the first and
master charge
Murray North responded
with the same in the bottor
•
of the inning. Jason Sam-mons led off with a single
and eventually scored on a
fielder's choice.
Murray went ahead 2-1 in
the bottom of the second

shut down the Mayfield attack.
With one away in the bottom of the sixth Murray's
Bruce Thurman gained base
when the Mayfield shortstop
and leftfielder collided chasing his fly ball. Bill Fandrich
walked and Sammons' fly
ball was dropped —by the
Mayfield shortstop loading
the bases.
Seargent then Won the
game with a sacrifice fly,
scoring Thurman.
Murray West, the third
local team in the tournament, was elimiated
Wednesday when Calvert City handed them their second
loss, 11-5. The teams were
tied going into the final inning when Calvert City exploded for the win.

g Close
Southern States
Out Prices

On Many Seasonal
Items

Middle School Football
Physicals Scheduled
Football physicals for 5 p.m.
eighth and ninth graders
wishing to play for Calloway Physicals are required to
County Middle School will be participate. Practice begins
given at the school tonight at Aug. 10.

NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
UNCLE LEE WILL NOT
BE UNDER SOLD

SPORTING GOODS
imar.mgaLummu,

Little Leaguers
Suffer No-Hitter
In Hopkinsville
on the 10-run rule. Hampton
said he'd never seen pitching
like he'd seen the past few
days in the Hopkinsville
tourney.
Jerry Groves kept the
Murrayans totally winded,
allowing no hits while his
defensive backups played errorless ball throughout the
contest.
"We were really proud of
our kids for the way they
handled themselves against
those first-rate teams,"
Hampton said.
The loss eliminated Murray from the tourament.
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LOWER DIVISION STARS —
(from left) Nora Garland
won the free throw competition, while Shannon
McCuiston and Kristin Ruccio combined to win the
other six categories. McCuiston won the triangle,
dribbling and 30-second
shoot contests, and Ruccio
captured the hot shot, oneon-one and hustle awards.

4

CHAMPS — The final in the
upper division five-manteam was won by (from
left) Renee Deaton, Terri
Lamb,Patty Doyle and Cindy Anderson. Other team
members not pictured are
Lynette Thompson, Angie
Hoke and Anita Hill.

THE END OF CAMP — Players from all three divisions—upper, middle and lower, took a break from practice
to pose for this group shot Wednesday, the last day of camp. The basketball camp was held at Calloway
County High School the past week.
Al camp photos by
John Salerno

FBI Investigation Continues In
Boston College Point Shaving
By JAMES FITZGERALD
Associated Press Writer

THREE -CHAMPS — (from
left) Monica Greene and
Kim Greene, daughters of
Murray State basketball
coach Ron Greene, and
Diana Ridley, daughter of
Racer Club president Dr.
Michael Ridley, teamed up
to win the upper division
three-on-three CO m petition.

THREE-ON-THREE CHAMPS
— (from left) Lisa Henry,
Kristin Ruccio and Deann
McCuiston won the threeon-three competition in
the lower division.

NEW YORK (AP) — The
FBI says its investigation into the 1978-79 Boston College
basketball scandal has not
ended with the indictments
of five men.
"The investigation is continuin_g, and_ _if it iS .SUCceqsful,. - other indictments
will be returned," said Kenneth Walton, deputy assistant director of the FBI's
New York office.
A federal .grand jury in
Brooklyn on Wednesday indicted one former Boston
College player, Richard
Kuhn, although informant
Henry Hill has said three
players were involved.
Walton refused to comment
when asked whether Jim
Sweeney and Ernie Cobb,
the other players implicated
by Hill, were being investigated.
Hill was named as an unindicted co-conspirator.
The others indicted were
brothers Anthony Perla, 30,
and Rocco Perla, 31, and
Paul Mazzei, 37, all of Pittsburgh, and James "Jimmy

the Gent" Burke of New
York City.
Burke has been reported
as the mastermind of a 1978
robbery at the Lufthansa
cargo terminal at Kennedy
International Airport, which
netted $5.8 million in jewels
and currency. However, he
bas.never been charged.
All five defendants
innocent. Burkeplead and
Mazzei already were in
custody, Burke for a probation violation and Mazzei.for
narcotics trafficking, Walton
said. The others surrendered
Wednesday and were.released on $50,000 bail each. Trial
was set for Sept. 23.
The defendants were
charged with racketeering,
sports bribery and interstate
transport in aid of racketeering.
They allegedly tried to fix
six Boston College basketball games
against'Providence, Harvard, 'UCLA,
Fordllam, St.John's it'd Holy Cross.
The Indictment said Kuhn,
a 6-foot-5 reserve forward
from the Pittsbursh area,
was paid up to $2,000 a game

for shaving points so that
Boston College would win by
less than the point spread
when favored, and lose by
more than the point spread
when underdogs. That way,
any bet on a Boston College
opponent would win.

prison and fines of $25,000
each.
Walton alleged that the
point-shaving scheme was
formed at meetings involving all the defendants. He,
would not say how much themen won, although he
they bet up to $100,000 per
If convicted, the defen, game._He said the bettors.
dants would face a max- also lost at some of the...,
imum penalty of 20 years in games listed.

Wildcats' Wimberly
Declared Ineligible
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—
Greg Wimberly, a wide
receiver who played in just
six games last year but was
one -of Kentucky's most'
dependable performers, is
academically ineligible for
the 1981 football season, the
university announced.
Wirnberly,a junior college
transfer, was suspended for
the ,Wildcats' first five
games last year, but caught
.18 passi.4 for 405 yards — a
2242-yard average — in the
last six games.
"We're going to miss
him," said Wildcat receiver

coach Larry Kirksey.
"We've got some other pen
pie back, but Greg added
that little something extra.
"Without him, our passing
game would have been
nothing" in 1980, Kirksey
said. "We were changing
quarterbacks and all that,
but Greg kept things going."

Mr.Quick
CHARCOAL
Nb..fdr

MIDDLE DIVISION TEAMWORK — (from left) Sherri
Gallimore, LeAnn Lockhart
and Debbie Key hustled to
the middle division threeon-three title.

FOR O- LDS YEAR-END SAVINGS TIME AT PURDOM OLDS
Omega Sedan

No. 136A, air condition, outomatk,
tilt wheel, radio and more.

TEAMWORK — (from left)
Kim Moore, Kristin Ruccio
and Lori Overcast teamed
up with Kim Shelton and
Stefani Barnett (neither is
pictured) to win the Rveman-team championship in
the lower division.

Delta 88 Royale Sedan

Stock No. 166, oir condition, landau Top, wire wheels and locks,
stereo and much mai.

Time has a way of moving on.
Before you know it, it's gone. And
so are all the 1981 Oldsmobiles.
But your time is now. Because

•

•

•

r-

AVAILABLE

now's the time to save big on
selected Omega,Cutlass and Delta
88 models. The time is right, and
the deals are terrific.

Olds - Punkt • Cirdlise

PURD011
vow* 44, 0.-••

Stock No. 142, air condition, power
windows, tilt and cruise. stereo and
muc
.
:
.t more.
.

Saed Custorvieritire Our -

1Ni Mere Moil• 753-531S
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•
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Hubbard, Mazzoli Vote With Minority On Reagan Tax Cut
"

41P

• —4

1

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Two Kentucky Democrats
voted with the minority as
President Reagan's multiyear tax cut breezed through
the U.S. House by a 238-195
vote, less than an hour after
it had cleared the Senate.
votes assure
The
Americans of their largest
tax cut in history.
Reps. William Natcher
and Carl Perkins opposed
tbe cut but it was supported
by Democratic Reps. Carroll
Hubbard and Ron Mazzoli
and Republican Reps. Gene
Snyder, Larry Hopkins and
Hal Rogers.
Hopkins said after
Wednesday's vote that the
Reagan plan "means real
tax cuts for three years, and
with indexing, it's permanent."
The plan will result in a
$2.7 billion gain for Kentucky
taxpayers over the next
three years, or an average
,i$1,734 for each taxpayer in
period,
-2j3e
.„ . . state over the
, said the 6th District con-

---.--„,
A

greesman.
Rogers predicted that the
vote will mean economic
recovery for the country,
"That's what it's designed
to do. It will in due time spur
employment. I think it will
mean that employers or people who are in business will
be encouragged to expand
their business and create
more jobs thereby," Rogers
said by telephone from his
Washington office.
He said the differences
between the two proposals
had been significant.
"The president's was a
permanent long term cut
plus a ceiling on taxes
through the indexing procedure.
"The other," he said,"was
basically just a two-year cut
which the bracket creep
would have wiped out
anyway."
Rogers mentioned the
bill's "capital cost recovery
feature, which will be the
main engine of economic
recovery,
allowing

businesses small or large to
accelerate the write-off time
on investments in trucks,
machinery, buildings and so
forth."
He also cited the "virtual
elimination of the death tax"
— a provision he cosponsored — along with
removal of the "marriage
penalty," and changes in
capital gains provisions.
Rogers said Reagan's
economic recovery program
"is based on three prongs:
regulatory reform,control of
federal spending and the tax
program.
"He now has two of those
legs well in place, and the
regulatory reform matter is
on the way, it's certainly in
process."
Rogers termed the bill "a
major turnaround in the way
the federal government does
business. It's the most
significant economic
measure to come out of Congress, the most massive
change, the most significant
philosophical change, the

most sweeping change in tax
policy as well as spending
policy, since the depression."
Hubbard, in a statement,
said "I sincerely believe I
voted for the best tax cut
proposal. I know I voted the
thinking of the great majority of Kentuckians."
Mazzoli said there were
three reasons he backed the
Reagan plan.
"One was the fact that the
bipartisan bill the president
supported had a definite
third year," said Mazzoli.
'Second.. within the president's bill was a basic
philosophy of so-called supply side economics. Looking
through the (House) Ways
and Means(Committee) bill,
there was no discernable
philosophy.
"The final reason was —
the final question was — is
the president entitled to a
chance? Does he have the
answer tO revitalizing
America?" said Mazzoli.

"So I answered that question and wants a chance to do it.
'yes'. The president has con- The president is entitled to a
fidence the plan will work chance.

"Should he be successful, and as John Kennedy said,
people will go back to work, 'all ships rise in the rising
we will make some money, tide'."

Liverpool Police Order Probe After Riot Death
LIVERPOOL, England
(AP)— Police ordered an investigation Wednesday into
the death of a man crushed
by a police vehicle during
overnight rioting in the
troubled Toxteth district.
Authorities said police
were on standby alert
Wednesday evening, but no
violence was reported for the
first time in four days.
The fighting between
police and black and white
youths had escalated during
each of the past three nights,
lasting in its latest round until almost dawn Wednesday.

serve as barricades.
Most of the nation's attention was focused on London,
where almost a million people gathered to watch and
celebrate the wedding of
Prince Charles and Lady
Diana Spencer.
The police spokesman,
who asked not to be identified, said 32 police officers
were injured in the third
night of fighting, including
one who suffered a fractured
skull. He said 18 people were
arrested by "snatch squads"
of officers who have been
specially trained to dash into
the midst of the fighting and
Two hundred youths hurl- drag out suspected
ed gasoline bombs, bricks, ringleaders.
stones and other objects at
The spokesman was
police in the fighting that unable to say how many
began late Tuesday. The civilians had been hurt.
rioters set cars on fire to
Toirteth, an economically

distressed area, was the
scene of some of the fiercest
fighting in the two-week
wave of urban violence that
spread through Britain in
mostly nonwhite urban
areas earlier this month.
David Moore, 23, a white
man, died in the Royal
Liverpool Hospital early
Wednesday after a police
vehicle crushed him against
a *all. He suffered severe
leg injuries.
His mother, Mrs. Agnes
Moore, 58, told reporters: "I
just can't believe he was involved in the troubles. His
sister has been sick in
hospital and he was visiting
her."
The police spokesman said
Moore's death would be investigated by an assistant
chief constable from a

neighboring district. An
autopsy was being performed.
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Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

Bacon

29
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Lb.

We ban all sizes of all your canning supplies: jars- lids • and
rings.
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Owens Best Deli
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Evansville Former Factory Worker Kills Two In Gunfir
By MARK R.CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP)
— A former factory worker
whops firing was upheld
recently by an arbitration
panel opened fire in the plant
with a shotgun, killing two of
the panel members and
wounding three other people,
BY Abigail Van Buren
police said.
The gunman, Daryl
McReynolds, 31, of
Evansville, was seriously
wounded during a gunbattle
with police, in which he was
hit with 12 shots, authorities
said. Because te was
DEAR ABBY:Several of my friends and I have hit upon a hospitalized, he was not
great idea for losing weight. We pull down our shades, lock
our doors, and do our housecleaning in the nude! I know it
sounds kooky, but here's what we do. We go from room to
room and force ourselves to look at our bodies in every
mirror we pass! There's something about a fat, unclothed
body that spoils your appetite come mealtime.
Housecleaning is good exercise. There's lots of bending
and stretching. There's only one rule: Always keep your
stomach muscles tight. After a while, it becomes a habit,
and those tummy muscles will be taut after the body is
clothed.
This is no put-on, Abby. Pass this on to your readers. I
don't know anybody who wouldn't like to lose 5 or 10
pounds, and this really works.
SLIMMING DOWN IN SCOTTSDALE

Housewife Has Special Twist
For Weight-Watching

DEAR SLIMMING: Now, if you could arrange to
watch yourselves eat in the nude, you'd have it made.
'And should you decide to cook in the nude,do wear an
apron while frying bacon.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I have three daughters ages 7, 8 and 9.
'Ever since they were toddlers, I have been teaching them
proper table manners, especially how to hold a fork or
spoon properly.
My "problem" is the TV cereal commercials. Why do they
. show children eating cereal and holding the spoon like a
shovel? When my children see children on TV eating like
that, they think that's the correct way, and not the way I
have been teaching them.
Thanks for listening.
MRS. B. IN JEFFERSON, LA.
DEAR MRS. B.: I Wiolt 4441dren-.."holding spoon.like shovels" were the worst examples seen on
television commercials. However, in order to undo
the damage, explain to your children that the children they see on the commercials have not yet been
taught to eat properly.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I've been dating a married man for several
years. His wife found out about U8 and is filing for divorce. I
love him and he loves me, but he isn't sure he wants to get
married again. So where does that leave me?
He has asked me to wait and see what happens after he
works out his present problems, but he won't make any
promises.
Abby, I'm young and attractive and don't want to spend
the rest of my life waiting for a man who may never marry
,sise, but I've been out of circulation for nearly three years
and am very happy and fulfilled when I'm with him.
Should I invest any more time in what could be a dead-end
relationship? Or would I be wise to hang
around and see
wbat happols? And if I do decide to hang around, how long
should I give him to make up his mind?
UNDECIDED
DEAR UNDECIDED: From the facts you've given
me, your friend would like to put you on "hold"
forever. Say goodbye now. If he really loves you, he
will offer you what you want — marriage. If not,good
riddance.
•*•

•••

e

at a bottling plant across an
alley from the rear of the
Crescent offices, said the
gunman shot and wounded
Beckham, who then stumbled behind a car and returned
fire.
McReynolds, a machinist,
was fired about six months
ago for absenteeism and
"poor work habits," said
Ken Graves, Crescent's vice
president for employee relations. He would not
elaborate.
Officials of the company,
which employs about 160
people to make tubing for
refrigeration units, said

McReynolds had worked
there for five years before
being fired. The Machinists
union said he worked at the
company 13 years. It wasn't
clear why there was a
discrepancy.
The union contested
McReynolds' dismissal and
the issue went to an arbitration panel, which upheld the
action three weeks ago.
Police officials said
Beckham and the two other
officers,
Evansville
policeman David Gulledge
and deputy Richard Bennett,
fired
14
shots
at
McReynolds, hitting him 12
times. McReynolds' weapon

was fired at least 14 times,
police said. The shotgun had
to be reloaded after every
two blasts, officials said.
Police said Peak, of
Newburgh, died at the factory and Stahl, an Evansville
resident, died in a hospital
emergency room.
Wounded
employee
Donald Sellers, 47, of
Evansville, was listed in fair
condition at Deaconess.
Another wounded employee
was treated at the emergency room and released.
Beckham was listed in fair
condition at Deaconess, suffering from gunshot wounds
to the hands, wrist and face.

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY at CLEANERS
June
.50TH YEAR June
-- w- CELEBRATION 1981

Save Money
During
Boone's
Anniversary
Dry Cleaning
Celebration

WE'VE
ROLLED
BACK OUR
PRICES

1 WEEK SPECIAL

1931 PRICES

When Accompanied With Similar Garment At The Reipplar Prices

DEAR ABBY: I married a man whose wife had died and
left him with small children. I raised them all. My husband
recently passed away. Are those children I raised still my
stepchildren? And are their children still my grandchildren?
And are my deceased husband's sisters still my sisters-inlaw?
I am confused. Please let me know soon.
MRS. S.
DEAR MRS. S.: Yes. The relationships remain the
same.

charged immediately in the Peak Jr., 43, and
shop
shootings.
foreman Glenn Stahl,
53,
with a
double-barreled
"I saw him holding the gun
at his side," said Maureen shotgun and then "cut loose
Fischer, who was working as and started firing at
a temporary employee at anybody," said police U.
Crescent Plastics Inc. when Frank Gulledge.
the gunman walked in
Two other workers
were
Wednesday afternoon. "But wounded.
the man across the aisle
An eyewitness said that
smiled at him and said 'Hi,'
when the gunman started to
sO I didn't think anything
leave the building onto a
about it."
loading dock, he ran into
The gunman went into the Vanderburgh County
deputy
back of the plant "and then I Robert Beckham,
40, who
heard gunfire and I got was the first
officer to
under the desk,"she said.
answer a police radio call
McReynolds killed Cres- about the shooting.
cent Vice President Bernard
Ralph Parker, who works

itee.•as
*
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Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
Included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (35
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 12080 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
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Now Is The Time
To Layaway An
ASHLEY WOODSTOVE
Layaway Now And
Take Advantage Of
Last Year's Prices,'
••

See Them Now At
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Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners °
Celli& Mester Dryckoner

"The World's Most Recommended Dry Cleaning."
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Two Youths Placed InHomes After Child Drowns

XENIA, Ohio (AP) —
When the naked 2-year-old
Lrt they had flung into a
pond as a prank drowned,
the two boys — aged 10 and 6

s-

— panicked,according to the were placed in foster homes
by juvenile authorities after
Greene County prosecutor.
The boys, both residents of being convicted Wednesday
a housing project in the on delinquency charges.
Greene County Juvenile
Dayton suburb of Fairborn,

Court Judge Robert Hagler
found the 6-year-old boy guilty of unruliness and the 10year-old guilty of delinquency by virtue of committing
involuntary manslaughter.
Both were convicted in connection with the June 19
death of Cassandra Marie
Slaven.

back in again, investigators
said.
Schenck said he had a
clearer idea of the possible
motive after hearing results
of psychological testing on
the boys and court
testimony.
"My thinking is that these
two boys went down to the
wooded area where the
drainage pond was for the
purpose of taking the clothes
off the little girl and throwing her into the water, more
as a prank, more as
something to do," Schenck
said.

Hagler said that while the
tests indicated the boys
showed a lack of maturity,
social skills and intelligence
levels compared to others
their ages, he said he found
them to be "passive and
likeable and demonstrating
an ability to listen and an
ability to be worked with."
"During the course of the
Hagler said the boys are not trial, it kept coming up that
old enough to be imprisoned these children were bored,
unsupervised, didn't have
under Ohio law.
The verdict followed two anything better to do than to
days of testimony from find something to do ... I
police officers, two don't think they knew with a
psychologists, the girl's certainty what they were gobabysitters and two ;nen ing to do, but they were gowho found her body floating ing to do something. I think it
face down in a Fairborn was more in the form of,
draining pond. Greene Coun- 'Let's tease this little kid,"
ty Prosecutor William Schenck said.
Schenck Jr. said the
Once they threw the little
juveniles will remain wards girl into the water and she
of the court until sentencing, tried to climb back out,
which is expected in about Schenck said they might
three weeks.
have become afraid to
The two boys were charg- return the girl to the play
ed with leading the girl away area dripping wet.
from a play area in the hous"I think they panicked. I
ing project to the pond. Ac- think they were afraid to brcording to investigators, the ing her back like that, so
girl's clothes were removed, they threw her in the water
and she was thrown into the and left her. As a result, they
pond. When she tried to didn't realize what they had
climb out, she was thrown done."

IT'S HERE
A FIVE
POUND PIZZA?
Savory sauce with the choicest
gunk and smothered with a
pound of melted mozzarella. Nobody can copy our capacious
Combo. Try it! Open seven days
a week, from 11 a.m.

Gildfather's Pizza

153.002
Hwy. 641 Central ShopPing Ctr. Murray,Ky.

TAKE THE
PICK OF
OUR GARDEN
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Frosty Acres
Baby Lima Beans
2016. $16.99
Frosty Acres
Purple Hull Peas
2016. S15.29
Frosty Acres
Okra (Breaded)
201b. $16.15
14 Lb. 4-1 Pure
Ground Beef
$20.58
Hamburger Steak 12 Lb.(24 Steaks)
$17.64
Choice (Whole (Cut Any Thickness)
Rib Eye
10-12 Lb. Avg. Lb. $4.15
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225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender $

39

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping & Froozin9

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM Co.
101td.

Phone 753-1601
:001-00Aa.Fr.
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"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."
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Belair Center Murray, KY
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FREE 14 K GOLD GIFT
TO OUR 1st 50 CUSTOMERS
EACH DAYI
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"Close Our,
2-day,18-hour Caravan
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MICHELSON
JEWELERS
MURRAY,
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VALUE PACKED HOURS!

•

EXTRA SALES PEOPLE ON DUTY!
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MICHELSON JEWELERS
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r
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UP TO 60% OFF! CASH, BANK CARDS, OR
*90 DAY NO-INTEREST CHARGE
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.
DISCOUNTS
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ODD OAME 1999
$14" Art,
40%
00
30%
OFF
160%
4h
.
/9 OFF
50%
OFF
41.ft.
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50%
OFF
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ODIL Arw.
40%
50%
60%
OFF
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MICHELSON'S

WE WILL BE CLOSED THURSDAY,
JULY 30th TO PREPARE
FOR THIS SALE!
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DIAMOND 14 K. GOLD
EARRINGS 15" SERPENTINE
CHAIN

14 K. YELLOW GOLD

EVERY LADIES
DIAMOND
CLUSTER

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

ALL DIAMOND
SOUTAIRES

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

OVER 100
to TO CHOOSE FROM'
MICHELSON

OVER 75 IN STOCK

JEWELERS

NOTHING HEW BACK!
STORE-WIDE SAVINGS!

JEWELERS

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

(CP
ALL DIAMOND
14 K. GOLD
EARRINGS

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

CO
EVERY GENTS
DIAMOND RING

MICHELSON

ALVDIAMOND
BRIDAL SETS

JEWELERS

ALL 14 K. GOLD
CHAINS &
EARRINGS

*(90 DAY NO-INTEREST CHARGE
WITH 50% DOWN PAYMENT)

*EXCLU
E DING KEEPSAKE

JEWELERS

BELAIR SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY,KY

JEWELERS

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

714418%.
44%,

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

CASH OR BANK CARDS

30% to 50%
OFF ALL FAMOUS
NAME BRAND
WATCHES
...SEIKO, CITIZENS,
PULSAR...FUUY_
-GUARANTEED
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FRIDAY, JULY 31st I SATURDAY,AUGUST 1st
9:00 A..
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Our Diamond Buyers and Manufacturing Divisions Have
Accumulated Thousands of Dollars Worth of Discontinued
Styles and Overruns From All 6 of Our Stores!
Now for the First Time, We're Offering Them for Public Sale!

FIRST TIME EVER IN MURRAY Belair Center
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Paris Iranian Leader Rejects Any Alliance With Bani
-Sadr
te

PARIS(AP) — The leader
the Iranian exile community in Paris has rejected
any alliance with exPresident Abolhassan BaniSadr, describing him as "a
man who sent dozens and
dozens of persons before a
firing squad."
Bani-Sadr was granted
political asylum in France
Wednesday after hiding out
for 43 days in Tehran and
escaping by military plane.
But forqier Prime Minister
Shahpodr Bals,htiar, said he

would not try to enlist BaniSadr ma united front against
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's
revolutionary
regime.
The very question
astonishes me," said
Bakhtiar, the late Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's
last prime minister. "How
am I supposed to resolve my
differences with him"'
He said Bani-Sadr was the
architect and theoretician of
Khomeini's Islamic revolution, but he was used as a

screen, and what happened
"either hide in the
to him was entirely normal." eluding Hassan Nazih, niece of the shah.
Iranian
government underground and come out
Bani-Sadr is the first ma- former chairman of the Najor member of Khomeini's tional Iranian Oil Co.; Gen. spokesman Behzad Nabavi at night like bats to engage
revolution to escape to Gholam Ali Oveisi, the late called France "the meeting in terror and bombings, or
Europe after losing out in shah's chief of staff; Adm. place of the counter- like now after repeated
power struggle between the Ahmad Maadani and revolutionaries." He said defeats,they escape."
Bani-Sadr, who shaved off
now-dominant fundamen- Princess Azadeh Shafik, a Bani-Sadr and other foes of
Khomeini's regime in Iran his distinctive mustache
talist Islamic clerics and the
before he made his escape
moderate and leftist secular
Tuesday night, was accomfactions among the revolupanied by Paris by Iran's top
tionaries.
leftist, Massoud Radjavi of
Like Etakhtiar, the other
the Mujahedeen Khalq urleading members of the Iraban guerrilla organization,
nian exile community in
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — of alcoholic
beverages in a and air force Col. Behzad
France are royalists, in- The battle over legal liquor
second class city would Moesi, who Tehran Radio
in Ashland is continuing with alleviate economic
hardship,
wet and dry forces both peti- whereas the sale of alcoholic said was the shah's personal
pilot.
tioning the Kentucky beverages in first,
third,
The Iranian government
Supreme Court for rehear- fourth, fifth and
sixth class said the trio escaped in a hiings.
cities would not relieve jacked air force plane
and
Attorneys for United Dry economic hardship,"
the Bani-Sadr probably wore a
Forces, which opposes UDF petition says.
dress when he made his
alcoholic-beverage sales in
While each side responds
Ashland, have asked the to the other's petition, liquor getaway. But Bani-Sadr said
they left from a Tehran
court to reconsider a July 6 sales are continuing
in military base at 10:30 p.m.,
ruling that cleared the way Ashland, said Edward
Far- indicating they had the
for liquor sales in four ris, distilled-spir
its ad- cooperation of some military
downtown precincts.
In 1981, a citizen of this community will be awarded a franchise
ministrator for the state personnel.
Citizens for a Progressive Alcoholic Beverages
to operate an AAMCO Transmission Service Center in Murray.
Control
Bani-Sadr, who was
Community, meanwhile, has Commission.
declared incompetent last
asked the court to reconsider
If no additional petitions month by the
Iranian parliaa part of the ruling that void- had been filed,
ttention Bankers, Realtors, Businessmen: You may
the July 6 ment and dismissed from the
ed
a
wet-dry
election
last
Ocnominate candidates from among investors, business
court ruling would have been
tober and mandated a new final on Monday, Farris presidency by Khomeini,
associates or clients with a desire to expand present
said he would remain in
business holdings or to increase present business
election in the four precincts said. Three restaurants
that France until the Iranians
base. If ytou choose, you may place
Sept. 12.
were granted liquor licenses
your own name in nomination.
The UDF petition asks the apparently would havlost ":follow the path of
democracy."
court to strike down all of them pending the outcome
of
ttention Residents and
His comments brought a
Senate Bill 187, which allow- the new election.
Area Employees: You may
warning from the French
ed liquor sales in individual
Farris said his agency had
place your own name in nomination,
precincts of second-class taken no action to revoke the Foreign Ministry, which
or submit the name of an individual who
cities. Ashland was the existing licenses or to ap- granted him political asylum
has a strong desire to increase potential
statrnnly
second-class city prove pending applications on condition that he "exerearnings or to become an independent businessman.
cise no political activity
without legal liquor.
for licenses.
whatsoever on French soil."
The court In June found
This opportunity will be
to complete a six week trainan AAMCO Center offers
the
law
unconstitutio
nal,
but
awarded-to a member of this
ing program at the AAMCO
the residents of this commureversed itself in July, keepcommunity. •
Home Office in Bridgeport,
nity the highest standards of
PA and at selected AAMCO
ing the liquor issue alive.
workmanship and service` Business and banking
Centers. A combination of
backed by a "Car Ownership
leaders, as well as local resiThe court first found that
classroom and actual handsWarranty" that is honored
dents, are invited to nomithe bill amounted to special
on
field
training
is
required.
at every AAMCO Center
nate individuals who would
Oneetraining is completed,
from Miami. Florida to
legislation and was unlike to be in business for
the selected candidate will
Alaska or Hawaii.
themselves. Or, an individconstitutional because
begin
recruiting
a
qualified
ual may submit his or her
AAMCO.
An
investment
special
service
crew
legislation must perand
will
begin
own name for consideration
in the future that could pay
planning participation in an
tain
An AAMCO selection
only
to government
off
in rewards for years to
advertisingprogram.
committee will review all
structure.
come.
candidates to select the
The future franchisee will
Another part of the bill,
When the selected nomimost qualified.
enjoy the prestige of being
nee becomes an AAMCO
however, allowed local
an
independent
business
proThe most qualified candifranchisee, he or she is not
governments to set wet-dnsi,
fessional.
date can become part of the
simply going into business.
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CTR.
growing automotive afterelections in economically
The decision to become an
AAMCO will not train the
market.
AAMCO franchisee is the
candidate selected as an
depressed precincts, so the
very first step toward finanauto mechanic. What The future AAMCO franAshland Board of City Comcial independence. A chance
AAMCO will do is help make
chistf will be part of the
missioners on June 27
to
build equity for the
the
future franchisee a busimulti-billion dollar automofuture.
ness professional who knows
tive aftermarket: and as
declared the Herbst, Ginn,
The minimum cash
enough about automobiles
owner of an AAMCO TransMoore and Wright precincts
requirement necessary to
to effectively manage a
missions Center, will have
actually open an AAMCO
economically depressed.
transmission repair
) the support of the industry's
Center is $35,000-although
facility.
leader.
When the Supreme Court
a strong desire to be selfA AMCO's sophisticated
Consider that today. the
upheld that portion of the
employed and a high level of
marketing techniques and
automotive aftermarket
personal motivation are necmanagement advice will prolaw on July 6, the commislooks brighter than ever
essary.
vide assistance to help make
before:
sion's action was used to set
this business a success. And
• The age of the average
Who will be considered for
up the Sept. 12 election. The
the
award-winning
advertisautomobile is increasing.
an AAMCO franchise?
ing and reputation for
commission is still trying,
• The costs of new cars are
Any member of this corn
dependable service will build
however, to have the first
rising at unprecedented
munity.
AA NICO's image in this
rates.
election upheld.
community
How to apply: If you are
• The American consumer is
The UDF petition contends
interested in learning more
When an AAMCO Center
learning to repair, rather
about the unique opportunithe economic-depression
than replace, the family
opens, the entire community
ties available as an AAMCO
benefits.
automobile.
portion of the law also fails
franchisee, or if you would
• Many service stations
like to nominate someone
the constitutional test for
When an individual
have cut back hours and
who wants to be in business
becomes an AAMCO franspecial legislation.
services. now selling only
for himself, complete the
chisee, he or she already has
For the law to be legal, "it
gasoline.
coupon below.
a head-start on success.
Then mail it to John
Because
AAMCO's
the
must
be found that the sale
No mechanical or automo•

Ashland Wet-Dry Forces
Petition Supreme Court

laqH1I'S
WEST SIDE
COURT SQUARE

Open Til
8:30 Friday
Nights

An important
announcement to the
citizens and businessmen
of Murray.

A

A

KING'S DEN
I. FINAL SUMMER „
r
ii CLEARANCE f
SALE
:19 a

With each Chipper
*Crisp french fries
• pieces of fish filet
*Creamy cole slaw
82 southern-style
hushpuppies
Good Fri., Sat. 8. Sun, July 31, Aug. 1, 2

SAVINGS UP TO /070

EthanAllen

SUMMER SALE

tive experience necessarythe training needed is provided.
After selection, the future
franchisee,will be expected

world's largest chain
of transmission specialistswith over 870 Centers
throughout the United
States and Canada.
But even more important.

Sylvester. Director of Franchise Opportunities.
AAMCO Transmissions,
Inc.. Bridgeport, PA 19405.
Or better still, call toll-free
800-523-0402.

Mail to: AAMCO Transmissions,408 E. 4th St., Bridgeport, PA 19405
I would like to learn more
I would like to nominate the
about the AAMCO Transfollowing individual as a
missions franchise opporfranchise candidate.
tunities.
Name

Nominated by

Address
City

L-

State

Candidates home telephone

Zip
Business telephone

CCMS Students May
Pick Up Yearbooks
The Calloway County Middle School yearbooks may be
picked up from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Friday and all next
week, according to Roy
Cothran, principal.
Those persons wishing to
purchase a yearbook may do
in the school office. The
—6 price is $8.95.

SAVE 10%to20%

Your best home furnishings value. . . now, even better!

11it
I{I
Vit1,1111.
1111. MO\ I H
DUANITTI(S LIMITED

•MS
•1011111DS

Sandes

novv899

now199
with

now

Swiss Lest

Mb Stipples Last

COMBINATION
LOCK

ELECTRONIC
•ALARM CLOCK

For school lockers, bikes,
more. Double-wall steel
'
.
lock with 3-number dialing, self-locking mechanism. Rust-resistant inner
parts.
15000

With easy-to-read digital
display; "Snoozer" alarm
delay; power interruption
indicator; more. Sleek
rosewood-look finish with
1122C4
aluminum trim.

QUANTTTIES UNITED

3
99
15-INCH
SUPERBAR®
A versatile tool forged
from spring tempered
steel. Unique rocker head
gives maximum leverage
for fast results with any
'Ob.
13215

If you want beauty, Quality and value then the only
furniture for you is Ethan Allen. Right now, you'll
want to take advantage of these outstanding
values for every room in your home! Save on furniture for living rooms,dining rooms, bedrooms and
famifY rooms.Save on floor coverings, draperies,

lamps, clocks and decorative accessories To help
you put it all together, our sale selections are
shown in beautiful, idea-inspiring room settings
and our free, expert design service is always available. latNla MISS this exciting event!

Open Friday Evening til 8...
Nrill1)110%11. 1.1 RN..911%84N

Murray Home & Auto
CliEstnut Strect
Murray, Ky.

--"!.arte
753-2571
"

---

MAN Alta FURNITURE
1 1 4. North Third 5t. Paducah, Ky.

OhoneZS

76iOi*43-00-

I`*406 c,
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'Funerals I Fair Trade Law In Kentucky Is
Mrs. Ira Williams
Immune From Validity- Attack
Dies Wednesday;
Rites Saturday
Mrs. Ira Emma Williams
died Wednesday at 11 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was 93 years
of age and residing with her
daughter, Mrs. J. E. Gray,
Murray.
The deceased was the wife
of Thomas S. Williams who
died in 1952. One son,
Thomas Williams, Jr., died
Feb. 28, 1979. She was a
member of a Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 26, 1888, in Tate
County, Mississippi,she was
the daughter of the late
Demon Baker Sharp and
Emma Eliza Brewer
Sharpe.
Mrs. Williams is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. J. E.
Laurie)Gray,1510 Martin's
Chapel Road, Murray, and
Mrs. Eva Saunders, Livingston, Ala.; five grandchildren; eight great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Memorial
Funeral Home, Tunica,
Miss., with burial to follow in
the Oak Wood Cemetery
there. The Max Churchill
Funeral Home had charge of
local arrangements.

By BY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Kentucky's fair trade law
Is immune from an attack on
Its validity under a recent
U.S. Supreme Court decision, a liquor industry
representative has told
Legislators.
of
Shaikun
Leon
Louisville, speaking for the
Kentucky Retail Liquor
Association, submitted a
statement Wednesday saying there is a difference
between a California statute
that was overturned and this
state's fair trade statute.
He told a subcommittee of
the interim Committee on
Business Organizations and
Profession that Kentucky
meets a standard set by the
nation's high court in that it
expresses state policy and
supervises the statute's administration.
Taylor Drug Co. and State
Liquors Inc., both of
Louisville, have challenged
the fair trade law and both
cases are pending in
Franklin Circuit Court.
Sheik= said the stores are
trying to use the California
case, which involved a
system for wine pricing, as
the basis for the challenge of

Kentucky's fair trade law.
"The records in (tins
state's) cases identify Kentucky's interest in price
maintenance of distilled
spirits in order to foster and
promote temperance and the
orderly marketing of
alcoholic beverages,"
Shaikun said.
Asked why beer never
came under fair trade when
the act was passed in 1940,
Shaikun recalled that when
he was a legislator, beer interests did not want their
considered
product
alcoholic, but more in the
nature of a soft drink.
Shaikun suggested the subcommittee take no action on
any fair trade proposal until
the new state court is resolved.
"I seriously hope you will
not serious consider repeal,"
he said.
The subcommittee voted

afterward to await the legal
outcome before doing
anything.
A fair trade repeal proposal failed during the 1980
legislative session and
Wednesday's meeting was
held to discuss that bill plus
two other alcohol-related
bills that met the same fate.
The others proposed
uniform beer prices charged
among wholesalers. Like
repeal of fair trade on liquor,
imposition of fair trade on
beer has been repeatedly rejected by the legislature.
A letter from James T.
Carey of Louisville,
representing the Kentucky
Brewers Association, said
"such legislation will mean
that Kentuckians will be
paying champagne prices
for ordinary beer."
His son, Matthew Carey,
took up the arguments in
person and the subcomrnit-

tee later referred the matter
to the full committee.
Rep. Bill McBee, DBurluigton, the subcommittee chairman,said that if the
courts eventually repeal fair
trade in Kentucky, the state
ought to limit issuance of liquor licenses "so that the big
boys can't come in and put
mom and pop (retailers) out
of business."
Shaikun contended repeal
would sharply diminish the
number of small business
operators and raise liquor
prices in the long run, but at
one point acknowledged that
fair trade currently "results
in some higher prices."
The final unsuccessful bill
considered was one by Rep.
David Van Horn, DLexington, which would

WESTERN STYLE
PANTS & SHIRTS
IN KHAKI

•

Stock Market

existing programs, Stahr
said.
Instead, it would draw on
the resources of the community college, KSU's fouryear program and the
graduate school in designing
the best approach for an individual student, he said.
A committee of the board
is preparing an enhancement plan to present next
month to the Minority Affairs Committee of the Council on Ifigber Education,
which is preparing the
state's response to a federal
desegregation order.
One requirement of the
federal order is the enhancement of traditionally black
KSU.
KSU President William A.
Butts said the concept would
be included in his recommendation for enhancement.
The concept would attract
more students, particularly
state workers, and would
help with the university's efforts to increase the number
of white students,Butts said.

Prices of stock of local interest at
11 am., CDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Curia.of Murray,are as follows:
4.311
Industrial Average

Humana Inc. Takes
Possession Of Site
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HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLETE FARM SUPPLY STORE
HWY 94E. — 753-7862 - MURRAY, KY.

will

have outlawed pay toilets.
Since Van Horn was not present, the subcommittee took
no action.
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Paper Towels
Jumbo Roll
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Pens
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Vitamin B-12
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100 Tablets
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When you buy Insurance dorectlY from a oomaalga 10:00 1°16
uu
vantage of having an independent agent hub
faloafaa fast an/3%k
claim seMoment —when you need it. Let's tace it your insurance
should work for you. not against you
When you buy insurance from us we represent you for better coverage. lower pnce and quick claim service.
That, net good business and het s the way we sell insurance
,independently. through convenes like Great Aniencan

'1777:2-7

Quality prescription service is our first
concern at Begley's. You receive the finest
products available and friendly, fast service.
Your Begley Pharmacist is
a concerned professional,
always available to answer
any questions. He is always
glad to give you price
information and the
savings of out quality
Generic Drugs.

Duracell

'CM us for a quote on a Great American auto or homeowners PobcY

Batteries

MeV wale you ff11116011 Me Mow

Inniptandolt

At Begley's
we care about

The Iroprimes Castor
of Mirror

• 75343.5.5

*Rale Beets
*Madera Sob
••••ts mill Sims
*Overalls

; Charge it!

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—
Humana Inc:, a Louisvillebased hospital chain, has
taken possession of a 36-acre
-site on Richmond Road
where it plans to build a 170bed community hospital.
Humana paid Mary
Sweeney $1.6 million for the
property, according to
Fayette County Courthouse
records.
The total cost of the
hospital will be about $22
million, according to
Humana.

Cheek with us
before you pay
your next homeowners
premium...
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Concept Could Help KSU
Attract Other Students
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The so-called "new college"
concept could help Kentucky
State University attract
students who might not
otherwise attend the school,
according to the president of
a Washington-based consulting firm.
The concept involves a
close relationship between a
student and an academic adviser to develop a program
best suited to meet the student's needs, Dr. Elvis
Stahr, president of University Associates, said WedneSday.
Students attracted by the
system generally are adults
employed full-time who want
to learn additional skills or
high-school graduates who
want courses of study that do
not fall into the traditional
four-year framework.
While the new college is a
way of attracting additional
students to KSU, it is not intended as a replacement for
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Various churches in the
area have announced
Meetings, services, and
events at the churches.
BOGARD CEMETERY
The annual meeting of the
Bogard Cemetery will be
held Saturday, Aug. 1, at 9
a.m. at the graveyard
located behind, the home of
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Paschall
on the Old Benton Road,
Murray Route 8.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon at the
Paschall home. All persons
Interested in the upkeep of
the cemetery are urged to attend,a spokesman said.
CHRLSTIAN
FEILOWSHTP
The Rev. Bruce Burklow
will be the visiting
evangelist at the revival to
be held at the Christian
Fellowship
Church,
Briensburg, starting Sunday, Aug. 2, and continuing
through Wednesday,Aug.5.
Services will be at 7:30
each evening. A nursery will
be
provided.
For
transportation call 1-527-8369

I III

I

Iiutii

.

attended Jackson State,
Lambuth, and Union Colleges. He also did seminary
work at Emory University,
Atlanta,Ga.
Special singing will be provided for each service.
The congregation and the
pastor,the Rev. Bob Dotson,
invite the public to attend the
services.

lip

or 1-527-9941.
BLOOD RIVER
BAPTIST
The Blood River Baptist
Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday,
Aug. 2, with Sunday School
at 10 a.m. and worship at 11
a.m. with the pastor, the
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, as
the speaker.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon followed by a
musical program at 2 p.m.;
a message by the Rev. Roy
Green, former pastor and
now a member, at 3 p.m.;
and baptismal service at
Kentucky Lake.
The public is invited to attend, a church spokesman
said.
TEMPLE HILL
METHODIST
The Temple Hill United
Methodist Church, located
east of Almo on Highway 464,
will hold revival services
starting Sunday, Aug. 2, and
continuing through Friday,
Aug.7.
The speaker will be the
Rev. Roger Joseph, former
pastor. He is the son of Mr.

Rev.Roger Joseph
and Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph
of Kirksey and is married to
the former Sandy Futrell,
daughter of Mrs. Ruby
Futrell and the late James
Futrell of Murray.
Special singing will be held
each night at the services at
7:45 p.m., according to the
church pastor,the Rev. A. H.
McLeod, who invites the
public to attend.
COLES CAMP
GROUND METHODIST

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.

1980 Citation
4 Door, brown, light brown interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM radio. Rally
wheels. 1 3xxx miles.

$6,277.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray

GINERAL 11401.0115 PUTS DI V11/014

Only At

Rev. Eulas Greer
Revival services will begin
on Sunday, Aug. 2, at the
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church and continue through Friday, Aug. 7.
Services will be at 7:30 each
evening.
The evangelist will be the
Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor of
the Dexter-Hardin and Olive
United Methodist Churches.
He graduated from Camden
High School, Camden,Tenn.,

Marshall and Graves Counties.
Special music is planned
for each night and the services will begin at 7:30 each
evening.
The pastor, the Rev.
Julian Warren, will speak at
the 11 a.m. worship service
on Sunday. He will be
assisted by Bobby Wilson,
layman of the week.
SPRING CREEK
Charles Archer will conBAPTIST
duct the children's morning
The Spring Creek Baptist devotion. Sunday School will
Church, located off Penny- be at 10 a.m.
Airport Road, five miles
north of Highway 121 North,
SEVENTH-DAY
will hold revival services
ADVENTIST
starting Monday, Aug. 3, and
As of Saturday, Aug. 1,
continuing through Sunday, Pastor Luther A. May of the
Aug.9.
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, South 15th and
Sycamore Streets, will take
the local church as his sole
pastorate responsibility.
Mr. May has served as
pastor of the Murray, Paris
and Fulton congregations
since July 1976. Now entering semi-retirement, he has
been granted permission by
the Kentucky-Tennessee
Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists to relinquish his
duties in the Paris and
Fulton churches to work
more closely with the Murray
church and community.
Rev.Glenn Armstrong
David
Lee, recent pastor
The Rev. Glenn Armof the Paducah and Mayfield
strong, pastor of the Beaver
congregatons, will assume
Dam Baptist Church, will be
pastoral duties in the Paris
services
the speaker at the
and
Fulton churches.
at 7:30 p.m. each evening.
The
Murray pastor will
Prayer services will be at
cooperate with Pastor Lee in
7:15 each night. The speaker
the pastoral care of, the
is formerly from Calloway
school, operated for the
County.
education of the church in
Special singing will be held
Paris and Murray congregaeach night with Dwight
and Dann Cunn- tions.
May and his wife,
ingham as leaders. The
church pastor is the Rev. Eunice, reside at 2217
Randolph Allen who invites Gatesborough Circle, Murray.
the public to attend.
GOSHEN UNITED
METHODIST
Revival services will be
held at the Ghen United
Methodist Church beginning
Sunday, Aug. 2, and continuing through Friday, Aug. 7,
with the Rev. Fred Alexander from Benton as the
evangelist.
The Rev. Alexander is a
retired minister and has
served churches in both

Savevia

Sherwin
Williams
Stores SUPERPAiNT

The Salem Baptist Church,
located one mile north of
Lynn Grove, will hold
revival services beginning
Sunday morning, Aug. 2, and
continuing through Friday
evening, Aug.7.
The evangelist will be the
Rev. Dr. T. T. Crabtree,
pastor of the First Baptist

Church, Springfield, Mo.,
and former pastor at Salem.
He has also spoken at
Kirksey, Spring Creek,
Sedalia, Hazel, Cherry Corner, and First Baptist Churches at Mayfield, Murray,
and Benton.
Sunday services will be at
the regular times, and ser-

vices, Monday through PPP;
day, will be at 10 a.m. an*
7:30 p.m, with prayer service at 7:15 nightly.
Bobby Fain will be .tir
charge of the song service
each night. Special music
will be presented at the
revival each evening

ALIPPRO
Batteries
(GROUP 24)
BIG SAVINGS
ON MOTORCYCLE & MARINE BATTERIES!

*with old', ,
battery.,

Valvoline
Oil
Special!

10W-30 *129
Reg. Price .89c

VALVOLINE

Less Rebate

30c

.5

*Based on a $1.50 refund M.
4 .....!4o-romou
._
five quarts of Valvoline
PRICE
YOUR
sp,,VES
$129 motor oil.
par qt.
Gt/
1
4-S I
ALSO ON SALE
OUTBOARD & MOTORCYCLE 2-CYCLE OIL AND LuEcp,

Great Neck Tool Savings!
*S022
22 PC. SOCKET SET.
1/4 & 3/8" DR.

SALEM BAPTIST

OaP
CeCCO°M9
NA,

SE T

*all
IIP

.95

411,

$12."
PARTS
ALL I.K.T.504AUTO
MAPLE
IPRO
MURRAY, KY

°:4 S10
°

O b

_

Rev.T.T.Crabtree

FACTORY DIRECT

TAG

10YearWarranty
(See back of label for details)

SALE

3
DOS
000
Interior Latex Flat
WallPaint
Sale

Exterior Late.x Flat
House Paint sale

• 707 Fashionable

• 280 Durable Colors
• ResistsPeeling
• Resists Chalking, $
and Fading.

Latex Gloss
House
Paint
Reg.
$20.99

Sale

-

washers like most
people think! . . They are usually
$40 to S80 more. During our sale you
can buy any Maytag Washer for the
same price as ordinary machines!

gal.

*16t?

SUPER SAVINGS ON OUR BEST!
Painting Aids
Spray Paints
• Paint Roller Kit
• Our Entire Line of
Handcraft' Brushes
• Best Caulk(11 oz.)

• SuperAcrylic" Enamel
\• SuperAcrylic" Controls
Rust Enamel.(13 oz. size)

"On The Square"

YOUR $199
1. CHOICE

WARD& ELKINS

After Sale Price $2.99- $3.29
Sale ends August 15

111111. The.414101411.110111 0114.14/

Charge Plans
Available

—

••

PHONE 753-1713

-MURRAY,KY.

V 4$,ICAINE,Mirs

AVAILABLE'

MAYTAG ... BUILT
BETTER TO LAST LONGER AND
NEEDS FEWER REPAIRS

'Maytags are not
sloe, fri carc than ordinary

Reg. $19.99

99

• WASHERS
• DRYERS
• DISHWASHERS
• DISPOSERS

•

$0

•

•

••:110
-11.01.0.40.111111110.1111.11.1111111
.
111011011111111110NENnuay.
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2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

i4

Duty>
Heavy
Lifetime Shocks
Now
Installed
Only $49.00
IC ECONOMY TIRE
Et SERVICE
II%
753-8500
..

Ad4WWWSele~liWC

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Lepl Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
11. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
N. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. PI-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
211. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Walt To Rent

32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
34 For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
3$. Pets-Supplies
It Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sate
45. Farms For Sale
40. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
411. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services-Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
Si. Free Column
57. Wanted

IAL
A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away FREEwith the purchase of
any boot or shoe.
VERNON'S
WESTERN
SWIRE
abook
CsaTor Opts 9 cos. to 9 p.m.

FOR SALE
1977 Hondo 550 her
itroot bike. Nos tiro
high rim heck rest,
rood pegs, ends@ control, and luggage
rock. 3400 mks on
it.11100. Call 4365360.

Complete Engine
Tune-Up 4-6-8 Cyl.
Now $35.00
•
ECONOMY TIRE .
Et SERVICE
▪
753-8500
as.&ALAS'
Taking orders for fried pied
436-5525 after noon

Charlie Brown Play School,
16,17 W. Olive. Daily, $5.50
or hourly $1.00. Call
13-7359.
FOR SALE
1974 Yamaha DT 100
'dirt bike. Rehab
Motor. Rode only
enough to sot rings
since robwilding
motor. $125.00. Cal
06-5360.

I

Fast, dependable form
and truck tire service.
Call
753-8500,
Economy Tire 8 Ser-

vice.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER ACROSS
I Scatter
6 Animal
11 Nothing
13 Temper
14 "I - a
Camera"
15 Attics
17 Scale note
18 Ship channel
20 Rips
21 Cravat
22 Head the bill
24 Prefix with
corn or cycle
25 Three: Sp.
26 Auricular
28 Whirlpools
30 Morn sound
32 Merit
33 Improve
35 NY ball team
37 Armed
conflicts
38 Tattered
cloth
40 Soaks up
42 Bitter vetch
43-code

45 Pinch
46 Teutonic
deity
47 Disconcerted
49 A continent:

Abbr.
50 Strike out
52 Weirder
54 Winter
vehicles
55 Hindu
peasbrts
DOWN
1 Prolecting
teeth
2 Salad_
ingredlient
3 Ruthenium

symbol
4 Urge on
5- did you
say?
6 Flying

mammals
7 Abstract
being '
8 Paid notice

9 Set of games

Answer to Wednesday's Plink
SOFT
;BANE
O NIII DEA
43 A N D

SPRA
H
A -F4
WET
A
'0
111
Et
;
012
AY
NA
E
A
A
T
I TA I
A
A R
0
A
0 SIN 0 A
E
G 0
•
E

10 Woody plants
12 Waste
allowance
13 Mock
16 Unusual
19 Shreds
21 New Jersey's
Ylpftisl
29 Disturbances 34 Rage
25 Wearies
36 Kind of piano
27 Temporary 37 Unwanted
bed
plants
29 Obstruct
39 Strong wind
31 Cylindrical
41 Masts
33 Contbirwor
43 Strokes
2

3

4

PE
A
0

11

11

44 Condescending look
47 Bright shade
48 Arid
51 French article
53 Zeus's
beloved

6
12

Hsi

7

il°

I°

M

•M M
iii•III'

M•
kiii•

W

24
61kird•
61111 iiii M11
UUU
11

ta

111

a
14I2

32

38 34

i ii i

6141

WMil
WUU

Ed
IMumu M•
M
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2. Notice

6.Help Wanted

FOR RENT
House in county,
couples only,
references required, $100 deposit
and $125 rent.Call
7534924.

Need reliable person to stay
with 2 children in my
home, and do light
housekeeping. Must have
references and experience.
Call 753-6050 between
9:30 and 5:00. After 5 p.m.
call 753-9927.
_Need someone to help cut
tobacco. Call 1-382-2327.
Need someone to baby sit,
August 10 through December. Call 1-382-2327.
Teachers need babysitter.
Call answering service,
753-3315.
Wanted, responsible lady to
do part time domestic
work. References required.
,
753-0428.

There will be an Advaficed
Deisel Hydraulics class
starting on Aug. 11, 1981.
Classes will be 2 nights a
week, a total of 144 hrs.
Cost $125 for entry fee,
plus books. For more
information, call 1-2479633 or write Purchase
Training Center, Rt. 2,
Maylilld, KY, 42066.

I
I

and
Cop,
work is our specoofty

300 Moon

153 8298

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
Storing 380 D/A
Automatic Pistol
$195.00

Sad &
Mee

Pow.Shop
Simple Mapping CI,.
Open 9 a.m. to 11
753-7113

514 546. 4th
tourer. 1(4.• 431/71
713-011:12
Sus753413711
NOME
HEALTH.
142/LW

as.iwas

14. Want To Buy
Load of barnyard manure,
delivered. 753-5849.
Used furniture and appliances also yard sale leftovers.
Call 435-4555.
Wanted: Your old comic
books. $20 per 100, must
be in at least good
condition Call between 9
AM-1 PM, 753-3574.

15. Articles For Sale

Restoration

Carter Studio

12. Insurance

OMEMAKERS!!! Earn exra cash! Work your own
ours. MERRI-MAC
cede several dealers in
your area to offer our
e of toys, gifts and
home decor items on
e party plan. High
ommissions No inestment, deivering or
collecting. Car and
phone needed. Also
ing parties. Call toll
ee: 1-800-553-9077, or
rite: MERRI-MAC, 801
Street,
ackson
bu e,Iowa 52001.

Wendy's of Murray now
accepting applications for
manager and manager
S. Lost & Found
trainee. Apply in person
Lost: Black and Tan daily between 2:00 and
Doberman' dog, (WSJ _ 5:00 p.m.
Shilohon, July 3. Reward.
This is a family • pet. Call 7: Storage Bldgs.
753-5338.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.
6. Help Wanted
Baby sitter needed for 2
school age children, 2:30 to 9. Situation Wanted
4:30 p.m., Monday thru College student seeking
Friday. 753-6156 after 5 part time employment.
p.m.
Good, reliable worker.
Bus Driver wanted, 10 hrs Flexible hours. 767-4094
week, minimun wage. Send after 6 p.m.
resume to Box 1040-F, Wanted: Signs to paint;
Murray.
reasonable rates. For more
Carrier wanted for Sunday information, call 437-4983.
motor route, Calloway co. Will babysit evenings and
Call Courier Journal, 753- weekends. 795-1139.
7116. Also wanted, part Will work on lawn mowers.
time sales help.
Call 753-0751.
General news reporter, 10. Business
must have journalist training and background
Opportunity
knowledge of all high
AVON
school sports and camera Christmas selling starts in
equipment. Call 1-527- August. Start to make
3162.
money now. Call 753-5750,
Help Wanted, Programer Murray, or 443-3366,
Analyst. Minimum 1 year Paducah.
experience, in RPG2 on 11. Instructions
System 34. Moderate travel,
nationwide desireable. Piano lessons. Classes for
Fringes and incentives are the very young, ages 4-6.
excellent, salary negotiable. Openings for older be-,
Send confidential resume ginners and adults. Call
to Tomorrow Systems, Inc., Karen Greer, 759-4410, for
P.O. Box 31, Paris, TN appointment.
38242.

144

(111/,

ll19,1i

I DON'T THINK IT DOES
ANYTHING FOR HIM

Wt4AT
ARE YOU
DOING IN
ME BROOM
CLOSET,
SARGE

COMPLAINTS

MIS A C•VERSATION
PIECE

i4Ow
MUCH
COST9

pip'rr

FIFTY
POLLARS

20.Spans
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feehng of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117, Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
ODYSSEY 2

16. Home
Furnishings 24. Miscellaneous
-3 couches, all in good
condition. Will sell
separately, $30 each. Call
753-0211 after 6 p.m.
For sale, Kenmore electric
range. Excellent condition.
$100. 753-5439.
Frigadaire dryer in good
condition. Call 492-8897.
Tappan gas range, excellent
condition. 759-1607 after 5
pm.
Vinyl wall paper Buy-Out. In
stock values to $13.95,
single roll, now $4.99
single roll, while it lasts.
The Sherwin Williams
Company.
Washer and Dryer, Frigadaire. $100 for both. Call
753-6905.

19. Farm
Equipment
Massey Ferguson 450 round
bailer. Bailed less than 150
bails. Shedded. $3750.
Also, bail spikes, new and
used, $150. See at B. & G.
Equipment, Paris, TN.
642-1242.

Airport Road
Residential Work.
All work goorantood, Free
Estimates
753-95.55
WANTED
TALENT FOR TELEVISION AND
RADIO COMMERCIALS AND
MODELING

I TWOUGI-IT TIPS WAS
-ri4E PAY *DU WERE GOINIG
TO 1../15Tpl lb THE MEN5

Super A Farmall tractor.
Plow, cultivators, hair,
mower, disc, and blade.
Good tires, new paint.
$2600.Call after 7,
901-587-6521.

Come to see us at our new
The video game that
location. We have name
boat Atari, la smelt
brand athletic shoes at new
and ea display at:
low prices. Few school
shoes, also some boat
CLAYTON'S
shoes; many other bargains.
(Across from Rig K)
Hardin Discount Shoes
across from Church of
Christ on Watkins St., Peavey Musician, series
Hardin, KY
400, guitar amplifier. Call
For sale, Restaurant'sup- 437-4349.
plies. Paper products,
dishes, glasses, platters, 23. Exterminating
lots of miscellaneous'. Call
436-5525 after noon.
Ladies clothes, sizes 38-44.
Call 753-8236.
Two Burroughs adding
machines,- prime condition.
Barrel chair, golf bag, 4
speakers; 1966 Oldsmobile,
lOw mileage..753-7340T

OPENING
DOUG JONES
ELECTRIC

WHO tiA5 THAT

19. Farm Equipment 27. Mobile Home Sales 34.iiouses For Rent

to
All
ages
are
invited
tryout...children...adults. (10 winners to
be selected). Tryouts will be easy! Contestants will be asked to say a few words
before a TV camera. Video tapes will be
judged by professionals. Tryouts to be
Idjfldownwn,..pficrucaA Xiintaay
Friday and Saturday, Atigust 7 and 8. Contestants must pick up an application at
participating downtown Paducah merchants and complete by August 5th. Completed applications may be mailed to the
Paducah Area Chamber .of Commerce,
P.O. Box 810, Paducah, KY 42001.

WANTED
CHILDREN
Vocation Bible School
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CNIIRCIEArarat 3ihivegi Mg..;MAI'
•:39
1•1140am.
Cat 4111114616; 4119-2117$y 435-427e

30 gal. aquarium with
gravel, filter, heater, and
other accessories. Call
489-2839 after 6 p.m.
Antiques, collectables, salvage, and junk. No charge
for lay-aways. We buy, sell,
or trade most anything.
Paris Landing Country
r Store. open 7 days a week,
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. On Hwy
199 across from Paris
Landing State Park. 901642-8119.
Building slightly damaged
at factory; all parts accounted for. All structural steel,
carries full factory guarantee. Smallest building
approx. 1200 sq. ft. Will
sell cheap. Call Alfred
Mancowski, toll free, 1-800248-0065 or 1-800-2480321.
FOR SALE
Truck load of used office
furniture. Desk, chairs,
filing cabinets and safes.
Ross & Sons Salvage.
Martin, TN 38237, Phone
(901)587-2420.
For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
Pubes for sale, $10 a
bushel. Call 436-5427.
Remington manual cash
register, new. Very rare. Call
435-4579.

Completely furnished Z
brim. mobile home 241
miles east of town. $110
per month, deposit. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
Double wide 24x60, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, spacious
living and dining area- Gas
appliances New Concord
area. 436-2676.

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished Apartments, efficiency, one or two
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th. 7536609.
Furnished extra nice large 3
room apartment. University
couple or Graduate student
plefered. Heat, water furnished. No pets or children.
Private, quiet. 753-1299 or
753 3913.
Garage Apartment, furnished, close to campus.
No pets. Call 753-2877.
Nice furnished 1 bedroom
- apartment. Inquire at 100
S. 13th.
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109, or 436-2844.
One or two bedroom duplex
apartment. 414 S. 10th,
Murray. 492-8225.
Small furnished apartment
Married couple only. No
pets, no children. See at
407 S. 8th.
Top quality 2 bedroom
duplex, central bear Ind
air, dishwasher, stew
refrigerator. Energy efl!cient. Call 753-6291.
Two Bdrm. duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Dishwasher, stove, refrig.,
disposal. Very energy efficient. $250 month. Availa,_ble Aug. 1St. Ph. 753-3742
or 305-792-5565.

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for rent. 1
block from MSU. Living
room, kitchen, and laundry
facilities available. Wall to
wall carpet. Boys only. $50
per month. Phone 7594538.
Room and board for 2
people at A-14, Fox
Meadows, $300 for both,
$150 each. Call 753-2219.
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

34. Houses For Rent

Nice 2 bedroom furnished
house, 2 miles horn town.
Washer/dryer. No pets.
7514110.
Two-bedroom unfurnished
house. Married couple, no
pets, gas heat. 7594401.
Two-story, 4 bedroom, 2
bath home with full
basement. 207 S. 12th.
$350 per month. References and deposit. Call
Betty at 753-3882, days, or
753-5643, nights.

36. For Rent Or
For Lease
Extra nice 3 bedroom house
located in Murray, $495 per
month. Security deposit
and 1 year lease required,
no pets. Call 436-2935 or
753-0839.
For Lease: 2 Belrm duplex
apartments. Central heat/air, carpets. Man and wife,
or lady teacher. Call
492-8850, or 753-8067.

38. Pets-Supplies
Brittany Spaniel puppies,
national blood lines, $125
each. Call 522-3657 after
5:30 pm.
For sale: AKC registered
Boxer puppies, 12 wks. old.
Call 354-8276.
Registered English - Setter
pups, Championship blood
lines. Females $50, males
$75. Danny Bazzell, 4928607. Nights, 753-5169.

41. Public Sale
4 Party yard sale, Friday
and Saturday, 9-5, 1322
Sycamore. Boy's and girl's
clothing and shoes, infants
to 14, household items,
lamps, drapes, books, Avon,
Christmas tree.
Flea Market, Skyview Drive.
In Theater, Paris. Open first
Saturday of each month.
Garage sale, Friday, July 31,
7 am til ? 1611 Belmont Dr.
Garage sale, on 641 N. on
Fisher Price Rd. First house
on road that goes to Fisher
Price. Lots of odds and
ends, new and used. One
day only, July 31, Friday.
7:30 Lm. til?
Garage sale: -2 party, 1511
Belmont. Girls and womens
clothes, toys, and numerous
household items. No sales
before 8 a.m. July 31 and
August 1, 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Garage sale, 216 Woodlawn,
Sat., 8:00. Toys, clothes,
of
lots
dishes,
miscellaneous.
Garage sale: 7 party.
Saturday, 821 N. 19th, 7
a.m. Furniture, carpet, 3
air-conditioners- See Jacky
Sewing
Stubblefield.
machine, exercise bike, lots
more.
Garage sale, Saturday, Aug.
1, 8:30 a.m. 1 mile west of
Stella on Hwy. 121.
Furniture, rugs, spreads,
baby items, and
miscellaneous.
Garage sale: 2nd week. 3
party, new things added.
Friday, 8-5, Saturday, 8-1.
/
2 miles
Rain or shine, 11
down Elm Grove Church
Rd., off 94 East.
Garage sale continues.
Prices slashed, most under
$1.00. Many'new items.
1504 Oak, off Meadowlane.
7-7 Friday, Saturday.
Gigantic 5 party yard sale,
804 N. 19th St.. Friday and
Saturday, 7 to 5.
Moving sale. TV Steno, attic
cleanout, garden plow,
some chickens and blocks
left, plaster art molds, lots
more. Kirksey 489-2330.

3 Bedroom, 2 bath brick
home; stove, refrigerator,
a.c., and w/d hook-up.
Newly decorated. Walk to
MSU campus. Lease and
security deposit required.
Call 753-1995 or (901)6837370, 9 am til noon.
3 Bedroom brick, 2 baths,
formal living and dining
rooms. Den with fireplace,
central heat and air. Double
garage with outbuildings.
House has over 2600 sq. ft.
Is in excellent condition
and location. Call Strout
Realty, 753-0186.
3 bedroom frame house at
26. TV-Radio
133 North 9th St Call
759-4784.
BALANCE USE US(er
For rent, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
meat* pareeets) house. Suitable for 3
Rental
Rotors.: students; $100 each, plus
deposit. 6 miles from
Three color TV's.
Murray and 2 miles from
Two
microwave
lake. 436-2240, 436-5455.
*yeas.
For rent, 4 miles west of
CLAYTOMS
Murray. Garden spot, water
753-7575
furnished, $100 month.
753-5801.
Stereo system, complete Four bedroom, two baths,
component. Excellent con- lots of cabinets, heat
dition. Call 753-872'6.
pump, near MSU. Call
7535791 or 759-1074 or
27. Mobile Home Sales 753_26i9
1970 Cambridge mobile House, approx. ,
.8 miles Saturday, 8 AM t 5 PM.
home with 7 It. tilt out from Murray, east of old Baby clothes before todliving room. Large 12x24 Almo. 2 bedrooms, $150 dler, walker, stroller, toys,
factory add-on bedroom. month, $100 deposit. Call water heater, lady's and
Central heat and air, fully 753-1680
men's clothing. 121 S. to
carpeted, bath and a half.
Cherry
Corner Rd.
furnished
on
1080 sq. ft. living space. House partly
Call 436-5675 after 6 p.m. Ky lake. $175 per month Yard sale, Saturday, August
plus deposit. Call 1, 8 a.m. til 4 p.m. Child's
1976 12x44 ft. 2 bedroom, 753-6123.
bicycle, tricycle, swingset,
Winston gas furnace.
children's
clothes and toys,
near.
$4250, will finance. 753- Three bedroom house
items, storm
household
8848 before 9 p.m.
Ky lake, completely furmany other
door,
and
washer
69 model 48x12'. Ste at nished. Includes Deposit items. 1608 Catalina Ct.
Riviera Cts. Lot 3. 753-6087 and dryer $200.
required. 753-8964 after 5 Yard sale, 900 Poplar,
after 5:00.
Saturday from 8 to 4.
pm.
2 or 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished, new carpet,
new furniture, central air,
gas heat, underpinned. May
Solaro', Aug. 1, )941, 9:32 a.m., Met Of
be seen at Shady Oaks.
Rey.641..ClIfty Road, mar WPIR redle tower
753-5209 or 753-2876.
at Palle, Tememme. Tore at ClIffy farms Comm.,
Foisale or rent, 2 bedroom
New piece wet&for slow.
furnished trailer. Nice,
Juanita Hubbard i selling antiques due to the
L33Q0 Phone 753-5750.
..-.4eatis.ei-bow.isusband-Eurnituce._glass.Aishes.
1111t-lar
telephone, churn, lantern: lamps, organ stool,
Brandon-Dill at Dill's Trailer
guns, wicker items.
Court
Mae llobbard Omer
Two bedroom bailer new
lborty Ildhlis Re. 247, Mathew
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.

12x50'
home,
Murray.
rent,
753-98:
2 bedn
$90p
South
and ri
753-67!
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32. Apb. For Rent 43. Real Estate
28. Mobile Homes
For Rent 2 bedroom furnished. No
12x50' all electric mobile
home, 2 miles east of
Murray. $130 per month
rent, $100 deposit Call
753-9829
2 bedroom trailer for rent.
$90 per month. 4 miles
South of Murray. Deposit
and references required.
753-6753.

29. Heating-Cooling
We repair and clean
air-conditioners We also
buy used air-conditioners.
Dill's Electric, 753-9104

LIMai

30. Business Rental
Woroboesse
Storage Space
For Root
7511

Commerical building in a
industrail area along
Railrod awe has 1400 sq ft
fenced in lot with gate. For
rent $150 per month. Lease
required. Call 753-9400.
For rent-Office building.
Ideal location. 603 S. 4th
St. Phone 522-8469.

31. Want To Rent
House in country, east of
Murray, off main roads.
Reasonable rent. Call 7537164.

32. Apts. For Rent
1 bedroom furnished apartment, 1 block from
campus,Ina per_ month.
Water furnished. No pets.
Available now. Call 7531203.
1 bedroom furnished basement apartment, with
private bath and entrance.
All utilities paid, $125 a
month. 753-8294. .
2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or
unfurn. New carpet. Adults,
no pets. Lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208 at.
4 p.m.
2 Bedroom furnished apartment. Married couples or
girls. On Main near
University. 753-3106 or
436-2671.
2 bedroom apartment
furnished, includes all
utilities. Near University.
Also; 1 bedroom furnished
house. 753-3984.

I

pets, deposit and references required. 7538731
2 bedroom apartment,
kitchen appliances furnished, $210 a month Call
753-3465
4 room apartment, partially
furnished Near downtown
Call 753-4645
All electric apartment near
University. Ideal for 2 girls.
Utilities furnished, $170
per month. Call 753-9829.
Efficiency apartment. $120
per month, $120 deposit.
Call 753-9829.
Extra nice unfurnished 2
bedroom apartment. Kitchen appliances furn.,
central heat/air, carpeted,
w/d hookup. Lease and
deposit required. No pets;
no college students. 7591750.
Yard sale, Thursday and
Friday, 31
/
2 miles East on
94, turn right at Mac's
Campers, 4th trailer on
right. Lots of furniture,
nic-nacs, and miscellaneous. Cancelled in case of
rain.

43. Real Estate
/
2
Building lot, 11
acres. Reduced for
quick sole. Owner
leaving town.
West Waldrop
Roo Estate
Node Jeff'
C15.1117

BARGAINS

4tamatio

Lake front cottage.
Four rooms and bath.
located on main lake,
deep water.
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport and garage
located 10 miles
west, with or without
acreage. Make Offer.

753-1222 A
iliwnes FOR UVRIC;
NEW
GATESBOROUGH
LISTING
Economical three
bedroom home only
three years old.
Home has been
meticulously main
tamed both inside
and out, has hea
pump heating and
cooling system,large
two car garage with
storage area and attractively priced at
only $62,500. Phone
753-1222 Kopperud
Realty for real service in Real Estate.
NEAR
UNIVERSITY
Very attractive brick
home on quiet street
near
University.
New heat pump
heating and cooling
system, fireplace in
den. Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered,in
the $40's. Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
treet.

753-M0

•

Ii
RI el ISIAIt

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Appralsen - Cow
ening - Management
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
411*

.wee

Hemmed In? The open
spaciousness of this one
floor plan makes the kitchen, dining area, and living room practically one
huge room with beamed
cathedral ceiling and indirect lighting. The 3
bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing. Add 1 and
'A baths. This home has an
assumable loan...priced in
the low 40's. Call 7531492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

Warehouse on Railroad
Ave., 1400 sq. ft. Fenced in
lot. Call 753-9400.

753122
itomes FOR LIVINIG

DUPLEX DOLLARS - No.
334, 98x156 parcel is on paved street and is 6 blocks to
town center. Close to shopping center. Excellent location. Each unit has 4 rooms,
bath. City water and sewer.
Ranges, refrigerators, air
conditioners
included.
Possible terms to right
buyer. $44,600 buys.

Strout Realty
ioI k. KENNON,Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Mutrway, Kent...Lill 42071

Call 753411111(anytime)

Figures Don't Lie. $8.80 per
sq. ft. makes this 2500 sq.
ft. house the best buy in
town. House is unfinished
so you can add your own
personal touches and
decorating ideas. See this
today. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

FOR RENT

Mee %rubbed Apartment
tor) te 4 College girls cleft
to compos. Col 753-5465
Joys et 753-5104 after 6
p.m.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Commends Censor)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment
641 AUCTION SALE
Miry. 641 North Paris, Tie., Friday 6:30
Big Sale this week, primative chopping block
table, cradles, old rockers, ook choirs, dresser,
high chair, dinette sets, oak table, etched gloss
wine set, Wedgewood glass wore, dishes,
macrame yarn, Pastel painting, and much more.
Concession available, cash drawing. For information call 901-243-2418 or 901-642-9453.
Asethowar:
Larry Ilaseepas llo. 646‘11
Shortie Marl& Ilk 247

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

INFLATION
FIGHTER
This 4 bedroom
home, offers convenient location, comfortable living and
affordable price.
First time on market
at $19,500.

COUNTRY LIVINGCITY
STYLE
This newly decorated
2 bedroom B.V. home
with carport has
many
desirable
extras-wall unit air
conditioner, range,
refrigerator, electric
heat, draperies,
large extra room
could be 3rd bedroom
or family room. On
shady, /
3
4 acre lot.
Only $28,900. Owner
Would consider
trade.

70-8080
Horse County- 10 acres or
park your mobile home and
enjoy this country setting.
Acreage completely fenced,
well and septic included...convenient location_ between Mayfield and
Murray. Take a look today.
Offer by CENTURY 21,
Loretta Jobs, Realtors...7531492

7531222

I

43. Real Estate

1,639 acre Tennessee farm 31
/
2 miles east of
Hazel, Kentucky, with about 1,000 acres in
cultivation and balance in good growing timber.
Has fine .3 bedroom homeprovements. May be subdivided.

CARPENTER REAL
ESTATE CO.
1011 Polder - P.O. Box 364
Oahu thy,TM 30261
Phase(901)1105-M1

AUCTION SALE
Ivory Saherday sight 11:110 p.m. 16 maw Soo&
si Paris, Team. is 71 Ihry at Wary Tome. al
serry Auction Noaso.
This week we have big food from St. Louis.
Chippendale desk, old high bock beds, oak
dresser, oak buffet, brass cash register, old pie
safe, china cabinet, odd tables, lamps, lots of
good glass and much more. Free drawing of
$25.00.

Boothaes's Aunties Sonke
067s:6-Wei•iii mod
See Awnlesieen
Uc. No. 471 mod 21A
Call Paris, Tose.P.4424411 Sr 243-4022

Yes Are heibed
MOAT - 3 Kopperud
Reatty Open Haus WHEN - Sunday Afternoon 2-4 p.m.
IMRE: - 1.522
London Dr. - 1543
Canterbury Dr. -523 Broad.
Come on by these 3
lovely homes. Phone
753-1222 for more
information.
HOP,SKIP,& JUMP
To the shopping
areas from this very
convenient location.
This is a very special
/
2 bath
3 bedroom, 11
home with extra
large closets. New
carpet in living room
and hall and new
vinyl in kitchen.
very sell built home.
Owner is leaving
make an.ofter
to
Price reduced to
$43,500. Contact Kopperud Realty in the
House
White
Building,711 Main.

FIVE BEDROOM
HOME
Located on a tree
shaded lot near the
old city park. This
remolded older home
offers comfortable,
economical family
living. Fireplace in
the living room, formal dining room,
central gas heat, and
full basement are a
few of the features o
this roomy home. Offered through Kopperud Realty,753
1222.
OUR PRIDE,YOUR
JOY
Home and 75 acres
just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
with new insert with
blower, several outbuildings, and 65
acres of very productive land. Owner
financing available
to qualified buyer.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home Team
for all the informaton. 753-1222.

31E"X In Mb
53. Unites Offered 53. Services Offered

S

45. Farms For Sale

48. Auto. Services

Take your pick dem in or
far out-Hobby Farm close to
town with good 3 BR home
concrete block garage,
several outbuildings, 300
ft roadfrontage on major
highway
OR
Working man's farm at the
end of county road
maintenance. 3 BR home, 2
fireplaces, 8 stall stock
barn, 3600 stick tobacco
barn, one acre tabacco
base (Attention Mrs. A, this
is the most remote farm in
the county.) Call Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.

GENERAL HOME REPAIR Guttering by Sears, Sears Warning! Don't read this
15 years experience carpen- continuous gutters installed unless you're in need of
try, concrete, plumbing, per your specifications Call roofing, carpentry, or elecroofing, siding, things Sears 753-2310 for free trical work New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
Murray, Kawsesky
around the home. Free estimate
753-9226 for free estimate
small
estimates!
No
lob
too
Batteries, fires,
Heating, refrigeration, and
Call days 474-2359, 474- electrical repair
Will
haul driveway -white
wbeel seven, mote
Bob's
2216 evenings.
Rick
and
Ag lime, also have
accessories. 24 hoer
Refrigeration
Service.
tirwhig. Also e 001111L.,_
IL Stump R111117481. Do Hazel, MY,. 498-8370 _or any type of brown Of white
you need sturrips removed 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart. pea gravel Also do backhoe
phis Nem of seed
work Call Roger Hudson
from your yard or land
eine'orb.
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK 753-4545 or 753-6763
We
can
cleared
of
stumps?
7334355
CLEANING. 24 hour service,
remove stumps up to 24"
also instalation of septic Will sharpen hand saws and
below the ground, leaving tanks
49. Used Cars
and backhoe work. skill saws 753-4656
only sawdust and chips
1970 Olds 98. Good Call for free estimate, Bob Call 753-8669 or 436-5348. Yard Mowing Most city lots
$6.00 Also weeding_ Call
condition. 753-7675
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob Johnson's Electric. Com- 753-3058
before 9 a.m
mercial and residential
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
1978 Camaro, nice
wiring, gas installed and 759-1675 after 2 p.m.
MITCHELL BLitKTOPPINC. repairing.
condition, rens greet,
57. Wanted
753-7203.
Commercial
and residenAM rsdie, power
patching, sealing. Mobile Auto Medic
tial.
Also
steering, power
WANTED
and striping. For estimates Murray's first mobile auto
brakes, sir, erteinetk
service All work performed
or.xperianced mensger
call 753-1537.
305 VI, 24 pies mpg.
by certified mechanic Call
Avto Ports. Seed
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS Don Page 759-4540
highway, 17 city, mew
some to P.O. lox
underpinning, roof's sealed,
tiros, new Iwskos,
patio awnings, and house Carpet Cleaning. Clean, 1040G, Merrily, kenwogs. $4200.00 or
type roofs for mobile odor free carpet; looks 'sky 42071.
host roasoehoblo offer.
homes. 753-1873, Jack better and lasts longer.
733-4094.
Don't settle for surface
Glover.
WANTED
cleaning. Insist on steam
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Incleaning
and
get
all
the
1973 Oldsmobile Delta 88. stalling tie downs, under5 HOMES
dirt. Call Jeff's Carpet
5 homeowners in the
new
brakes, pinning, roofing, installing
general area will be given
air-c
, 4 door. doors and windows. Also Cleaning. Experienced, rethe opportunity to have new
liable. 753-9826.
Coronado Stone applied to
Very an. 489-2414.
build porches and patios.
their home, with optional
Need work on your trees? decorative
Call
753-6973.
Free
work
1975 Mercury Bob Cat, 6
Topping, pruning, shaping, trim, shutters, replacement
cylinder, automatic. 17 estimates! No job too
windows,, storm windows
complete removal and
m.p.g. city. Extra nice. Call small!
and doors at a very low
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
coat.
492-8897.
APPLIANCE SERVICE:
This amazing new stone
SERVICE for professional
Whirlpool,
has captured the interest of
1975 Triumph Spitfire Kenmore,
tree care, 753-8536.
homeowners throughout the
convertible. Nice condition, Westinghouse. Experienced
United States who are fed up
Now open! Doug Jones
with constant painting and
well kept, many new parts, independent service. Bobby
Electric, Airport Rd. Reother maintenance costs. It
Hopper, 753-4872.
$2700. 753-8425.
provides insulation summer
sidential work. Guaranteed, and
winter, as well as fire
1
2 Air-conditioners, dryers, free estimates. Call 7531976 LTD, 2 door, white, /
protection. Our new product
freezers
washers,
and
can be used on every type of
blue top, blue interior
9555.
home, including frame,
repaired. Call 759-1322.
$1300. 753-0576.
Painting and Decorating.. aluminum, vinyl and steel
sided homes. A190 conerete
1977 Olds Starfire. 47,01r Air-conditioning and Well Interior and Exterior: 10
block, asbestos, stucco, etc.
miles, new paint, excellent Pump Repair. Electrical years experience. I take the
You have a choice of 11 difWork, New or Repair. Call time to do the job right.
ferent earth tones. It is now
shape. Call 759-4540.
going to be introduced to the
753-9856 or after 5 P.M. Call
Calloway County area. Your
759-1692.
1978
Olds
Cutlass 753-8526.
home can bra show place in
Supreme Blue good condiProfessional paperhanging,
the county, and we will
and
All
of
your
plumbing
make it worth your while if
tion. 753-5439.
painting, farm buildings,
we can use your home for
air-conditioning needs. Also
top, sides. Commercial or
advertising. 100% bank
do carpentry, painting, residential.
financing available with no
Call Tremon
roofing, and concrete. All
down payment. For an apFarris, 759-1987.
pointment with our profeswork done to satisfaction.
siona] exterior designer,
753-9822.
Small block brick and stone
mail within 5 days name and
address to:
Asphalt driveways and laying jobs. Also concrete
COMAIT)
parking lots sealed by finishing, some carpenter
Sears. For free estimates work. 30 years experience.
STONE
759-1920.
call 753-2310.
Res MO
Evansville, 1.4. 47713
Carpenter, 30 -years ex- Wet basement? We make
Name:
wet basements dry, work
perience. Call 436-2253.
Address:
completely guarenteed. Call
City:
Concrete and block, brick or write Morgan ConstrucState:
1979 4 door Chevette, work. Basements, drive- tion Co., Route 2, Box
Phone:
porcellars,
excellent condition. 05000. ways, storm
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
Please give directions Morches. 20 years experience. or call day or night,
Call 767-2555.
ning. Noon or Evening.
NO OBLIGATION
•
753-5476.
1-442-7026.
1981 Corvette, loaded with
extras. Call 759-1187 after Dale Spenser's portable
sand blasting and painting.
5 pm
Call 753-5198 or 753-6626
1981 Cutlass Supreme
Brougham, moon roof and Fence sales at Sears now.
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
every extra. Call 753-8666.
Bandi's Welding now has a complete
free estimate for your
Race car. 65 Chevrolet. For
machine shop specializing in all
more information, call needs.
types repair work, custom and
or
7 5 3 - 1.2 1 7
sti.:00FN14
[
(901)232-8372.
precision machining and welding.

46. Homes For Sale
6 Room frame house near
hospital. Priced to sell
753-6571.
Brick house, 2 yrs. old. 3
bdrms., 2 baths, formal
dinning room, large den. 2
car garage, concrete drive,
large patio; house has many
extras. Owner will consider
financing, see at 1809
Wiswell Rd. or call 7530839 or 436-2935.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
and family room combination, living room, utility,
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call
753-9818. Must see to
appreciate.
For sale: 3 bedroom brick
on Penny-Airport Rd. Builtin dishwasher. Mid 30's.
489-2391
For sale by owner, six room
brick house. 2 bedrooms,
garage, on corner lot.
78x187'. In quiet residential neighborhood.
Walking distance to shopping center. Call 753-1276.
For sale by owner: Attractive 2 bedroom frame house
in Panorama Shores. Newly
decorated on corner lot.
Shade, fruit trees, garden
spot, fully insulated. AC.,
electric heat, stove flue,
washer/dryer hook-up.
Community water, block
and 1.6 from lake. Ideal for
retired couple. Clean as a
pin! Priced $28,500.
Shown by appointment
only. Call 436-5830.
New 4 bedroom, 2 story
Tudor style house, custom
built with interior color
coordinated. Very liveable
plan. Call 753-3903.

47. Motorcycles
1976 Honda 1000, Gold,15,
700 miles, $1800. Call
759-4448.

1977 Harley Davidson,
Super Glide, 13000 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
1-901-642-2777.
1978 XS 400 Yamaha, low
mileage. extra nice. Call
753-4548 after 5 P.M.
1979 400 Yamaha, 4
stroke, 3900 miles, $1200.
Call 753-1905 after 5:30.
44. Lots For Sale
His and Her Hondas. 250
Beautiful lot, Anderson XL, approx.
3000 miles.
Shores. Corner of Cross Nearly new
125 XL. less
Spann and Cindy Or. than
100 miles. Sell both
$1700. 502-886-6358.
for $1150. Call 762-2446 or
45. Farms For Sale evening 436-2591.
171
/
2 Acre farm, 3 bedroom 1981 Yamaha Tri-Moto,
home, tobacco base, good almost brand new, Call
well. 753-2418.
753-5421 after 5 pm

600dyear
Service Store
South 12th St Murray, Ky.
Stock Reduction-All
Tires Musle1dd
Oseolity, She, Type
12-P155$0113 Tiemoolediel
3019575114 Tisupo.bdiul
22-P22575115 Renee-Radial
P21575014 Tieneoladial
19-121515115 1knesolediel
12-P20575115 11.epoledil
12-1011501113'11.neolediel
21.P235751115 T1..pehdiii ..... . .
16-P19575114 Attire WWI
15422575115 Antra 0We1
15121575115 Arrive Radial
12-P20575115 ACTIN Wel.
12711151013 Anivo
Pew Stook 4 Ply Polissist
1244111mo Stook WAY
64-7113 Power Sheik WM.
.•
1217615 Poor Stook 11/W
1247615 Pam Shaii$1141
6417115 PROF Shalt/1V
111645 Pero SWAN

Price FIT
39.00 1.51
59.01 223
0.00 2.79
65.00 2.19
MO 2.62
63.00 2.46
4900 1.95
15.00 2.95
65.00
75.00
69.01
67.00
59.00

213
2.79
2.62
2.46
1.95

21.00 1.61
25.00 1.54
33.00 221
35.10 .236
35,11f 2.51
AK 214

Over 1,000 other tires to choose from 411054
over cost.
COME IN TODAY

Services Offered

KIT
ARTS PANTS
sis I.

I

4i.wm

MACHINE SHOP

50. Used Trucks

1951 Willis jeep CJ3-A, 4
wheel dr., original 4
cylinder engine. 436-2840.
1969 G.M.C. Pickup truck,
good tires, dependable.
Phone 753-2952. $450.
1975 Dodge truck, short
wheel base. Good condition. Call 435-4489.

52. Boats and
Boat Motors
12 ft. semi-wee aluminum
boat in excellent condition.
Also, M-30. Pflueger trolling
motor, battery and charger.
Very reasonably priced. Call
759-4655.
16' Glastron, walk-thru
windshield, topside curtains, power tilt, 60 hp
Evinrude. heavy duty trailer.
good condition. $2300
firm. 753-0004 days, 7539274 after 5 pm.
1978 Manaray 21' jet boat.
436-5356
24 ft Cruiser, 1965 model,
V-1 Buick NC SUVA drive.
Boat and motor in good
condition. Can be Seen at
Sportsman Manna. Ideal
fun or fishing boat. For
complete details call 1-812882-8303.
35 ft. Nautaline boat Call
753-4647 after 5 p.m.
79 Bass tracker 3, tournament rigged, stainless steel
prop. New boat cover.
$3400. Call 247-%89.

53. Services Offered
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS. bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
141:04 ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover, 1531813.
*,
Aluminum Service
aluminum' and
siding, custom
work References
Will Ed Bailey,
°689.

to.,
vinyl
trim
Call
753-

SkInglos
oferowces. AN work
Fr••
georent••d.
Call 790-11.51 or
7534511

Industrial Road, Murray
753-0521

AUCTION SALE - Friday July 31 at 2 p.m. At Mr. W. B. Emersaa
home about 2 miles from Stella on the Kirksey Rood Highway 299
North. Mr. Clifton passed away. WiN sell the following items:
TV, couch and chair, twin beds, other odd chairs, air conditioner, oak table, 4 old dining chairs, stove and refrigerator,
automatic washer, some old glass and china, churns, jugs and jars,
fruit jars, some blue fruit jars, flat irons, wash kettle, hand and
garden tools, white rabbits, a good serviceable 1966 Dodge car.
Many other items not listed. For more information and your auction needs call 435-4144. Not responsible for accidents.
Sale Conducted By
Dan Miller Auction Service
licensed and bonded in Ky. and Tenn.
Dan Miller-Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays"

AUCTION SALE
ea NighSetwserf Mope,let on 10 a.m. at the aectioa her.swe hell mlle **of Lyon Greve,
miles.
way 1113 or eff of Ifighway 121 between Murray mod Mayfield turn sate Ilighwey 1636 go•
Soo wection signs.
Mr. mod Mrs. Heyde,Itickasee hove said time hems mid are meetii Uses.
Will eel eke bedroom sok, suit. Freed. Preekkill mei end chMr, and ether odd chairs,•pied
portabk color TV, boopetftel looms, good maple rocker, *them reckon, smell wake told‘Willr
Duncan Plryfe drum table, electric sewing meciam, coffee mod mod takes, eke mph breakfast set,
steels, wicker baskets, Nostal love seat, picture frames, wall *mos, brims bonging pet flower
Mod, ogles, hinekets, fiscal bedspread, 'Mar bedspromis, Mmd /repos, plate gimes miner slid
mesh more.
From Mrs. liken S. lopes Imam - stove mod refrigerator, mks Mimi pole 441111111,
drawers. Mk.ch,lorgo mirror soW many small items.

of

from Mr. owl Mrs. lin Waves -•eke large potter Wessel welt, two complete wall teisphomos,
Imes miry seat, ceo-cee clock, sun burst chock, golf hog, womodes bowie geN dohs, set of world
bake, Mbar beaks, Muck',,,age awes ea records, pod Somenito leggago, geed Nourkoryo
momece, leackar *MI Water, redwood flower pm, all cast lea bulk tub a lep, Moe sew Needs
Allni-Trall bike, Mr. Willem claw or al 5 b.p. grater mid Waller. Tore loaf molther, II pl.
megrim with esemporlos, el/ RIM bottles, rims glees spear, unary Jim Ism whiskey honks, mod
idlers, eke pictures, • lunge selection of picture frames, adding noechhoe, • boorstitel 11164
Motheehet baby grind plane, twin bode, dreg leaf lumen Pk* table mod choke, elee soh /renown,
aloe old pomp argon, eak take, fear ladder bock Asks, MN ft. of whist Weber, lloonsm.Moyfe
to*,ok Asks, boast, num,Nome hem IS. baseesent of Dole mod Stubblefield keg Store,.11 1..
maker,II' 'a of ad Mode, aid rocks, old modlool hooks, Ore Star Illedicel Melo,Swapper fling isomer. kik Demo 110 riles rawer, geed ferdp?sier cmI. samik; geld electric wood maw,
from photolimes. NW
may ether Wows est Med. Mk grebe on Ili,
reopmmlie for occidents. Sots and kinks evallobb. Sok wIl I.held relies skis.
DAN 111141.111 - Aectiermor. Users/ mod headed 4. Ileatecky mod TemISSOM'a ii.1111111111•Mm
-2_
and yew eactiee nook cal 435-4144.
"MT SIIIIICEIMINWT MT IT PATS."
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Prince,Wife On Secluded Honeymoon
ROMSEY, England (AP) — Prince
Charles and his bride Diana were
spending their first day of married
life today in honeymoon seclus
ion
with their host and hostess and 12 servants.
As Britain basked in a glow of joy,
pride and patriotism induced by
Wednesday's glittering royal wedding, and revellers celebrated into the
early hours, the couple spent their
wedding night at Broadlands, the
country estate of Charles' second
cousin Lord Flomsey 90 miles
southwest of London.
Surrounded by 5,000 acres of fields
and woodland near this small country
town of 15,000 people in Hampshire

county, the 111th century mansion was
the home of the late Earl Mountbatten, Charles' great-uncle and
Romsey's grandfather, who was
assassinated by an Irish Republican
Army bomb in August 1979.
The prince's parents, Queen
Elizabeth II and Prince Philip, honeymooned there after their wedding in
November 1947.
The nearest public road is more
than a mile from the 12-room
Georgian mansion. The main guest
bedroom, the Portico Room, with
floral print chintz curtains and fourposter bed, looks out over landscaped
gardens and the River Test.
But the away-from-it-all peace and

R

egents••• I Continued
From

Anything Goes
Opens Tonight
At Old Depot

privacy of Broadlands that began
when the estate's big black gate
shut
behind the prince and princess of
Wales at 6:11 p.m. Wednesday will
last only two days.

Cole Porter's rollicking musical
comedy, "Anything Goes," opens
tonight at the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's "Playhouse
in the Park."
Performances are scheduled Friday and Saturday and Aug.6-8.
Director Richard Valentine is pleased with the production and the public
response.''Opening night is already a
sell-out," he said, "and we have
several reservations for each of the
other performances." Valentine
urges that everyone make reservations as far in advance as possible.
According to funding vice president
Pat Kiesow, the theatre will also
premier a postcard version of Joe
Fiigsby's limited edition print of the
old freight depot which houses the
"Playhouse in the Park." The conces"r sion stand will have the cards for sale
throughout the six performances of
the play.
Goes" is the theatre's
final production of the summer season
which began on June 11 with "A Hymn
for Kentucky" and featured the
musical "Godspell" and the
children's fantasy, "The Mummy
Market."
On Sunday, Aug. 2, the Community
Theatre will present the last of five
"Gourmet Cabarets." The collections
of Broadway show tunes and comedy
include special 1 desserts and
beverages.
Curtain time for all performances is
8 p.m. Reservations are available by
calling 759-1752.

On Saturday they fly off to a
tumultuous welcome from the 27,000
pro-British inhabitants of Gibraltar.
There they will board the royal yacht
Britannia for a two-week Mediterranean cruise.
Charles and Diana arrived at
Ftomsey by train from London's
Waterloo station to be greetkd by a
cheering, flag waving crowd.a 30,000
and the pealing bells of Romsey Abbey, where Mountbatten is buried.

Page 1)

sidered as "trimming the fat," he Kentucky University, $735,1
00;
said,and the reductions are now "cut- Morehead State University, $686,9
00;
ting the muscle" of Murray State. He and Kentucky State Univer
sity,
said "if this continues I think the $436,800.
legislature is going to have to look at
Dr. Paul Cook, assistant to the
the tax structure."
president and director of the budget at
Budget director Don Chamberlain Western Kentucky, said today
he will
said Wednesday the cuts were not have a plan ready when
that school's
unanticipated because of newspaper board meets Aug. 22. He
said presiarticles telling of state revenue short- dent Donald Zacharias had
sent a letfalls, but "nonetheless it will be dif- ter to Harry Snyder, execut
ive direcficult" to make the cuts.
tor of the state Council on Higher
He said the administration is going Education, outlining some possib
le
"to look across campus" for places to routes to cut the budget.
reduce spending and that "we're not
Those ideas include possible salary
going to confine ourselves to the tradi- reductions, dosing some buildi
ngs at
tional hacksaw method" used when different times during the
year,
large budget cuts are mandated in a eliminating vacant posts, cuttin
g
short time period. "We're going to try some athletic expenditures, reduci
ng
to be as creative as possible," he said. travel and genererating
more
All seven other state universities revenue.
are involved in the budget crunch,
UK president Otis Singletary has
each taking an approximate five per- outlined a plan which would initiat
ea
cent cut in state appropriations.
hiring freeze, while deferring equipThe schools and the amount of their ment purchases,renovation and suppcuts are: University of Kentucky,$8.8 ly purchases. It also calls for a look at
million; University of Louisville, $3.7 the impact of past cuts.
million; Eastern Kentucky Universi—Dr—Ponald C. Swain,-U-ef-L-prest-ty, $1.26 million; Western Kentucky dent,recenily said he
plans to recover
University, $1.23 million, Northern about 6550,000 by
increasing

bookstore profits and by raising student activity fees and other charges
immediately. About $2.9 million will
have to be cut from university pro-

grams.

Concerning Snyder's July 24 letter
asking Curris to suspend construction
of the Francis E. Miller Memorial
Golf Course, the president said
Wednesday he will forward the letter
to the foundation's 15-member board
of trustees.
In the letter, Snyder is requesting
Curris "provide a fully detailed
breakout of the various sources of
these funds" used to build the $720,300
golf course, which is already under
construction.
Dr. Thomas Hogancamp, director
of the foundation said today he has not
seen the letter and that he has not
received any request from Curris,
foundation president, to provide a list
of the funds to the CHE.
The course is being constructed on a
173-acre tract donated to the university by L.D. Miller, a 1937 graduate
-MSU.The land, valued at $200,000 was
donated by Miller with the stipulation
it be developed into a golf course.

'ANYTHING GOES' — Louise Weatherly as
Reno Sweeny and Ben
Moore as Gabriel prepare to evangelize the
entire cast of "Anything
Goes," which opens at 8 tonight in the old
freight depot in the
Murray-Calloway County Park. The Murray-C
alloway County Community Theatre production continues throu
gh Saturday and is
repeated Aug. 6-8. Tickets are $3 for adults
, $2 for students and
$1.50 for children and senior citizens. For
information and reservations, call the Ticketline at 759-1 752.
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BYRON'S

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza

r

7753-2380

WAWA >

Aspirin
Norwich

Methiolate
Tincture
loz.

5 Grains

994
LIMITED TIME ONLY!

OUTSTANDING VALUE ,
n 23TOME

5icetew

co(‘')'\e

Durrx our

Fruit
Fresh

$I57

74

Extra Strength

Dexatrim
$2
39

Clearance

Cl)

BIG
SAVINGS
NOW!

cn

1981

OR TV
$ 8995
beautiful sound in
a beautiful furniture cabinet
Ttirsansatastian • laixamilielOOP--F•alures an FWAT47
Stereo FM Tuner-Amplifier with tuning meter. Tuned RF on
FM. Automatic FrectLency Control on FM Mi-Filter Automatic
Record Changer with Cue Control and automatic shut-off
8-Track Tape Player with illuminating Program undicatoTS
Quality Speaker System with two 6 -inch
rtpc Ind two 2-inch tweeter
s

j

kl_f___IIT11 The quality goes In before the name goes on

Audio...The Flipside of Zenith.

$27995

Cl)

We Honor
PCS,Travelers,
Medimet,
Ky.Public
Assistance
And Woriunan's
Compensation

:

We Can Easily
Transfer Your
Refil Prescription cn
To Byron's
fT1
Discount
Pharmacy

TM BRAEMAR • M2314E

Transitional styling Wood and simulated
wood products in Antique Oak finish Casters

•Electronic Video Guard Tuning
• TitWous Picture Tube
.
• Triple-Plus Chassis
• New Chromatic One-Button001BI
- T COilbol
• Electronic Power Sentry
• One-Knob VHF/UHF Channel
Selector

Limited Time!Stop in Today!
(n
i
20 Exp $329

24 Exp $369
36 Exp S5 79 • $
1-99

.

We process Kodak Fup Focal
a# WWI3041Xla C-4J
rda

tar on! Mit •111000•00.
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A well tailored look at men'sfashionforfall'81
Classic and conservative styles take high priority for fall'81
No news is good news—five
words which express succinctly
and accurately what most
menswear designers and manufacturers seem to be saying for
fall, 1981.
Lapels are neither narrow nor
wide, shirt collars neither small
nor large. Everything is, simply, just right.
A trend toward experimentation (in women's wear, it would
be called "playfulness") has,
for the most part, been replaced
by a serious attitude toward
men's clothing, reflecting the

society of which it is a part.
What were considered "details" only a year or two ago are
today dismissed, by and large,
as "gimmicks."

Investment dressing

The economic conditions
which seem to be part and parcel
of the eighties have given new
impetus to an old phrase, "inThe new conservatism which vestment dressing."
seems to have taken hold in this
American men want clothing
country finds its expression in a that will endure—in terms of
host of well-tailored, elegant,' quality and in terms of styling.
absolutely classic suits in navy, They want to feel good because
gray and brown.
they look good, and well-made,
no-nonsense suits fit the bill.
Patterns in tailored clothing
There's a bit more excitement
are generally restricted tostripes, especially pinstripes, on the sport coat front, with lots
of plaids(very preppy!)and herwith an occasional glen plaid.
ringbones to accompany a host
of solid colored jackets, including new variations on the navy
blue blazer.
Color, if it appears on the office scene at all, will make itself
felt in shirts and ties.
A light blue Oxford cloth
shirt will sport a contrast collar.
The same shirt will be repeated
in a variety of pastels, all of
which look absolutely smashing
with the trim, all-business business suits.
Colorful shirts

At
WHO SAID THAT FASHION CAN'T BE FUN? Certainly not
Vicky Davis, who's designed these leather accessories to add a
subtly outrageous note to even the most staid of clothing.
Choose from bow tie (left),string tie(center)or leather tie with
lurex dots (right). Wrapping up her look,•leather cummerbund, designed by Rob Davis for Vicky Davis Ltd.

Easy elegance

Also making its appearance
in the office in a big way is the
plaid shirt, in a wide variety of
colorations. It's the perfect
perk-up for that serious gray
pinstripe suit.
Look for lots of tab collars, a
continuing interest in collar pins
and, for the man who is so in-

clined, a small but significant
return to french cuffs.
The tie story? Stripes,
foulards, small scale plaids and
sophisticated knits in a wide
selection of patterns and
weaves. Neckwear continues to
be an area where a man can express his sense of individuality
Topping it all off are some of
the handsomest overcoats in
years, which range in style from
the classic trench in every imaginable fabric—and then
some—to fur coats that are absolutely the last word in elegance.
Those men who wish to combine fun and fashion would do
well to turn to fall's sportswear
offerings.
A wide range of colors is represented for the ski enthusiast,
the urban cowboy, and just
about every man who needs
clothes for his weekend activities (or lack thereof).
Outerwear is desigftd for
warmth and durability, with
down, fiberfill, leather, suede
and fur sharing the spotlight.
Styling is upbeat: blousons,
stadium coats, a variety of
stylized military looks, bomber
jackets and sporty raincoats are
all very much in evidence.
But, the real excitement in
fall menswear is the sweaters,
one of the positive by-products
of the continuing fuel crunch.
And, what sweaters they are!
There are handsome ski

Important sweaters
sweaters embellished by
snowflakes or reindeer. Fair isk
Whatever your style, whatsweaters in every conceivable
ever the occasion, there's sure
variation. Windowpane patterns
to be a sweater—and sometimes
in a variety of hues. Eiegant more than one—to fit the bill.
stripings. Sophisticated weaves
Layering, a sensible response
and patterns executed in varying to fuel shortage, adds a whole
a
degrees of intricacy.
new dimension to fashion.
All, this, of course, on top of
It all adds up to a season in
the standard v-necks, boat which men are looking sharp,
necks, crewnecks and turtle- handsome and masculine, and
necks which are available in a in which fashion itself is very
rainbow of solid colors.
much in style.
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HIGH SOCIETY watch out:
This pretty II/irk "lux" may
soon become commonplace
amongst upw•rdly mobile
young women. Helene Sidel
has created a dramatic innovation for an evening look
which is sure to be an eye.
popper. Black tuxedo tissue
faille has been fitted into •
classic *eke!" !which Is worn
manteiting shit, esifTta
trouser*. An ivory silk charsense, tseked-froot blouse,
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Innovations with men's furs
Furs are no longer the exclusive domain of the female sex.
For years, savvy women kept to
themselves the secret of just
how fabulous a fur coat is.
Today, men are increasingly
in on the wart, and more and
more of them are in the market
for their very own fur coats.
One of the prime movers in
this very special occurrence is
Lee Levy, designer for the
QMB Group, one of America's
leading fur manufacturers. And,
naturally, he's delighted by it.

prime importance. "Almost
every one of my men's fur coats
is cut with raglan shoulders.
When one of those coats is worn
over a suit, it doesn't look gargantuan. The illusion is one of
narrowness, and the fit is one of
narrowness, so it will also fit a
man without a suit jacket underneath."
The line that Levy has de-

signed for winter, 1981, is a full
one. It includes coats and jackets in a wide variety of furs:
among them, nutria, sheared
rabbit, raccoon in various colors, and opossum, both sheared
and long-haired, dyed and
natural.
A man in the market for a fur
needn't spend a fortune, either.
He can choose one for as little as

1350 or, if he wants, as much as
$9,000.
In between is a plethora of
styles to suit every man. A basic
poplin trench coat which is lined
and collared in fur is an excellent introduction to the pleasures of fur and retails for under
$1,000.
Another option for the firsttime fur wearer is one of QMB's

reversible jackets—poplin on
one side, raccoon on the
other—because the consumer
gets two garments for the price
of one.
Levy emphasizes that,
though the initial investment for
fur can be considered high, furs
last for five to 15 years.
Therefore, "the initial cost is
amortized over years of good

"I'm excited to be working in
this period of menswear. I think
that some of the things that are
happening around me is why
what I'm doing is reaching acceptance."
Developing a line of furs for
men, which would be accepted
by stores and, in turn, by customers; hasn't been easy, but
Levy rose to the challenge.
There were deep-seated prejudices to be overcome—many
people believed that furs
weren't for men.
It's only been in the past
couple of years that inroads
began to be made, that conservative stores began to carry fur
garments for men, and that men
were exposed to them on a
widening scale.
"When a man puts on a fur
garment for the first time,
Levy asserts, "half the battle is
won. Once he finds he feels
good in it, and that he looks
masculine in it, he's not afraid
to buy it."
Styling furs for men is not the
same as styling furs for women.
"I'm always concerned," explains Levy, "that a coat be
masculine. I try my best not to
do gimmicky furs, because I
don't think that any man wants
to look like a freak. I object to
things like tails on a man's
coat."
The shape of the coat is of

NEW DIRECTIONS in dress
shirts.From shirtmaker
stripes to rich-hued plaids.
dress skirts have taken on a
new look for fall '81. Henry
Grethel do-signed this regular
fit broadcloth shirt in•lively
burgundy and blue stripe.
Worn with a blue wool knit
if
• eisahrikt- sophisticated look to a burgundy wool blazer and grey
flannel pants. New for the fall
'81 "aqui raeut" dreier _shirt
froolimir••
toile
Grethel.

•

Downtown Court Sq. Murra
. .

PY AVAILABLE

wear. Furs can be repaired, remodeled, reshaped to shorter
garments.
"After a few years, a coat can
become a jacket; a- jacket becomes a vest, and the vest eventually ends up as a pillow in your
den."
It's elementary—"Furs
make sense in terms of both
ecology and economy."
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ALEXANDER
JUIIAN'S MATCH
OF TRADITION
AND EXCELLENCE
Alexander Julian Was literally
"born to design" as the son of
the owner of a fine men's
specialty store in Chapel Hill,
North Carolina. At 18, he was
managing his father's store and
deeply involved in buying for it.
Julian opened his own shop,
when he was only 21, "Alexander's Ambition"in Chapel Hill.
(The tide alone shows his early
sense of direction.)

F

This was the first real
"boutique" in North Carolina.
and it gradually developed into a
fine men's specialty store catering to the young,successful professionals and businessmen of
the area.
The right look
As a retailer Alexander Julian
was sometimes hard put to find
exactly the kind of merchandise
he wanted to present to his customers. He began to work with
manufacturers to develop some
of his clothing ideas. Soon he
realized he was as much a de.:
signer as retailer, and so began
an exciting new career.

Summer Playwear.
A corduroy blazer with
all the special touches
that lift it from being a
fashion staple to a
favorite bit of finery,
fully lined.
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Say
goodbye
to excess
weight
beginning
August 3

Tank tops, jogging shorts, t-tops.

Mix and Match
Sportswear
Reg. 19.99 to 29.99
Exceptional value!

In 1974,Julian introduced the
Alexander Julian Bespoke Collection, a couture collection of
men's clothing, sportswear and
furnishings. With it he became
famous for his unique fabrications, often woven exclusively
for him is the British Isles.
The excellence of this collection has won him the Coty
Award in 1977, the Return
Award in 1979 and most recently, the Coy Hall of Fame
Award.
•
Awards winner
.
Further establishing Alexander Juliam as a leader in his field,
he recently became the first recipient of the prestigious Cutty
Sark Award for excellence in
clothing design.
Now, Alexander Julian has
created "Colours" for Coleraine,a division of Greif8t Co.
Colours reflects Julian's impeccable taste and unbeatable

Reg. to 12.99

Designer Jean Sale!

fi
a

Reg. to 54.00
New names! More jeans! Our
fantastic designer sale continues! Save on Bill Blass,
Calvin Klein, Jordache.
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Summer Tops and
Shirts
Reg. to 15.99
Novelty tops, t-tops, tank tops.
shirts in stripes and plaids.

Summer Pants and
Skirts
Reg. 15.99 to 24.99
In many summer fabrics.

Early •
Shoppers '
Savings on
Rabbit* Fur
Jackets
Reg. 79_00

.49.00
Smooth and
luxurious to the
touch. Our
jackets, in
natural and dyed
pieced rabbit fur,
are beautifully
made, with
complete lining
and front
pockets. Some
with hoods.

Summer Dresses
Jr., Misses, Halfsizes

7.00

Reg. to-

ftnUNV‘i
Great selection:
'
suhdreSses, jacket dresses, one,
and two pc. dresses.

00

Better Lingerie
Buyout!

a

ii

Reg. to 35.00
Solids and prints. Tremendous °
selection of floats, caftans,
robes. Some terrys. •

Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 North
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10:00-9:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00
753-791r'
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FALL FASHION SECTION

Hand-knit;fur trimmed sweaters, accessories
In these days of licensees and
mass merchandising, it is refreshing to hear tell of a
Cinderella story in the fashion
business.
And, cgs-to-riches is the

unique look for fall

only way to describe the tale of district," recalls Marcus Anast Pam saw a fur hat she liked, for
an ambitious young couple and who, together with his wife, about $150. We were living on
their recent adventure into New Pamela, has built a considerable very little money at the time,
York's fashion trade.
knitwear business in Manhat- and couldn't afford the hat, but
"I was an out-of-work actor, tan's funky Soho area.
Pam decided that she could
"Just about two years ago. make a similar one for $10.
and Pam was working in the fur
"She did and, eventually,
friends asked her to make them
one. After a while I began selling the hats from boutique to
boutique, and here we are,"
says Marcus.

Fall fashio,
r1 goes "international' with
new shapes,colors,textures,lengths
One sure conclusion to be
drawn from this season's European Ready to Wear Collections
is that fashion is no longer
French, Italian or American!
Fashion has become International, with designers such as
St.Laurent (French), Valentino
(Italian), Kenzo (Japanese) and
Zandra Rhodes (English),
creating folkloric looks that reflect Chinese, Russian,
Japanese, Scottish, Irish, Central American and other ethnic
influences.
Trends for fall '81—clothes
that move and flow freely on the
runways. Exciting looks include
swinging capes, loose layering,
folklore and daring menswear
for evening.
Lengths—to the untrained
eye it could be very confusing—very long, very short
and a great deal of safe play at or

JULIO:CHIC
CLOTHES FOR
CHIC WOMEN
It had to happen.
Julio has a reputation for designing clothes with superb fabrics, simple shapes, minimal
cutting and sewing. Elegant,
easy and comfortable.
New York has a reputation
for attracting the most cosmopolitan women in the world.
Accomplished, discerning and
dynamic.
Quite naturally „these women
turn to Julio Espada to redefine
elegance in the '80s.
Julio's fall, 1981, collection
consists of a group of matte jersey separates that can also be
combined with metallic chiffon
or netting blouses. Separates are
strapless tunics, strapless
_--7-iumP5+0644"Pliki.411_1•F-And
jewel.oeck blouses, combined
with cardigans,skirts and pants
There's a group'Of wool jersey separates, consisting of jackets, some inset in geometric
patterns of various colors,
others with monochromatic
inserts.
Variety of shapes
The silhouette ranges from
narrow and short to longer and
wider—allowing for play
_between the various pieces—
combined with white cotton jersey blouses and various pants
and skirts.
A group of wool felt jackets.
combined with wool felt pant
and wool jersey skirt, makes its
appearance. The jackets are
worked in variations of a leaf
motif at collars, sleeves arid
closings, accompanied by
scarves also of a leaf motif, in
royal blue, maroon, dark green,
rust and jet black, with accents
of sunaold orange and wheat.
Taffeta evening wear
The last group consists of
taffetas—an ivory color dress
with a narrow body, full skirt
gathered at the waist made of a
double length of taffeta folded at
the .hern...., fa.
tet.I i ned with.

above the knee.
Major colors—Navy for fall,
winter white, oatmeal, gray
flannel, for evening, black, and
the season's most important
color—gold.
The newest items—vests
worn over virtually everything
shown from rugged outerwear
to evening looks.
Fabrics—Menswear classics
including Donegal and Harris
tweeds, flannel and quietly new
again—gabardine. Knits included chunky sweater knits,
wool jersey and some double
knits.
Evening—taffeta, velvet and
the all-important metallics. The
number one silhouette is the
tuxedo look in a variety of fabrications.
This season, the looks to
avoid are: butterfly chemise;
layering when it becomes too
voluminous; animal prints; and

extreme ethnics.
Rustics—A mixture of mountain looks in outerwear,
sportswear and knitwear. Fabrics include Jacquard wools,
thick tweedy knits, lots of wool
fringe trim and leather patches.
Folklorics —details include a
mixture of prints, ruffles, flowers, embroideries and layering.
Some ofthe season's best collections include Dior (velvet
skirt, satin top, featuring mixture of prints), Chloe (plaid full
and long skirt, belted jacket)
and St. Laurent (wide gold
lapels on dramatic smoking
suit).
Directional lines—include
Baretta (country cape with
leather trim detail pants), Montana (rope-y tweed knitted
layers with shawl and tweed
wrap layers), and Kenzo (new
mandarin mix patterns in silks
and knits with classic kimono
shapes).

"Here" is Delaware Street,
the name of the Anast's company in lower Manhattan.
"Here" is a clean and subtle
pink, beige and white Soho loft
which serves as the studio and
showroom for the young busi- SOFT, FLUFFY BARCELONA LAMB trims the yolk of this
ness couple. It's a long way hand-knit sweater,hat and leg warmers. Made with all-sutural
imported wools, these knit fashions are by Delaware Street,
from Gary, Indiana.
Soho, New York.
"I grew up on Delaware
Street in Gary, Indiana," says
France and England, but all of knit accessories.
Marcus. "When we were lookmerchandise is hand-knit in
There are, however, several
ing for a name for the business, I the
York area.
New
the
"furless" sweaters which are
knew that nothing else but
"We use only natural
coordinated to work with furDelaware Street would do."
yarns," notes Marcus, pointing trimmed boas, capelets and the
Remember that name if you to a selection of wools, mohairs like.
spot a fur-trimmed knit wool hat and French cottons from which
"Our goal is simple: we're atin a boutique or specialty store are fashioned Delaware Street's
tempting to dress the middlethis season.
collection of knit goods.
class woman in fur that's
"The raccoon-trimmed hat
The exotic fur trims on most fashionable and affordable,"
has become our trademark," of the merchandise is Delaware
says Marcus.
says Marcus. "We've sold over Street's signature. Leopard;-PiTcii-for these hand-knit,
10.000 of them so far."
stenciled rabbit, dyed fox. Bar- one-of-a-kind items
range from
Hats, sweaters, capes, coats, celona lamb, mink tail and
$40 to $800. For more informaleggings . . all are designed sheared French rabbit are
tion, write or call Delaware
and sold by Marcus and Pamela. imaginatively dyed and worked
Street, 110 Greene Street, Suite
The yarns are imported from into sweater patterns and other
1108, New York, NY 10012.

Suctungbant Rap, itb.
Always a leader
in men's clothing...

•••--

Now-a leader
in women's

Traditional
_Clothing
For
Gentlemen
and
Ladies

Buritinglpint liLa

PY AVAILABLE

Dixieland. Center
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How to coordinate your fall wardrobe: use instant pictures
Dressing well and looking
your best is not as cliffittill of
time-consuming as it may seem.
All it takes is a little planning
and clever wardrobe coordination to achieve your best possible fashion look. The first step is
to determine what your "look"
is going to be.
Spend some time glancing

throug,h fashion magazines and experiment with your own
roaming around depidttnent wanirobe. Yon'ffbe amazed to
stores and boutiques. Notice the see how many ofthe basic comway texture, color and acces- ponents you already own.
Coordinate your wardrobe,
sories come together for the fall
mixing and matching as much as
fashions.
-possible, to get the most use out
Mix and match ,
of your clothes.
You can be a little creative by
When you have a good idea of
the look you want, go home and putting together new combina-

Cultured pearl jewelry leads the way!
Fall fashion, 1981— a refresher course in the classics.
Elegant, sophisticated separates
that go anywhere, any time.
' On one hand, softer, fuller
skirts and blouses. On the other,
simple lines, spare silhouettes.
The emphasis has shifted
from gimmicky clothes that are
"in" one season, "out" the
next, to styling that approaches
timelessness.
Investment value

'-k•

Quality of materials and
workmanship is all-important.
So are value and versatility. The
American woman has become a
demanding consumer who
chooses carefully and expects
the most for her money.
And, what American women
demand of their clothing, they
also demand of their jewelry.
Subtlety, sophistication, intrinsic value, a sense of luxury,
versatility—these characteristics make both jewelry and
clothing worthwhile investments in a decade that demands
investment value of all major
purchases.
In jewelry as in clothing,
there is simply nothing like the THE EMPHASISTHIS FALL IS ON LUXURY—with cultured
pearls leadhig.the way as the choke of America's top designreal thing! And, there's nothing
quite like cultured pearls to ful- ers. Pictured here, a two-strand choker of 7/
1
2nina cultured
fill all of these requirements, pearls accented with gold rondeles, mabe cultured pearl earrings
encircl
ed*
diamonds,from the Cultured Pearl Associawith style and grace.
Elegant and understated, cul- tion. The ring.•South Sea pearl set hi gold and diamonds,demigned by Henry Dunay.
tured pearls add that special
something extra to any outfit, be
pearls, falling to different
A single baroque pearl, in a
it a city suit or an evening gown.
lengths.
setting which complements its
A necklace of cultured pearls, shape, makes an exquisit
Dramatic addition
whether choker or opera length, and unique—pin or ring, e—
and a
A chic pantsuit with short, contrasts dramatically with the fashion statement that's hard to
spare
geometric
silhouette pre- beat.
collarless jacket is enhanced by
a three-strand cultured pearl ferred by some designers.
Perfect finishing touch
For evening, cultured pearl
choker.
collars
and
chokers
add
visual
And,
there's nothing like a
Twisted necklaces made up
of many strands-of tiny !Caitiff -sattitegainstr.esperildly--when .irofcuttured pearl-earflap-to
their
clasps
are
set with fiery set off a pretty hairstyle, any
(seed) pearls are the perfect
precious gems: diamonds, sap- -time di the day oi` night
complement when worn with
phire or emeralds.
Pearls. Affordable elegance.
the new, fuller fashions.
Particularly dramatic when The look of opulence. Infinite
A neat, tailored skirt suit with
worn against a simple
collarless jacket and straight are chokers of baroqueneckline variety and versatility.
pearls. Timelessness.
skirt takes on a special air of large pearls whose beauty
deIt seems that women have
elegance when combined with
rives in part from their unusual found themselves a new best
two strands of lustrous cultured shapes.
friend!

tions of blouses,skirts or slacks, spent for it.
friend move in close to improve
and blazers. Accent with a new
So that your instant prints and strengthen the center of inscarf or tie, a pocket hankie or look
as good as you do, keep in terest (you). The Kodak Colorcolorful belt.
burst 350 instant camera
mind the following suggestions close-up lens that allows has a
you to
from
Kodak
the
photo experts move in as close as two to four
Your fashion portfolio
when you have your photo ses- feet.
You can document your finii- sion:
Use a photo album recomings with a photograph for fuBe sure to eliminate mended for instant pictures. Alture reference—creating your
own personal fashion portfolio. background clutter that can de- bums,such as the Kodak instant
All you need is a Kodak Color- tract from the subject. In fact, a photo album, make it easy to
remove and ttplace individual
burst instant camera and a friend plain wall is preferable.
Have your photdirapher/ prints.
to take your picture.
Collect your instant prints in a
portfolio, an albunvor in a file
box. Arrange them by season or
color, or classify them as work
clothes, clothes for relaxing or
party clothes.
A fashion portfolio offers
several advantages. It's a terrific way to get the clothes you
have together and coordinated.
It often can help you determine
what, if anything, you should
buy.
If you mark each print with
the date when you last wore the
outfit, you can keep track better
and rotate your wardrobe more
efficiently.
KEEPING TRACK OF YOUR WARDROBE is easy if you
As an added benefit, this is a make yourself a fashion portfolio with • Kodak Colorburst
great way to track how much use 350 instant camera. Taking pictures of all the clothes you
you are getting from each outfit have is a good way to organise your wardrobe,keeping track
in relation to the money you of when you wear each.

—Nothing else feels like real gold.

Dana-GyNut
aaute Studio.
732
Fairlane
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Announces

REGISTRATION FOR
FALL TERM
"Dance Classes" •
,. Tateiday, Aug. 18th
*30-11:30 & 1:30-5:30
-::-.31inii. •

_
_

.

•

II

"Gymnastics"
Telephone 753-4647
Boys & Girls Ages 4& Up
- —7.4tort-2..- .;_.441114(

Complete Line of Dance and Gymnastic Wear

"kRYS"-"DANSKIN"

•
•

•

Mate: Jos Greene
FUR-TRIMMED lei warmers
are hand knit, and make for
playfully practical leg fashion
thi• season. By Delaware
Street, Inc.

Karat Gold Jer•ieVy-

Lindsey't Jewelers

-••••
•

•

•
•
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Wherever you go, carry yourfavorite scentfor a quick lift

Once upon a time, not too
long ago, fragrance was generally regarded as something one
gave to another person, seldom
something one bought for oneself.
When an individual did receive a -fragrance gift, she then
waited for special occasions to
dab on a few precious drops.
Favorite scents were displayed

on dressing tables like precious
heirlooms, more to be admired
and only occasionally enjoyed
than to be savored regularly.
Today, the fragrance picture
has changed dramatically. Women's fragrance sales ye expected to exceed $1.5 billion
this year, with more than 300
brands competing to win the
hearts and olfactory senses of

American women.

can be a small, but ever so de- to enhance their self-image and
lightful ritual promising untold sense of individuality increases
Wardrobe essental
rewards.
at a dizzying rate.
Fragrance can enhance the
Confident they are making
For most of these women,
fragrance is now a wardrobe mood or the moment . . . valuable contributions to soessential—whether she's one brighten a day . . . lift the ciety, women have obviously
who spends a good part of her spirits—and all for just pennies decided the time has come to be
good to themselves.
'
day making business deals at the an application!
Multi-dimensional, hardoffice, or peanut butter and jelly
Keeping up
sandwiches at home for the
kids.
As the status of women steadPausing in the midst of a busy ily improves over the course of
day to apply her favorite scent this century, the use of products

Care of western boots is
explained in new boot primer
oThe Western Boot, "peak of
the bootmaker's art," grew out
of the American cowboy's way
of Fife.
Why the boot looks and feels
the way it does, how to check
for correct fit when buying
boots, and how to care for them,
are explained in a newly published booklet, "Boot Primer."
The primer is available wherever you buy Western Boots.
Prepared by the Sole Leather
Council, a non-profit organization sponsored by U.S. sole
leather tanners, the primer
points out that the tapered toe
and high, underslung heel developed as safety devices for the
working cowboy.
"The pointed toe helped the
cowboy find the stirrup" as he
swung up and into the saddle.
"The high, underslung heel
kept his foot from slipping
through the stirrup. It prevented
his being hung up and dragged if
he was thrown by a frightened
horse."
The care of Western Boots is

detailed in easy to follow steps.
Care is as simple as picking up a
soft cloth and wiping away dust
and dirt, the primer notes.
"Dust is small and light, but
caught in the creases of the
leather it acts like sandpaper."
The "Boot Primer" also
gives five checkpoints when fitting your Western boots. It explains that the "boot must slip
slightly in the heel" because of
the boot's unique design.
There has to be "room for the
boot to ride up a bit." The
primer suggests you look for the
"Brand of Quality," a stylized
hideshape symbol awning the
words "Genuine riifther
Soles," on the bottom of the
boot.
If the "Boot Primer" is not
yet available where you buy
your boots, you can obtain a free
copy by sending a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to:
"Boot Primer," Sole Leather
Council, 321 Summer St., Boston, MA 02210.

Quality water adds sparkle,
shine to All-American Look
The All-American Look. It's
that well-groomed, freshscrubbed appearance that came
out of the '60s along with
madras and oxford cloth.
Today, it's back in style, inspiring men and women to take
a fresh look at cleaner living and
buttoned-up dressing.
Whether donning the latest
fashions from Paris or designer
jeans, men and women everywhere are featuring the "cleanliving, conservative" look with
shorter hair styles, natural facial
coloring and slender, more athletic figures.
Back to basics
The key to achieving this
well-scrubbed look, according
to the experts at the Water Quality Association, is to start with
the basics of healthy looking
skin and hair.

Get into the fit this fall with
stylish, colorful activewear
The great-looking people you
see jogging,cycling,roller skating and smashing tennis balls
are bringing style to the active
life.
Active
people
want
sportswear that is comfortable,
easy to care for, and sensiblypriced. They want to look as
--49961-55-tb*Y-fool
• They also know that lookaare
deceiving. That's why more and

working, committed women
feel they owe it to themselves. If a woman can afford to
treat herself to a mink coat or a
diamond bracelet, she goes out
and buys one. If she can't, a
fragrance purchase can be just
as satisfying at only a small fraction of the cost.

AIMS

And, after the summer sun
has taken a toll on both, the experts recommend rearranging
the grooming regimen before attempting the newest fall fashions.

1

By following these WQA
grooming do's and don'ts, men
and women alike can enjoy the
All-American Look, benefiting
from the healthy glow that goes
from the tops of their carefully
coiffed heads to the tips of their
penny loafers.

-

• Do wash hair regularly
with a mild shampoo to keep it
shiny and manageable. Wait
until hair is dry before combing
or brushing it. Wet hair loses
some of its resistance, causing it
AUTUMN'S GOLDEN GLOW is reflected in new jewelry
to break more easily.
fashions, reports the Jewelry Industry Council. Here, ear• Don't shampoo in hard wa- rings, necklace, bracelet and ring appear in faceted gold to
ter. The hard minerals in the give a rich look to fall apparel.
water react with the shampoo,
forming a soap curd that adheres
to scalp and hair leaving it dull
and lifeless.
• Do moisturize face after
shaving and cleansing. Remember moisturizers work best
when skin is completely free of
dirt and oil. To keep the complexion squeaky clean wash
with soft water

more people have come -ks- -fitrn cleeP,warm winter
tones to
•look for the label- as a mark
brights and pastels, a spectrum
of solids and stripes, all made
of dependability.
Conditioned or soft water has
The American Fleeceweael) possible by the special prop- had the hardness minerals relabel, found exclusively on. erties of Creslan° acrylic fiber. moved;these minerals can react
Each warmup suit and sweat- with soap, leaving behind a film
sweatshirts and warmups made
with Creslan* acrylic fiber, as- shirt is eye-catching and be- that can block pores and attract
sures the wearer of superior comes the focus of a total look. dirt and bacteria.
Staying fit can now be done
quality and attractive styling
an 111--ruisuad vslis
----wittr-styte as waitas
--De-kaof"omPlextow dear
•ntia fail, the fashion gory
. American Fleecewear label a- idirstialtby by cleansing the
you a head start
on both. ..:7.7face frequently with a pure,
color, color everywhere-. . -lives
mild, non-detergent soap. Use
slow circular movements when
washing the face to relax
muscles, relieve tension and revive circulation.
• Do keep razor rash and irritation to a minimum by shaving
with light gentle strokes using as
few as possible. Shave the
coarsest whiskers found on
upper-lip and chin last.

WESTERN STYLE
PANTS Si SHIRTS
IN KHAKI

•

I
.

• Don't let slumber hours
slip by unproductively. Before
retiring, apply creams and lotions to elbows, ankles, heels
and soles. The products will
spend the sleeping hours softening up the skin.
Good grooming

CALLOWAY COUNTY'S COMPLEg FARM SUPPLY STORE
753-7862
HWY 94E
MURRAY KY

By following these simple,
yet important grooming guidelines, both men and women will
find themselves with clean.
radiant skin and, hair and, at the
same time, rise to the "height"
of fashion.
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• Don't forget that a beard
needs special attention too.
Make sure to shampoo it with a
mild shampoo in soft water
every other day.

HARRELL'S FARM & HOME SUPPLY
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Gold jewelry complements the
dramatic hues of autumn apparel
More than just autumn leaves
turn to gold as fall approaches,
the Jewelry Industry Council
reminds us.
Gold jewelry is an excellent

The new gold jewelry may be velvets.
foil for all the dramatic hues of
auturrin apparel that range from textured or faceted to give comFor evening, gold pairs with
loden and olive greens through a plementary accent to the tactile diamonds to vie with the glamrange of bold reds, dusky yel- surfaces of tweeds, brushed cot- our of lames and metallics that
tons, leathers, embroideries and appear in exciting shades of
lows and jewel-tone blues.
burnished bronze, gleaming
copper and glittering gold.
New necklaces are shorter
to add glamourous fill-in to
deep-V necklines, square necklines or jewel necklines.

The popular choke, stretch
jeans, look antifeel terrific
Five-foot-five-inch Eugenia
Shapiro of Brooklyn, New
York, is a young housewife and

•

recent mother."New jeans usu- minute I put these on, they felt
ally take an uncomfortable great. I worked in them all day
period to break in. From the and felt terrific."
Bob Swezey,a lanky marketing executive, ordered his new
jeans through L. L. Bean. "I
had heard about them from
friends and wanted to see if they
were comfortable and if they fit
as well as they were suoposed
to. I put them on Saturday Morning and wore them all weekend—they're great."
The object of all this affection
is the new phenomenon of
stretch jeans—a measurable
improvement on the traditional
denim jean and a category that is
fast becoming a best-seller in
stores across the country.
Women's Wear Daily, the
fashion industry's arbiter,
quoted an executive at one of
America's leading fabric mills
who said stretch denim is, "not
just conversation, but a proven
quantity at retail. Stretch has
provided a very positive force
for. . . our customers."
Although there are several
types of stretch available, one of
the most exciting ingredients in
the stretch revolution is
"Lycra" spandex.

New styles in chains
There are new versions of
gold chains, which appear with
stations of gold beads or gemstones. Some lariats have chain
drops that end in a shower of
small pearls.
Look for wider earrings, or
_short drop earrings in gold.
Large gold "gypsy" earrings
are a favorite for the fall season's special "costume looks"
of gaucho, cossack, dhoti or
harem pants.
Bracelets are very much part
of the fall picture,and the favorite way to wear them is two or
three at a time, in mixed designs, such as a wide bracelet
with a bangle bracelet, or gold
chain with a flexible bracelet of
gold and gemstones.
Right for day or night
Rings in gold, with cutout designs, are just right for wear
with daytime suit or more dressy
evening wear, the Council reports.
Every, fashion-conscious
woman will be a golden-girl this
fall from the rings on her fingers
to the hoops at her ears!

Unique fiber

STRETCH IS MAKING JEANS-WEARING a fit and comfortable experience. The Lee Company's five-pocket denims for
him and her are made with a little bit of"Lycra" spandex for
just the right amount of give and take.

Clothesfor every-occasion

•
2•
14
• '

5

The Cesarani woman is aware
of her need for clothes ther really work for her on the jacior
evenings'atfine restaurants, for
traveling, or for relaxing in the
country. The fall, 1981, collection caters to all of these needs.
Classically inspired, the
Cesarani collection is all
American with an extra dash
that makes it both -special and
different.
Color palette . . . Fine imported worsteds and woolens
. . rich in tone . . . blanket
plaids . . earthy shades of
evergreen, clay, oxblood and
mahogany. . . tweeds and herringbones . . sparkles of red
and yellow. . . softened by pastel shades of crepe de chine.
New silhouettes.. . . Shorter
and straighter Renoir jacket
which ties at the neck . . .
longer unconstrutted slouch
jacket . . hip length blousons
collarless-jacket with plaid
facing and coordinating scarves
. . longer,fuller country skirts
with inverted front pleat in
matching blanket plaid . .
tunics
. and, not to be forgotten, the classic Cesarani blazer
. . which features the wind tab, and
the fabulous fining coin poclret •

Reed Paynter, a Du Pont executive who works withSeventh Avenue's fashion manufacturers and knows as much
about "Lycra- spandex as anyone, says the reason it is a
unique fiber is, "because it can
be combined in a small quantity
with any fiber, natural or manmade,to provide fit and comfort
without changing the look and
tee of the fabric. Because smite little bit of 'Lycr.' is added to
denim, it maintains its authenticity."
Paynter says, "The finished
fabric remains a true denim but
with the added dimension of unparalleled fit not possible without 'Lycra.'"
A Chicago department store
cited by Women's Wear Dail"
said the Lee jean with "Lycra"
was selling well. "It's been sensational," said the buyer, who
reported that half the stock has
-said out in two weeks.
A department store in Georgia said its Levi's business has
.been consistently good, especially in stretch denim.

trouser.
Blouses . . . silk crepe de
chine, silk plaid taffeta .. .
brushed cotton plaids . . . cotton yarn-dyed shirtings in
stripes and plaids. . . accent on
detail . . smocked neck with a
fuller sleeve . . . elegant crystal
pleated necklines and shoulders
(the Duchess and Edwardian)
. . Maid Marian with its simple lines and matching scarf. . .
the classic tuxedo shirt in viyella
. . . the Queen Anne shirt with
crisply pleated collar and cuff.
Sweaters. . . hand knitted in
Italy . . . rich in texture . . extensive range of silhouette and
color . . . delicate Victorian
ruffles in mohair. . cardigans,
In on "stretch"
pullovers, rugged outdoors look
. . fuller and longer cable pulThese companies who
lover tunics . . variety iir
supplied the california gold
necklines, bodies and designs.
rushers and the American cowThe Cesarani collection is
boy with the original denim jean
classic and feminine...for Cesahave been joined *the move to
rani truly undersands the definistretch by diiigner labels such
tion of both Each piece can as Calvin Klein,
Bill Blau and
stand on its own as an important Yves Si. Laurent.
separate.
The variety in jeans witir
The eye is always toward
Lycra" will also extend in fall
quality . . the lines are clean '81 from denim to corduroy and
. . tailored with a refreshing 'other classic fabric selections,
new feminine softness . . . a
viding comfort and assured
major breakthrough. •
- •
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orget thine old nodons
about pearls being—
strictly for graduations,
weddings, and wearing
I
home to meet Morn.
Of course. they're great
for al those things.
But, today's fashionable
woman is wearing more pearls than ever ,
before. Because they're so versatile _ they
, can be worn anytime and any place. Come
by and let us show you our extensive _
collection In differing lengths and
*
sizes to suit every personality.
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Nancy Knox believes in quality and style
'I hate the word, 'fashion.'
It conjures up throwaways."
Thus, in just eight words,
Nancy Knox reveals her raison
d'etre , her modus operandi,
and the driving force behind her
design concept—to create
wearable, enduring styles for
men. Using, of course, only the
finest materials.
It all began back in the 1950s
with footwear and continued,
through a wide variety of other
leather goods—belts, attaches,

etc.—to a recent foray into ing of and love for fabric, a sensweaters and, for fall, 1981, the sitivity to the needs of the conaddition ofjackets, trousers and sumer, and a strong awareness
headgear to her line which she of the factors that make our socalls, with good reason, The ciety tick. It's easy to appreciate
Very Best of Nancy Knox.
the scope of the contribution
The expertise and precision Knox is sure to make to whatshe developed during her years ever areas of fashion design she
in the shoe industry, which chooses to enhance.
-works in terms of millimeters
What sort of clothes does she
and centimeters, are two of the design? Jackets of the finest
assets Knox brings to her newest Irish tweed, for one, plus wool
work, designing men's clothes. trousers, waistcoats, classic
Add to them an understand- tweed caps and ultra-luxe fourply cashmere sweaters.
All boast luxurious fabrication, subtle surprises of color
and top quality construction. No
gimmickry here—just timeless
clothes designed to work in
combination with each other
and with all the other clothing in
a man's wardrobe.
And, the leather goods for
which she is famous? She leans
to sophisticated variations on
the classics, rendered with
meticulous care and attention to
tletail.
For instance, "One new shoe
we're doing takes off from the
running shoe concept with the
wrap-up heel in back. We've
done it in buffed leather. It's a
sophisticated shoe for both men
and women, and it's absolutely
weightless."
Like everything else she puts
her hand and mind to, it's designed, "within the confines of
good taste and simplicity."

FALL FASHION SECTION

The Halston signature for
1981 is clean cut, superbly
tailored and distinctively
Halston.
Coats can be three-quarters,
clutched for a wrap effect, or
double-breasted. His "under"
components are in both jersey
and knitted merino wool. There
are tunics, skirts, trousers,
wo-piece sweater dresses.

Metallic leather gleams softly. A purple vest-cut jacket slips
over a black velvet skirt . . the
bronze shirt jacket tops a black
cashmere sweater and pants.
Halston's masterful touch
with cashmere this season is
multi-faceted in turtleneck and
wrap dresses and ruffled ponchos, tossed over sweaters,
pants and skirts.

The prints are unique and subtle. A modified Aztec look
shows up in both wool challis
and silk crepe de chine. And,
there are even softened geometric prints in silk jerseys.
Color is shot through the
short evening costumes with
deep purple, aubergine, red and
the prevalent black.
41,

The greatest influence on her
work? "What's happening in
our society—the energy
crunch, which we haven't heard

THE LUXURY OF FINE FABRICS in easy-to-wear classic
clothes for the man who knows a good thing when he touches
it. From Nancy Knox, a fisherman sweater in four-ply
cashmere combines luxury with a touch of ruggedness. It's
worn over cavalry twill pkated slacks. Topping it off, Knox's
jacket of hand-woven Donegal tweed is flecked with blue,
cranberry, lemon and green. The finishing touch: a classic
Irish cap in the same material as the jacket. For fall, 1981.

For The
Ultimate
In Hair
and Skin
Care

./34 rr‘
%\,
RediNen
And
RI\ litudtic Is

NANCY KNOX
yet the end of. We, as a nation,
are going to have,to readjust or
dress habits to accommodate extremes of heat and cold."
Her solution? "Layered
dressing using lightweight materials. Heaviness is not what
keeps you warm. It's the air between the layers.
"Ideally, one's basic closet
should remain the same 12
months a year, with the exception of the outer layers, and I'm
approaching fashion from that
point of view."
"In the hot weather, the inner
is the outer, in the cold weather,
the inner is the inner."

Designers:
Margie Garland Beverly Shropshire
Danny Hutson Jetty Joyner

Call For An Appointment
at 753-2339
Olympic l'Initi
Murrev,.

Kentuck..t2o7fr

Then, there's the economic
crunch, also something that
Americans are learning to live
with. States Knox, "People
can't afford to spend money for
throwaway, inferior quality
gimmicks, so that it's in and
out, in and out, in and out, season after season."
What they are_kioking for is,
presumably, what Ptnox is offering: good clothes which, like
good wine, improve with age.
"Investment dressing,"
muses Nancy Knox, "When
you think about it. it's such.
natural "

Fan
overage
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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FALL FASHION SECTION

Soft accents give upward mobility to classic menswear basics for fail
the blouson jackets just reach rounded at the hips and are
the hip.Others are oversized fall- banded above or below the knee
ing,
to mid-thigh or even lower for knickers; at the ankle for
paratrooper or harem styles.
r 1 in the new gutsy anorak style.
But, by far the most impor- Skirts and pants are also
sbfter in silhouette. Pleated or tant softening touch in today's
circle skirt have greater volume career wardrobe, is the feminine
and give motion to the wearer. blouse.
Detailed with ruffles. tucks,
Pants are very often more

jabots, lace and embroidery as
well as luxuriously delicate fabrics such as georgette, satin and
silk or silk-looks, these team
with menswear basic pieces to
create an entirely new feeling.
The same softness is evident
in this year's crop of sweaters
that often have touches of an-

gora, open-work stitches and
pale colon to give them a more
feminine look.
What Penney's expert believes is that women have
adapted the practical wardrobe-building basics from men
but no longer feel constrained to
slavishly imitate them.

Fall hair"shapes up,"
What does fitness have to do
with,fall hair fashions?
,
Plenty, says the Helene Curtis Hairstylists Advisory Board.
This group of 12 experts from
around the nation finds that,
these days, fashion often is only
a small influence on women's
hairstyle choices.
Lifestyle concerns are more
important, they believe. And,
exercise is a big part of many
women's lives. In fact, the
sporting life will determine
many of the hairstyles that
women will choose for fall.
Says Darken Hakola, Portland, Oregon, board member:
"Women have more pride in
their appearance today. They're
taking better care of their
bodies, and they want their hair
to reflect that attitude."
For fitness-minded clients,
Detroit board member Gerald
Haynes recommends a light
perm. "Body perms" and professional UniCurl Body Amplifier Treatments add curvy style

•
••••

;

HOW TO
THINK THIN
T()BE
THIN

•

'
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THE ALTERNATIVE TO THE BLAZER this year could be a
blouson jacket. This one, in butter-soft suede, makes a complete fashion break with the man-tailored jacket. It is worn
with a pale-toned plaid circle skirt, and a ruffled and bowed
blouse. Pale-toned legs and medium-heeled pump* complete
the look. Fashions available in larger JCPenney stores.
If last year's fashion story
was hard-edged and uptight,
this year's story is decidely out
of soft-focus femininity. Yet,in
many respects, the wardrobe
basics remain the same according to Lois Ziegler, Fashion Director for JCPenney.
"We're still talking about
menswear tweeds and flannels
and corduroys for your wardrobe basics," she points out.
"You still need jackets and

Positive thinking will help
you lose pounds! According to
nutritionist Angela Lippman,
the less you feel deprived, the
easier it is to conquer temptation.
Use your imagination

Organize your plan of attack
so that you know what you're
eating, how much and when.
Also use your imagination to
skirts plus some pants as the create new food ideas and make
cornerstone of your Wardrobe. your efforts less unpleasant.
What's happened this yearis
I. Look at your ',foie.... t as
that shapes are less severe."
"food plan," not just another
Shoulderlines may continue "diet." That positive image
to be wide but they are more will help satisfy you and build
rounded, softer, have less pad- control.
ding. The whole silhouette is
2. Keep your mind off
softer, with the newest jackets food— think about other things.
being blouson.
3. Clean out your closet and
This is happening in every- banish all your "fat"
thing from the softest to the clothes—baggy pants, shapemost rugged fabrics. Many of less tops or gathered dresses.

Cu All Out With A
New Fall HaiAndrdo!

Whether Permed Or Natural Curly
Wovylioods'
Fall's New Hair Fashion Lirioks
- With
Styling From The Beauty Experts At...

KutIn Kurt-Ileetbsid• SiteppaegMameor

support that's a fashion hit this
fall. And, "a body treatment
helps a woman's hair bounce
back after a workout," says
Haynes.
Body treatments have the
added plus of being easy to care
for, despite perspiration. sweatbands, shower caps or bad jogging weather.
In Dallas, "everybody is
sports minded," says Fred
Moore at Salon Americus. His
clients prefer easy care styles
with "wearability," for looks
that are fashionable, ''but don't
confine a woman to constantly
woiking with her hair to get it in
shape," says Moore.
Fall's newest looks are wispy
and layered. Whether for short
or long locks, breezy layers can
get mussed without looking disheveled.
And, with short layers around
the face, hair stays out of the
eyes and out of the way—an
important consideration for
sports activity.
Short and neat, layered, or
long and braided, hairstyles
play the fashion game, and active women come up winners.
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HAIR SHAPES UP FOR FALL in this versatile style that
bounces back after sports, looks neat for office wear, is chic
and pretty for evenings. Gerald Haynes, Helene Curtis
Hairstylists Advisory Board member from Detroit, created
these easy-care waves that stay that way with help from a UniCurl Body Amplifier Treatment.
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Romantic
Elegance
for the new bride
Collection of over 200'On.of
a Kind' wedding gowns
You deserve the very best, so
trust us to help you plan that
special day
We are professional and
personal bridal consultants
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FAIL FASHION SECTION

Henry Grethel designs clothes for men and women to fit their varied lifestyles
Today, men and womeri lead
varied and fast paced lives. Business life, active life, home and
weekend life. . . clothes for fall
'81 must fit easily into all of
these facets, at the same time
offering fashion with spirit and
style. Designer Henry Grethel is
a firm believer in this point of
view, and his design credo reflects this.
"Today's man and woman,
without a doubt, are more discerning about what they wear
than they've ever been before.
fivery dollar spent today is important.
"It's only the very rich that
can afford to indulge in cheap
clothing. So, everyone is looking for quality and versatility in
fashion but they also want something that's new.
"That's what my designs are
all about—quality, versatility
and value combined with a new
spirit and swagger to meet the
demands of the varied lifestyles
available in the'80s."
The clothing collection

ringbones, houndstooth checks,
lickweaves and flannels, for the
career-minded man.
2) Country or Weekend Life
—suits, sport jackets, dress and
casual slacks with more of
sportswear influence reflected in
color, styling, bolder patterns
and heavier weight fabrics such
as corduroys, Shetland and Irish
tweeds, for town and country
living.
3) Night Life—dress-up suits
for after dark or business wear
with the understated elegance of
Saville Row; tuxedos designed
for nightlife at its most elegant.
Henry Grethel's spirited
styling: traditional gray flannel
suits updated with tobacco
stripes; blazers in new shades of
burgundy, rust and cadet blue;
tuxedo jackets in black wide
wale corduroy with satin lapels.
Comfort comes from softshoulder jackets with a new softer, more supple construction.

The sportswear collkctions
Grethel's sportswear for men
and women for fan, 1981,combines sophistication, swagger
and the spirit of the sporty outdoors, For the Equipment man
there's sophistication in dress
and sport shirts for town and
country wear in poplins, chambrays, herringbone twills and
British striping%
There's swagger in crew,
V-neck, vest and cardigan
sweaters in Fair Isles, argyles,
jacquards and stripes. They
-come in field colors for an Irish
country feeling and traditional
club colors.
There's the spirit of the
sporty outdoors in rugged,
Abercrombie-like outerwear in
canvas drills with bright red linings, suede poplins and glove
leathers with field details such
as ammo pockets and epaulets.
Casual sport pants come in corduroys, cotton canvas and

The concept of Henry Grethel
Clothing, premiering for fall,
1981, is comfort, styling, versatility and the message that,
"man cannot live by gray flannel alone."
Says Grethel: "I want to see
men as excited about wearing
clothing as they are about wearing sportswear. 1 want to get rid
ofthe stigma attached to the business uniform so that men can
begin to enjoy clothing again."
The versatility of Grethel's
Clothing collection is reflected
in three classifications:
I)FirstImpressions/Haziness
Life—suits, blazers and dress
slacks in all-natural fibers designed in pinstripes, plaids, her-

club-colored Norfolk jackets,
rep-striped, cabled, shaker knit,
argyle and fisherman knit
Sportswear for women
sweaters; man-tailored pants in
For Henry Grethel's Equip- rugged corduroys, flannels,
ment woman,the 300-piece fall Irish tweeds and gabardines.
There's the spirit of the sporty
line offers sophistication in
chalk-stripe, double-breasted outdoors for Grethel's Equipblazers with matching trousers; ment woman in glove leather
dirndl skirts and ruffled blouses fieJd jackets with zip-outlinings
in black satin, pleated knickers _ that double as vests; mallard
print shirts with classic, wingin softest velvet.
There's swagger in hound- tip or standup collars and
stooth check hacking jackets; shirred, yoked pleated or plain
ranger twills.

fronts; in new jodhpurs in corduroy, twill or butter soft suede.
"I'm not designing to overdress my •customer," says
Grethel. "Extreme looks. don't
interest me.
"I design my clothing and
sportswear collections for men
and women by taking a look at
how men and women live, and
then translating what I observe
into clothes that I think are comfortable, versatile, affordable
and enjoyable to wear."

All Swansor and
Spring Fabrics
Final Clearance

Patterns
/
1 2 Price
Is,..

AlieCens

‘0911gt"
a"*.riek
with
parcbaso of fabric
far saws.
esso Big Table

Beginning
August 20
you could
lose up to
30 pounds
in 30 days

Zippers
l
wc each
25 Limit Parches",
Masa

TOUCH-TRONIC 2000
MEMORY MACHINE
One of the world's most advanced sewing machines is also one of the easiest to use. So you
can spend less time on the mechanics of the
machine and more time on creating something
beautiful. Just touch a button for sewing any of
25 different stitches. With a Flip& Sew* panel,
one-step buttonholer and more. Made in U.S.A.

Remnant
Fabrics •
--Por-Taci

COMFORT IS THE KEY to dressing for country days or
casual weekends. Relaxed, American styling makes Henry
Grethel's boldly patterned brown,grey and rust country plaid
wool suit•pleasure to wear. It's versatile as well as comfortable; the classically styled two-button jacket can easily double
as a sport coat,and the plaid pants can pair up with•variety of
sweaters.Pattern and texture are added to the well-suited look
with • mocha shethind cabled V-neck sweater,• cream
"Equipment" tattersall shirt, and •rust knit tie. New for fall
'81 from the "Henry Grethel Clothing" collection.

The BackTo-School
Special
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Back-To
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ic MURRAY SEWING
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Exciting looks for fall from the French collections
By ANNETTE PETRUSA
For the coming season, Paris
designers have created clothes
that could be called, in a word,
intelligent. The shapes are big
and bold, but are nonetheless
soft, wearable and utterly contemporary. This fall, the variety
of lengths will offer the consumer many options.
Yves St. Laurent, as always.
was one of the brightest stars of
the French ready-to-weir. Gone
were folklore, exotic costumes
and grand historical gestures.
Instead, what one saw were
modern, forceful clothes today's women can live—and
work—in.
YSL's most exhilarating silhouette is the butterfly chemise
that tapers to the hem, in daytime wools and evening velvets.
A close contender: the cuffed
trouser suit teamed with classic
blouses.
Other YSL highlights:
pleated plaid wrap skirts paired
with silk blouses in a contrast
plaid, then topped with velvet
smock jackets, tunics over slim
skirts or long and pleated for
evening.
Plaid kilts were coordinated
with oversized stoles that were
then tossed over the shoulder of
a blazer.
YSL often translates his favorite daytime shapes into eve-

ning wear by using plush
fabrics—such as velvet for a
duffel coat—or ornate treatments—such as rhinestone
studs on a blouson. The standout YSL night colors? Black and
gold. Layered and luxurious! That
was the message from Karl
Lagerfeld as he introduced the
fall collection for Chloe. He
came on strong with cinched
waists and long, full, swirling
skirts layered over panes.
Lagerfeld achieved a soft approach to layering by using
lightweight wool fabrications.
He gave pants a new lift with his
side-buttoned gaucho pants
worn under long skirts.
Last season's Bermuda Kilt
was beautifully adapted to fall in
a newer, longer length. Lagerfeld combined volume and softness, exemplified by his swaggery capes and ponchos wrapped over any and everything.
A romantic feeling, via
capelet-collared knits and Victorian-inspired collars and
yokes, were other Lagerfeld
specialities.
Gold appeared through the
collection and looked even more
luxurious against the gold and
black tiled runway.
Claude Montana emphasized
soft, wrapped styles and nippedin, wide-belted waists over

ensemble: the long mandarin
long, swingy skirts.
chiffon skirt/
Urban cowgirls, outfitted in jacket/pleated
suede or fur with leather, wool trousers.
Plaid is a big Jean Claude de
romantic sportswear, and knit
dresses in soft greys and navys Luca favorite,and it appeared in
splashed with brighter hues, everything, from skirts to
were particularly well-received. shorts, tailored jackets to
A wonderful Montana even- shawls, and the contrast lining
ing look; Oriental kimonos of his reversible wrap worn over
a tweed skirt.
worn over black tuxedos.
Duffle coats, capes; classic
Thierry Mugler's green loden
coats and jackets commanded pant suits, velvet jackets and
interest as did his Hollywoods blousons, fitted jackets, blazers
and tunics, were additional
inspired suits.
Kenzo revived some of his stand-outs in the de Luca linesuccessful young looks but with up.
Kansai Yamamoto's light
new dash and wit: lacy pointelle
skirts paired to tweed jackets touch was much in evidence.
and patterned cashmeres teamed_ Chinese newsprint, Oriental
with ,flounced skirts. Prophetic heraldic symbols, South Ameri-

can geometrics, giant animal/ the dominant neutials to show
bird/flower themes and witty up on every runway.
renditions of the American
The brighter jewel tones—
baseball jacket were just some red, emerald, and turquoise—
of his dazzling ideas.
looked new and exciting when
Among his most sale-able used as accents with the darks.
There were contrasting colors
looks: the wool and metallic
striped Japanese fisherman's within one color family such as
jacket over a full skirt, and Loden and spruce, turquoise and
black/gold swagger coats and gentian, and looked great when
used together for a different
jackets.
Color, as always, played an tonal approach.
important role in the European - Grey was important when
collections. No one story -used in flannel fabrications.
emerged; rather an array of col- Navy looked newer than black,
ors from neutrals, to jewel although black is still a feature
in itself, especially for evening.
brights, to deep, rich darks.
Gold continued in imporThe neutrals ranged from
but shared the spotlight
tance,
and
brown
warm
rich
to
oatmeal
bronze and copper.
silver,
with
of
one
was
henna. Winter white

Fall Excitement
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